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Abstract.

The impetus of the thesis emerged through an academic interest in how experimental 

uses of typography and illustration functioned as a method of narration within literature. 

This was followed by investigations into the use of typography and illustration yielded that 

while there is a growing field of literary study examining non-linguistic elements within 

narratives, there are few studies into typography and illustration and how an author 

utilises and develops them as a method of narration. In light of this, this thesis examines 

attempts to expand upon the act of narration through the use of typography and 

illustration in both experimental and common forms. This is focused through Scottish 

artist Alasdair Gray and three of his novels: Lanark: A Life in Four Books, 1982, Janine 

and Poor Things.

While Gray’s novels are contemporary his use of typography and illustration engages in 

wider print cultures that facilitated experiment into literature involving the manipulation of 

typography, illustration and the traditions of narrative. Experimentation in literature from 

1650 to 1990, be it through illustration, typography or the composition of narrative, often 

emerged when printing practice and its product were no longer seen as efficient at 

communicating to modernising audiences. This act often coincided with larger changes 

within print cultures that affected laws, politics, the means of distribution, views of design 
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and methods of distribution. These changes facilitated poets, authors and artists to break 

with traditions of communication and restrictions to methods of printing to create new 

forms further inspired by emerging print and audio / visual media, methods of printing 

production, views toward the composition of artworks and a modernising society. The 

traditions of print history related to experiment form one area that create the foundations 

of Gray’s employment of illustration and typography. Traditions of printing history are also 

an area to build foundations for how to examine the usage drawn from Gray’s work.

Similar aspects of standardisation permeate Scottish language history and its literary 

market. Scottish engagement with Britain, religion and politics as well as the introduction 

of the printing press had ramifications for the state, nationalism and independence, 

affecting literary markets, but also drawing new methods of using and thinking about 

language. Engaged with European print cultures, through literature and non-standard 

typography, artists explored Scottish identity and how language reflected and 

represented this, often highlighting the disparity between the use of thought and speech. 

The examination of aspects of Scottish literature in this manner shows the path of 

Scottish literary markets, including those for Gray’s work, but also alternative methods for 

the use of non-standard typography related to characterisation and character speech. 

This again forms methods through which to explore how narration is expanded through 

typography and illustration.

Gray’s novels emerge from the foundation of earlier print cultures and history, built 

through Gray’s wide reading, political engagement, his broad art-schooling and his 

involvement in literary markets. Through the three novels closely studied here, Gray 

builds and expands upon earlier artistic and literary examples and examined against 

theories of narration they reveal how typography and illustration are developed as a 
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method of narration. Throughout Lanark: A Life in Four Books, typography and illustration 

serve multiple aspects of narration in the forging of an epic narrative. In 1982, Janine, 

typography is utilised as a means to render aspects of consciousness that cannot be 

easily accomplished through traditional methods, while adhering to the narrative 

limitations of the character’s point of view. In Poor Things both typography and illustration 

function as a method to represent aspects of printed materials as a means to present 

multiple points of view and explore the theme of the complex nature of the truth.

Ultimately through Alasdair Gray and three of his novels this thesis explores the cultures 

of printing and application of experimental and common uses of typography and 

illustration within literature. More importantly it explores how typography and illustration 

are extended as a method of narration.
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Introduction.

Scottish artist Alasdair Gray is acknowledged for his work as a painter and illustrator, 

author and playwright and has received much acclaim for his authorship and design. As 

part of his authorship and design, Gray employs typography and illustration within some 

of his novels as a material aspect of the narrative1. Gray’s use of typography and 

illustration develops from within print cultures, mostly in Western Europe, that broke with 

methods of communication, printing standards and linguistic restrictions. This was part of 

methods, be it experimental, artistic or cultural, to express written structures and styles 

that standard printing and written language could not to modernising audiences. So 

Gray’s work and his background provide an opportunity to explore the variety, history and 

cultures of printing, especially in the use of typography and illustration, as it relates to an 

author's storytelling methods or narration. Ultimately, this thesis addresses and examines 

how artistic, common and experimental uses of typography and illustration are developed 

as an aspect of narration focused through three novels by Alasdair Gray.

1. Typography is used here to mean the composition of a novel, this includes aspects of 
typeface, punctuation and the overall layout of a page.
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The choice of Gray as a focus through which to examine uses of typography and 

illustration is due to the growing recognition of Gray's work in terms of its literary merit, 

but also his role as a designer of his novels. Three of Gray’s novels: Lanark: A Life in 

Four Books (hereafter: Lanark), 1982, Janine and Poor Things are chosen as example 

texts representing his literary output. This is because they contain a wide variety of 

typographical styles and use of illustration, but also due to their diverse use of narrated 

perspectives. Directed by the usage within these novels, literature, art and design will be 

examined, as can the relationship between typography, illustration and narration, in areas 

such as aesthetics and meaning, the objective and subjective author and narrator, as well 

as the construction of unaltered authenticity. Gray’s relationship to printing cultures 

through his background and his works also provides the avenue to explore the methods 

through which printed materials, including the novel, become a site for the 

experimentation and breaking of restriction and methods of printing and design. Gray 

himself and the content of his three novels provides the pathway the thesis ultimately 

follows as it relates to the study of typography, illustration and narration.

There is a growing amount of literature related to the study of Alasdair Gray and his 

works, both in his literature and his artworks. While few examine the value of Gray's work 

as it relates to typography, illustration and narration, they do contain analysis of many 

aspects of his narratives. Stephen Bernstein's study Alasdair Gray is an analysis of many 

of Gray's novels ranging from Lanark to later works like Mavis Belfridge. Bernstein's 

analysis of Gray's works focuses on the elements he sees as primary to the novels, 

relating to events in Scottish history and Scottish literary history, memory, the elements of 

fantasy and reality and the Scottish landscape. Bernstein's book is largely a narrative and 

character analysis, though Bernstein does note that Gray's novels are complete works of 

art. Another study such as the collected articles in an edition of the Review of 
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Contemporary Fiction contains a wide variety of analysis of Gray's work, from 

examinations on politics and sexuality as well as capitalism and nationalism, especially in 

1982, Janine. The book also contains an article by Lynne Diamond Nigh ‘Gray's 

Anatomy: When Words and Images Collide’. The author examines the use of typographic 

elements as it relates to the construction of a novel found within Poor Things. Through 

this, the article highlights the use of italics within the narrative, which create a point of 

emphasis, representing handwriting and a subjective perspective. This in turn allows 

Diamond Nigh to raise the issue of Gray's typography and illustration use in regard to the 

creation of the illusion of authenticity relating to the creation of constructed documents. 

Additional reference material on Gray, for example The Arts of Alasdair Gray contains 

many articles ranging from influences upon Gray's work, Gray as an artist, examinations 

of class and power and a discussion of Gray's post-modernist credentials. Cairns Craig's 

article ‘Going Down to Hell is Easy: Lanark, Realism and the Limits of Imagination’ is a 

broad examination of the conditions that led to aspects and perspectives within Scottish 

literature. Craig also makes note of these conditions being fruitful for explorations of 

language use and also the construction of a literary consciousness in Scotland. The focus 

of many of the articles and books related to Gray's works are on Gray's relationship with 

Scotland and its history, the works that do look into Gray's use of typography and 

illustration are useful in opening up areas of further study, but due to their narrow scope 

they often ignore broader printing cultures including literary experimentation from which 

Gray’s work emerged. These works reveal gaps in knowledge that this thesis will attempt 

to amend.

There are few studies into the use of typography and illustration in literature relating to 

experimental use. Those that do exist cover a range of research materials and generally 

take two forms. First are articles that examine single elements, such as those contained 
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within the first volume of the 2013 issue of the European Journal of English Studies, in 

which its articles examine a variety of experimental elements. This includes examinations 

of elements within English manuscripts and early printed works, the study of poetry’s 

influence on eye movement and the examination of historical contexts on concrete poetry. 

The book Ma(r)king the Text: The Presentation of Meaning edited by Joe Bray, also 

examines many aspects of book creation from typographical aspects such as 

punctuation, to the use of epigraphs and footnotes as they relate to meaning making and 

reader / author relationships and book production. Within the book Glyn White presents a 

chapter: ‘The Critic in the Text: Footnotes and Marginalia in the Epilogue to Alasdair 

Gray's Lanark: A Life in Four Books’ in which he examines the use of typography focused 

largely on the marginalia in Lanark’s epilogue. White discusses the use of marginalia as it 

relates to the introduction of additional narrators, the narrator's relationship with the main 

text and their reliability. These articles and books show that the examination of non-

linguistic elements of a narrative are growing in popularity as a method for studying 

literature. They also show that there is a wide variety of typography and illustration 

elements as well as artists that can function as a part of narrow examinations on specific 

uses of typography and illustration. For broader examinations, Alasdair Gray and his 

novels become important as they equally contain a wide variety of elements, both 

common and experimental, through which to examine modes of narration, yet Gray acts 

as a focal point from which to study printing cultures and their progressive influence on, 

but not excluded to, experimental printed materials.

The second form is of larger studies that use history as a central element to categorise 

experimental forms. This can be seen through books such as Johanna Drucker's The 

Visible Word: Experimental Typography and Modern Art. Drucker's book charts the 

emergence of avant-garde practice of typography and art in the nineteenth to early 
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twentieth centuries, noting that there is a shift in this period from artistic representation 

toward examination of the ideas of painting and painterly problems. What Drucker 

explores in detail is the influence nineteenth century artists had upon those avant-garde 

groups of the twentieth century, such as Dada, Italian Futurists and Russian 

Constructivists, who expanded their practice beyond the easel to include printed forms. 

Like Drucker's work, A. E. Levenson's The Stuff of Literature: Physical Aspects of Text 

and Their Relation to Literary Meaning is an examination of the visual aspect of texts as it 

relates to meaning creation. Levenson builds a history of typographic changes, from 

spelling and uses of punctuation to the creation of concrete poetry, noting also the use of 

the typewriter in freeing many authors from printing restrictions. The Stuff of Literature 

presents Levenson's view of the reading of meaning, how this meaning can be affected by 

various aspects of typographic forms from punctuation, type changes and layout. Both 

Drucker and Levenson's studies contain methods for categorising the various elements of 

typography and the use of illustration. These methods are useful for categorising a wide 

range of uses from a wide variety of novels. For this study, these categorisations will not 

be used, as there are only three novels, but also the main purpose of this thesis is to 

analyse how Gray employs typography and illustration as a method of narration. Further, 

while the definitions of typographic elements raised by Drucker and Levenson are useful, 

they do not necessarily aid in understanding how an author utilises or develops the 

elements as a method of narration, for example the movement in time, characterisation, 

character voice or the rendering of consciousness within a narrative.

The close study of typographic and illustration elements with Gray’s three novels as it 

relates to narration includes texts in regard to the study of narration. While many texts are 

referred to, only a few act as foundations for the analysis of Gray's three novels. It should 

be noted that these books on narration are used not as complete models in the 
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examination of Gray’s usage, but work to inform the thesis’ approach to the examination 

of specific areas of narration. The first foundation book is Narrative Discourse: An Essay 

in Method by Gerrard Genette. Genette presents a method for analysing narrative, as his 

work examines the relationships between concepts of narrative, the story and the act of 

narrating. Although Gray’s novels are not studied directly by Genette, much of Genette’s 

research used in this thesis is useful toward understanding how illustration and 

typography engage with narrative, story and narrating through aspects such as mood, 

perspective or authorial distance, tense or the relationship between narrative and story, 

the creation of voice and also order or the relationships between story time and narrative 

time. Wayne Booth's The Rhetoric of Fiction, while not covering typography or illustration 

is of fundamental importance to the analysis of Gray's work as it relates to narration. 

Booth's book relates to the means by which an author communicates a novel to the 

reader through various rhetorical techniques. The analysis contains aspects of the 

objectivity and subjectivity of the author, showing and telling, and an author's use of 

consciousness in an attempt toward realism. Booth's work also contains an examination 

of the types of narration, the author's voice in fiction as it relates to an author's 

commentary, also how much an author reveals themselves and their control of distance.

Both Booth and Genette provide insight into the study of an author's use of 

consciousness in relation to the modern representation of consciousness, but as it forms 

a great part of some of Gray's novels more in depth studies are desired by the thesis. 

Dorrit Cohn's Transparent Minds: Narrative Modes for Presenting Consciousness in 

Fiction provides a generous examination of the use of consciousness in fiction. Cohn's 

book is divided into sections relating to the representation of consciousness from a third 

and then a first person perspective, though both relate to how an author utilises different 

methods to communicate a state of mind. Cohn explores how, as authors began to 
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approach the depiction of consciousness in an attempt to appear more realistic, this 

affected the relationship between author, narrator, character and reader. Anne Banfield's 

Unspeakable Sentences and Narrative and the Grammar of Direct and Indirect Speech 

are also of great use for understanding aspects of how consciousness is employed by an 

author. Banfield takes a linguistic and grammatical approach toward communication 

methods in fiction. Banfield examines the use of represented speech and thought, the 

construction of perspectives and the arguments in regard to authorial attempts toward 

objectivity. Banfield's work also contains an examination of the act of narration in general, 

but also on the representation of time, a narrator's distance and, like Cohn, a brief history 

of the use of represented speech and thought, which encompasses the representation of 

consciousness.

The majority of these foundation works in regard to narration and consciousness can 

be viewed as outdated, yet they are still utilised and discussed in a variety of narrative 

fields. Narratology for example builds upon the works of Booth and Genette, Gerald 

Prince's Narratology: The Form and Functioning of Narrative, creates a method to study 

the forms and functions of a narrative, in which he breaks down and studies many 

aspects of narrative. The collected study: In Teaching Narrative Theory from 2010 

contains a chapter by James Phelan ‘Voice: or Authors, Narrators and Audiences’ in 

which he uses among other works Booth and Genette to examine the question of who 

speaks in a narrative, the author or narrator. In the same study, Jesse Matz's 

‘Perspective’ notes Dorrit Cohn's work as useful to understanding perspective in a 

narrative. Further, Alan Palmer's study of consciousness in 2002 The Construction of 

Fictional Minds builds upon Cohn's work on consciousness. Palmer looks to non-verbal 

aspects within narratives such as behavioural descriptions which he sees as missing from 

Cohn's studies. So while the foundation texts may be old in terms of year of publication, 
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their analysis remains pertinent to this day, providing a solid grounding upon which to 

study aspects of narrative including narration and the representation of consciousness.

The studies into narration present histories of the development of many of the aspects 

related to narration, yet the studies do not cover typography or illustration and the print 

cultures that aided in the development of their use. Further, Gray's use of typography and 

illustration, while containing interesting examples of representation, are not unique, as 

they utilise and take part in a wide history of print cultures that span from 1650 to the 

1990s. The histories include not just the mechanics of actual printing, but the basis, be it 

social or artistic, through which the aspects of experimentation emerge. Ultimately, the 

expansion and changes within printing cultures and methods of communication, both 

textual and visual, form part of the artistic culture within which Gray ultimately finds 

himself writing.

Examinations into the social history of literacy and the novel include works by Richard 

Altick such as The English Common Reader: Social History of the Mass Reading Public 

1800 -1900. Altick's book provides a grounding for the rise of literacy in England 

beginning around 1660. Altick associates the rise of literacy with new economies, as they 

built upon new industrial conditions, requiring a literate workforce. But the period was also 

one of changing political and social aspects that saw a growing interest in suffrage 

alongside increases to wages and leisure time, which affected the methods and materials 

that impacted upon reading. J. Paul Hunter builds upon the work of Altick in Before 

Novels: The Cultural Contexts of Eighteenth-century English Fiction. Hunter looks at the 

emergence of the novel as part of larger cultural histories from social aspects in the 

seventeenth century as well as pre-existing genres. What can be drawn from Hunter's 

study is that the novel itself was an experimental form based on expansions of pre-
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existing genres, like guides, didactic books and periodicals. Laurence Sterne's Life and 

Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman (1759) is an example of the growth of the novel, 

as the author explored many popular literary forms as well as printing styles of the period, 

but also expanded upon the relationships between author and reader. Hunter, like Altick, 

also notes the expansion of audiences and literacy rates over the period, whether middle 

class, working class or women and children; this expansion becomes linked with the 

growth of printed materials and their production in an industrialising society. These 

readings on the social aspect of the novel create a basis for exploring the idea of literacy 

and the increasing demand for reading materials which progressively affected the 

methods of printing both text and illustration.

The impact of printing on the growth of the novel, literacy and the use of typography 

and illustration can be measured through many texts, one of which is Elizabeth 

Eisenstein's The Print Revolution in Early Modern Europe, which covers early aspects of 

printing and becomes a resource for understanding the growth of earlier periods of 

printing. Seán Jennett's The Making of Books and A New Introduction to Bibliography by 

Phillip Gaskell plots various printing techniques, largely within the eighteenth and 

nineteenth centuries, which build upon early European printing as new technology was 

adopted to accelerate the creation of the printed page. This included not only the printing 

press, but also composition machines and the introduction of methods to reproduce 

images, including the photograph, which had a large impact upon both the printing of text 

and illustration. Robin Kincross' Modern Typography: An Essay in Critical History 

examines the impact of modern methods of printing, but it also looks at the effects of 

printing upon moves toward efficiency and standardisation. The book contains debates of 

the twentieth century surrounding the traditional and the modern, which are largely played 

out between traditional Arts and Crafts movements, modernist printers and new 
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traditionalists who influence present day views of typography and illustration. Largely 

what the growth of printing processes produced were efficiencies and standards toward 

the creation of reading materials. Though as reading and readers changed, methods of 

representation were challenged either by looking backward to better results or looking to 

new methods, creating new ways to communicate to readers. Printing practice was also 

tied not just to new forms of communication, but to solidify language and culture.

Social aspects in Scotland beginning around the 1650s also had an effect on printing 

and the reflection of language use within fiction in that region. These debates are explored 

through works like Francis Russel Hart's The Scottish Novel: A Critical Study which is a 

sweeping review of the Scottish literature, including the novel and ranges from James 

Hogg's The Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner in the 1820s to 

Scottish novels of the 1970s. Hart's book is useful as a grounding toward understanding a 

broad history of Scottish literature and historical events. However, some of Hart’s ideas, 

especially about the union of Scotland and England and its effect upon authors such as 

Walter Scott and Robert Burns, have been challenged by other works, among which is 

that of Cairns Craig. Craig's book The Modern Scottish Novel takes a different viewpoint 

on the influence of Scottish society and the influence upon the Scottish novel. The book 

also examines the influence of the dividing aspects of Scottish society, such as religion 

and politics, and how this impacted upon the ideas of language and thought, also the 

engagement with changing religion and these effects upon identity. Further, the book 

examines the construction of Scotland through myth and legend through works by authors 

such as Scott and Burns and the reaction by later authors who saw this as a false history 

and their efforts to either agree or create a new Scottish fiction. Despite the disagreement 

of the works in this section they are utilised to understand the literary history of Scotland, 

yet also how broader print cultures and Scottish literary history and culture, including its 
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relationship to language and identity, impact upon the processes and output of Alasdair 

Gray. Further, they act to highlight additional relationships between typography, 

illustration and narration.

Each of the areas related to this study are useful as they provide a wide range of 

information and methods toward the study of Alasdair Gray's development of typography 

and illustration within his three novels. Yet, the studies individually are lacking in elements 

or scope when it comes to a complete study of typography and illustration. The studies on 

narration do not include typography or illustration in their methods, the studies of Gray 

rarely look at the non-linguistic aspects and the examinations of printing, typography and 

illustration rarely integrate narration as part of their studies. In this light, this thesis 

attempts to close these gaps by exploring areas in regard to the influences upon 

typographical and illustration forms through cultures of printing. This is undertaken 

through an examination of the influences, both in print culture and Scottish literary culture, 

upon the processes and output of Alasdair Gray and three of his novels.

Based on these investigations, the methodological approach to the topic begins with a 

broad textual analysis in the four main areas of typography, printing, illustration and 

narration. In addition, close reading of the three works by Alasdair Gray reveals 

examples, but also identifies themes and topics that relate to Gray's particular usage of 

typography and illustration. This leads to the study of critical literature in relation to 

typography, in terms of the printing cultures and design, also of works related to the 

printing of illustration. Further, studies of narration and discourse (compositional studies) 

as well as social aspects related to the changing role of written communication including 

the novel are also included. In addition to these paths of study, works are examined in 

relation to the practice of Alasdair Gray through the analysis of biographical and primary 
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source work including critical studies, letters, published interviews and archival materials; 

once this has been completed the separate areas can be brought together.

Within this study, time and space create limitations of what can be included as part of 

the thesis’ research and examination, as does the relevance to the typography, illustration 

and narration employed through Gray’s three novels. The study of historical aspects that 

relate to experimental practices covers a period beginning around 1650 following through 

to the 1990s. It is a period that begins with the creation of new media including the novel 

and print cultures that impact upon these new forms, it ends with the beginnings of the 

digital influence upon readers in the 1990s, a period that has little impact upon the work of 

Alasdair Gray. The selected time period is one of sweeping change to printing cultures 

that affected printers, authors and readers in how they produced and viewed literature. 

The time period also reveals that Gray is part of wider cultures of experiment with print, 

language and literary forms, both within Scotland and wider Europe. This leads to Europe 

being the focus of the study, mostly Britain, but it does also examine influences that had 

wide implications to printing or experimentation in typography and illustration be it in 

France and Germany or Italy and Russia. To a lesser extent the United States of America 

is also part of the study, as it benefited from the knowledge of many European designers 

following the Second World War. In regard to Gray's novels only three are used: Lanark, 

1982, Janine and Poor Things. The novels cover a ten year period in Gray’s writing 

career beginning with Gray as an established artist, but as yet unpublished novel author, 

to a novel by an established, experienced and award-winning author. The three novels 

also contain a wide range of typography and illustration examples, but also a wide variety 

of perspectives from third person, to first person monologues from which to study the use 

of different techniques. The idea of literary experimentation is also wide, encompassing 

many forms from artists' novels, poetry like calligrammes and concrete and sound poems, 
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while the thesis does include these works as part of a historical evaluation of the changes 

to typography and illustration, the focus here is on the use of illustration and typography 

as it relates to the novel, specifically Gray’s novels.

The use of typography and illustration in Gray's novels reveals his work to be part of a 

wider history of printing cultures that have affected the way artists have viewed their 

works and worked toward expanding upon various forms of narration and representation. 

Further, within his novels the use of typography and illustration relates to methods of 

narration encompassing the representation of time, voice, but also adds to the debates on 

subjectivity and objectivity in regard to the distance a narrator chooses to take between 

himself or herself and the character. Typographical use also allows for the exploration of 

how consciousness is rendered.

For the study, Gray and his use of typography and illustration influences the structure 

of the thesis. Excluding the introduction and conclusion, the study is divided into three 

parts. As Gray takes part in wider print cultures and histories, chapters one to three break 

down and explore printing, its practices and how it influences and was influenced by 

writing and society. Chapter one covers the period from 1680 to 1830 in which the hand-

press period was well established, but quality was seen to be in decline, so the period 

was one in which standards of printing were established. This is also a period in which 

increased interest in books saw changes to the rights toward an artist's work, which also 

affected printers and sellers though they benefited from the lowering of costs mainly from 

the reduction of duties. Increasing literacy rates and changes to reading habits affected 

the production and formalisation of a more diverse range of reading materials, including 

the novel and places to read them. While authors were largely outside of the printing 

process, illustrators though were beginning to be alienated by increasingly mechanised 
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processes, so sought experimental methods as part of a unity of text and image. Though 

outside of the printing process, authors during this period began to explore different forms 

of expression and representation, producing examples that were explored in following 

periods.

Chapter two explores the period from 1830 to 1930, which is one of mechanisation 

and the exploration of literary forms. The introduction of machine printing encourages a 

large scale commercial move away from hand-press printing in an attempt to cope with 

growing reader demand. Printing machines and methods of printing become available to 

artists who were abandoning the easel, looking to newer forms of expression to represent 

their protests or propaganda, but also to express new viewpoints influenced by the 

immediacy of radio and the speed of new transportation. New printing methods affected 

debates surrounding the failings and merits of new modern designs that were inclusive of 

new machine printing or traditionalists that looked away from mechanisation to earlier 

methods and designs. Again, many authors of the period did not engage with typography 

or illustration as a method of representation in their narratives, instead they looked to new 

methods to represent consciousness or explore the relationship between the author, 

narrator and the text. 

Chapter three encompasses the modern period from 1940 to 1990. Printing during this 

period was changed by the introduction of photographic technologies as well as 

computerisation that led to greater integration of printing practices. Much of this change 

affected the printing of magazines as photographs had a greater emphasis on a 

magazine's layout as visual communication became a more popular form of 

representation. The book however remained largely untouched. Experimentation moved 

to other areas like magazines and film, yet typographical works drawing on artistic 
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practices and related to mediums like film were still undertaken. Experiments with the 

representation of narrative time and a character's consciousness were also explored.

Chapter four is a more focused study of the impacts of not only print cultures but 

historical events upon Scotland and the work of Alasdair Gray. The chapter examines the 

debates surrounding the use of Scottish language and how it was represented in printed 

forms. The union of Scotland and England also influenced the use of language, the views 

and writing of Scottish literature, but also industries that produced printed materials 

catering to a Scottish audience. These events also shaped the time period in which 

Alasdair Gray grew up and was educated. Further, the chapter explores literary works 

that influenced Gray's thoughts and practice toward literature.

Chapters five through to seven are critical examinations of the three novels by Alasdair 

Gray: Lanark, 1982, Janine and Poor Things. Each chapter contains an overview of the 

plot and the history of its writing and printing. The type of narration taking place is also 

explored in each of the chapters in an attempt to understand through what methods the 

narrative is told. This breaks down the various types of perspective and persona the 

narrator chooses to inhabit in the telling of the narrative. This is useful as there are 

instances of meta-narratives involved within the novels, further the relationship between 

the narrator, author and the persona often takes place within typographical grounds. 

Explorations of typography, including marginalia, footnotes, layout and changes to type 

are explored revealing aspects of narration in relation to the author / narrator relationship, 

the manipulation of time, changes to a character’s voice or speech, as well as attempts 

toward the rendering of consciousness and emotional states. Uses of illustration are also 

examined through the three novels, which are seen through titlepages in their relationship 

to the production of a novel's themes, its symbolism and authorial control of distance 
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through the ordering of time and events. Illustrations in terms of ornament also fit within 

the scope of the study especially in regard to the creation of unaltered forms of 

authenticity and character description. Gray's three novels offer a wide array of aspects of 

typography and illustration allowing for a thorough and critical examination of their 

relationship to an author's development of methods of narration.

In regard to print cultures examined, the history presented in the study is largely a 

British-centric view and one focused on the works of Alasdair Gray. Yet there are an array 

of authors and artists for whom print cultures, literary histories and social aspects are an 

influence upon the foundation of their art and storytelling abilities and may not have been 

explored in this respect or scope, purely because the focus is on Alasdair Gray. This 

thesis may provide a platform through which they can be explored. Further, the study can 

act as a grounding toward the exploration of emerging and growing forms of literature 

stemming from digital frameworks and delivery methods. As such the study can be 

utilised as a basis for understanding the relationships between cultures of printing, 

society's relationship with literature and methods of communication.

The ultimate focus of this thesis is an examination of how typography and illustration 

function as methods of narration within three novels, by Alasdair Gray. Yet, it can also 

reveal that practices, theories and uses of experimental forms are entwined within wider 

aspects of print cultures and a state’s history. The challenges to standards of typography 

and illustration work to create some foundations of experimental literature upon which 

new authors, including Alasdair Gray, built upon as they create narratives that 

communicate the complexities of characters, events and themes to audiences.
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Chapter 1: Early Experimentation & Print Culture in Europe 1650 – 1830.

Fundamental aspects of layout and presentation of printed books have changed very 

little since the introduction of mass production by German printers in the fifteenth century. 

Yet revolutionary changes to thought and industry in Europe through the Renaissance, 

Enlightenment and Industrial Revolution began to reposition the role of books in society 

not only as store houses of knowledge, but as a method of mass communication for a 

growing literate audience through novels and other printed materials. In this regard, 

Laurence Sterne's novel The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman 

(hereafter: Tristram Shandy) is of interest as it reveals a variety of elements related to 

textual printing practices of the period. The production of Sterne's novel and the period 

surrounding its publication highlight experimentation upon the novel's form, but also 

elements such as changes to methods of printing, the role of the author and audiences as 

well as social change. Also, of interest is the work and practice of William Blake in regard 

to the methods of printing of illustrations. Blake's working life, experimentation and 

opinions highlight the changing views and practices toward the printing of illustrations, but 

also the role of both the artist and of illustrations in this process. The changes to print 

cultures, highlighted through the practice, opinion and output of Sterne and Blake, 

popularised and solidified the novel as a method of mass communication, but also 

opened this method to experimentation. It is from the 1650s to 1830s where many 

fundamental aspects of the European literary experiment began. Much of this period then 

serves as creating the groundwork for printing, ideological views and modes of 

experimentation that in later periods were debated and explored.
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Establishing the Author.

Tristram Shandy has been chosen not only for its experimental value, but also as its 

author, the novel's narrative, its composition and its printing reveal many aspects of print 

culture that were in flux during this period. The nine volumes that make up Tristram 

Shandy were printed in a twenty year span beginning in 17591 (Hunter 1989, p. 174; 

Ross, in Sterne 1983, p. xii). The publication of Sterne's novel in the eighteenth century 

coincides with a repositioning of the role of authors, of how they earned a living and the 

rights to their work. Established during the sixteenth century the Stationers' Company, a 

large English printer's guild, shared with the crown the right to print and manage books, 

what was printed and by whom. Furthering the scale of the Stationers' power, printers' 

rights to manuscripts were exempt from anti-monopoly laws, so the copyright of books 

was owned in perpetuity by the Stationers' Company. This made them and booksellers 

wealthy and important during the late seventeenth and eighteenth century as the demand 

for books grew. Ownership meant printers could reprint without the agreement of or 

recompense to the author, changing the work if necessary or creating spin-offs of popular 

works, for example commissioning scripts for plays.

Of course, authors were displeased by the rights held by the Stationers' Company. As 

early as the 1650s John Locke wrote about his displeasure in regard to the monopoly and 

its impact upon the education of the public and the circulation of knowledge. Others, like 

Scottish judge Henry Lord Kames, reflecting enlightened views, saw the monopolies as 

limiting to human knowledge, as printers were in control of what was printed and the 

price. Locke's influence on parliamentary changes to copyright matters is speculated 

1. The first two volumes of Tristram Shandy were printed in York in 1759, then in London in 1760 
(Ross, in Sterne 1983, p. xlii).
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upon as he was associated with members of the British parliament, especially Edward 

Clarke who spoke in parliament regarding changes to these matters. Nonetheless, 

parliament allowed a printing ordinance of 1643 to lapse in 1695.2 More importantly 

parliament agreed to the Statute of Anne in 1709 / 1710, which recognised authors as 

owners of their works and questioned the booksellers’ claim to perpetual copyright. 

(Febvre & Martin 1976, p. 163; Rose 2003, pp. 75 - 78, 81).

The Statute of Anne allowed an author to sell the copyright of their work for a set 

period, which had to be renegotiated after the contract lapsed, making it illegal for works 

to be printed afterwards. The statute also set down terms of twenty-one years for books 

that were already in print and fourteen years for new books, with an extension of fourteen 

years if the author was still alive, before a work entered the public domain. (Rose 2003, 

pp. 77, 80; Tallmo n.d.). This statute gave the author the ownership of their work and the 

ability to earn money from the continued sale of the right to print over the life of the state 

granted copyright. Yet, through the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth, 

booksellers argued that copyright was a permanent right to be sold and not retained by 

the author. (Altick 1957, pp. 15, 53; Rose 2003, pp. 76, 80). 

The practice of publisher controlled copyright continued after the introduction of The 

Statute of Anne of 1709 / 1710 and was only broken when other booksellers challenged 

the perpetual copyright, as Alexander Donaldson did in 1774. Donaldson appealed to the 

House of Lords on being denied the ability to print James Thomson's Seasons, despite 

the book being in the public domain. The Lords upheld the copyright laws of 1709 / 1710 

and it appeared that perpetual copyright was over as cheap reprints soon followed. (Altick 

1957, p. 53; Rose 2003, p. 77). Though other debates continued, as judges argued the 

2. Ordinance for the Regulation of Printing 1643.
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aspects of whether an author's work should be protected under property rights laws and 

whether an idea was property. An important point to note from the changes to copyright 

was that it moved printed books away from being predominantly a display of aristocratic 

wealth of family or state, to that of cultural commodities, created by and informing civil 

society on a wide variety of areas such as law, religion, government and human nature 

and knowledge. This influenced literature, but also the regulation of civil laws and courts 

as opposed to royal laws. (Altick 1957, pp. 15, 53; Rose 2003, pp. 76, 80).

Coupled with the changes to the rights of an author's work were changes to the 

patronage system during the same period, as authors, including Sterne, looked 

increasingly from individual patrons to a wider consumer market. During the sixteenth 

century the nobility, crown and government provided individual financial support to 

authors not of independent means. Yet by the early seventeenth century, especially in 

England under Charles the Second, the patrons were in no financial position to provide 

the level of support of the previous century to a growing pool of authors.3 (Donoghue 

1995, p. 97; Korshin 1974, pp. 455, 456, 458, 462; Marotti 1991, p. 25; Porter 2000, p. 

84). Another long-standing means of patronage was through dedications, where an 

author wrote a favourable page to a supporter, or potential supporter, which in the 

sixteenth and seventeenth century often garnered gifts of money, but by the mid 

eighteenth century, like individual patronages, the practice had waned (Febvre & Martin 

1976, p. 160).

3. The crown did still provide support to a few authors like Thomas Hobbes, William Wycherley 
and John Dryden. Government though supplied job-oriented patronages, Daniel Defoe, for 
example, was paid £400 annually from Secret Service funds for his journalistic services (Korshin 
1974, pp 457, 462).
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By the time of the printing of Tristram Shandy in 1759, the use of patronage in the 

eighteenth century was in a state of change from sole support from wealthy individuals 

and organisations to a mass audience market model that was well established by the 

nineteenth century. Sterne utilised both systems, seeking private patronage, largely for 

the social endorsement, but also engaging in newer avenues for funding and sales. With 

the printing of the first two volumes of Tristram Shandy in York though, Sterne looked to 

older patronage models, accepting support in the form of paid publication, where the 

patron pays for the cost of printing. This practice was frequent in the sixteenth and 

seventeenth centuries, but less so in the eighteenth, often the money was offered as a 

loan but never collected. Publication by subscription was becoming more popular in the 

eighteenth century, as both authors and publishers looked to multiple benefactors to fund 

the printing of a book, so the wealthy could still take part, but as part of a larger collective. 

Smaller subscriptions were also a growing trend, where people bought a chapter or 

volume at a time, financing the continued printing of a series. This was the case for the 

London printing of Tristram Shandy. (Cross 1929, p. 208; Donoghue 1995, pp. 98 - 99; 

Korshin 1974, pp. 465, 466). For Sterne, as for many authors, there was no set path for 

authors looking to engage with audiences in the newer consumer-led market. Sterne, 

possibly guided by his tenure in the Church of England, where a patron’s support was a 

method of advancement, courted celebrity endorsement to spread the word of his novel, 

but also looked to the theatre as a model, making his persona as much a commodity as 

his novel, creating a figure of attention, which aided the sale of his novel. (Donoghue 

1995, pp. 99, 100, 103, 107). Like Sterne, by the mid eighteenth century authors were 

increasingly looking away from private and individual patronages for sole financial 

sponsorship and toward the growing consumer market for an income.
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The emergence of the author tied largely to the market coincided with the further 

expansion of booksellers and publishers. Both booksellers and publishers took advantage 

of changes to the copyright laws, not only to strike deals with popular authors for sole 

access to copyright, but in printing volumes of public domain literature. This meant that 

both publishers and authors could sustain themselves away from both printers and 

individual patrons through the sale of the right to print and continuing growth in 

readership. Following the author, in the latter part of the eighteenth century, was the man 

of letters, the critic. Advisor to emerging book clubs and coffee houses, the critic sought to 

remove criticism from the academies and take fashionable philosophic or critical 

discussions to the people. (Porter 2000, pp. 83, 84, 86; Steinberg 1996, pp. 109, 110).

Aiding the growth of the English author was the easing of censorship laws in 1695. 

The Ordinance for the Regulation of Printing of 1643 was introduced to regulate the 

printing presses and prevent slander against the government and church and the 

promotion of radical thought. It imposed pre-publication licensing of printed material, the 

documenting of printed materials at the Stationers' Hall, as well as the seizure of offensive 

materials and the imprisonment of guilty parties. (June 1643: An Ordinance for the 

Regulating of Printing; Rose 2003, p. 78). However by 1688, the Bill of Rights was 

introduced ensuring freedom of the press, so by the time the ordinance was due to be 

renewed in 1694 it was allowed to lapse. Though in other parts of Europe, especially Italy 

and France, where the challenge to church and state was stronger, censorship laws kept 

some book distribution underground until later. (Eisenstein 1983, p. 241; Porter 2000, pp. 

72, 73).

Censorship did still exist in England, as authors could face post-publication 

prosecution by church or state. While seen as harsh, the accusation often aided an 
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author's reputation and sold more books. As a deacon in 1759, Laurence Sterne faced 

censorship of a kind to his earlier pamphlet A Political Romance. The pamphlet, written 

against the perceived nepotistic practices by Dr. Francis Topham, was supported by the 

Dean of York, John Fountayne, who was Sterne's religious patron. The pamphlet caused 

enough offence and embarrassment that the Bishop of York, John Gilbert, intervened and 

ordered existing copies destroyed. The destruction of the mischievous pamphlet was a 

disappointment to Sterne, not just due to the censorship, but the lack of support from 

Fontayne who did not actively support Sterne. This incident served as a lesson for Sterne, 

for his writing, but also as an impetus to move toward a career as an author. (Donoghue 

1995, pp. 101, 102; Ross in Sterne 1983, p. xii). Despite the censorship, authors, printers 

and publishers were taking part in the growth of an inclusive civil society through cultural 

commodities, where new voices, authors and critics addressed an equally growing 

reading public (Porter 2000, p. 73; Rose 2003, p. 75). To achieve this, the book itself, its 

contents and methods of production had to change to keep pace.

Changing Idea of the Book.

The idea of the book too began to change during this period. While much of the writing 

between the seventeenth and eighteenth century was of a religious nature, enlightened 

essays on understanding the self by authors like Rene Descartes, Thomas Hobbes, 

David Hume and especially John Locke's Essay Concerning Human Understanding, not 

only challenged and adapted classical views and neo-Platonist Renaissance thought, but 

drove changes toward the book and played a role in the structuring of the novel (Porter 

2000, pp. 58, 60; Watt 1957, p. 292). Locke's views of the rational self and the maturing 

mind through experience was popularised through magazines like the Spectator, where 
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editor Joseph Addison in 1712, made Locke's vision of a new man for new times 

available to a wider non-academic audience (Porter 2000, pp. 60, 69, 87). 

Demographic changes between the seventeenth and nineteenth centuries also had an 

impact upon the topics addressed by authors and journalists of the period. Within this 

period, there emerged an educated class as a result of industrial changes, of artisans, 

shopkeepers, labourers and servants, mainly younger people under 25 (Hunter 1990, pp. 

41, 43, 65). While much of England was rurally populated, London, among others cities, 

became an urban centre for younger property-less people looking to take part in new 

opportunities and wealth. This group was severed from traditional methods of oral 

learning, though were literate so explored literary possibilities. Not only that, newer 

audiences brought with them different spending habits using ready cash, rather than 

relying on older systems of credit, which they were willing to spend. (Barry 2002, p. 393; 

Razell 1993, p. 749).

Publishing systems catered for new spending habits, so authors and journalists began 

to write for the modern growing audience and their concerns with life choices and 

personal growth (Hunter 1990, pp. 89, 118, 142 - 145, 147, 253). Growing interest in 

understanding and improving the mind also spurred authors and printers toward creating 

self-help guides as well as meditations, autobiographical and biographical works joining 

journalistic writings (Hunter 1990, pp. 285, 292, 293, 295). Not only did the book 

represent various forms and to a wider audience but, from these, the novel emerged to 

create a new method of mass communication.

The novel's form embraced novelty and experimentation building from the variety of 

texts emerging from the seventeenth century onward (Altic 1957, p. 45; Hunter 1990, pp. 
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5, 11). Early experiments with the novel's form, in terms of novelty, are seen as a move 

away from the romantic formula toward periodicals, such as John Dunton's The Athenian, 

which challenged set rules and principles of romance writing upsetting traditionalists with 

false wit and silliness throughout its numerous articles. Despite the anger from 

traditionalists the periodical sought to create novelty and curiosity, which played to the 

emerging audience's desire for the new, the strange and the different. (Hunter 1990, p. 

13). Ideas such as these were picked up by authors including Daniel Defoe, Samuel 

Richardson and Henry Fielding. These authors addressed the undirected nature of early 

novelty writing in periodicals. Creating whole narratives exemplifying the moral, 

ideological and idealistic possibilities that the form could achieve, they expanded upon 

the cases found in guide books while retaining a didactic purpose. (Altick 1957, p. 45; 

Hunter 1990, pp. 19, 55). Novels differed from romances, as they were more likely to 

engage with contemporary life rather than the past; novels also moved away from 

romance's universals creating specific people and exploring specific circumstances. 

Authors of novels were interested in exploring human reactions to the world, of taboo, of 

human nature and more private personal views. (Hunter 1990, pp. 31, 34, 37, 176; Watt 

1957, pp. 15, 27, 29).

By 1750 novels like Tristram Shandy and Charlotte Lennox's The Female Quixote 

were innovations and variations upon the existing popular works by Richardson, Fielding 

and Defoe, which were themselves expansions upon didactic, autobiographical texts and 

romances (Hunter 1990, p. 27, 28; Watt 1957, p. 15). Tristram's incidents, like his 

circumcision, show that like romance books, new books could contain digressions or sub-

plots, however, novels made these elements more integral to the main action, as they 

were about educating the reader to the inner self of the characters, but it also allowed 

authors to show their characters as unreliable, hiding aspects of themselves. Books and 
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novels did not relinquish their educating or moralising function, which also permeated 

romances, yet gradually through the eighteenth century the moralising became better 

integrated within the narrative. (Hunter 1990, pp. 48, 50, 55).

Establishing the Reader.

The number of readers and the amount of what was read in England during the 

seventeenth to the nineteenth century is not always clear. Nonetheless, it is clear that 

within this period there was a growth in reading and literacy. Religious organisations at 

the beginning of the eighteenth century organised schooling for working class children. 

Although schooling taught reading it was largely comprised of biblical study learned 

through memorisation. Few parents saw the benefits for their children, who could be 

working and earning a wage. Ideological groups, like the utilitarians, also attempted to 

influence reading of the period away from novelty and political reading toward reading 

that served as a utility, which strengthened the social structure, not the individual. These 

views were not readily accepted by many in the working class who, if they did read, read 

for the pleasure of novelty or to be engaged in news. Nonetheless, the cost and 

availability of books was an early detriment to many reading habits; this perpetuated oral 

cultures among the working class, as those who could read did read to others including 

those who were illiterate. The amount and variety of materials available to read and its 

cost changed by the late seventeenth century as newspapers, periodicals, magazines 

and circulating libraries made reading materials more accessible. As more reading 

materials were being introduced, reading was tied to the growth of the new industrial 

economy, so literacy for the working class became more accessible and important. (Altick 

1957, pp. 32, 35, 38, 39, 63, 99, 143, 269-273, 287; Hunter 1990, pp. 65, 83, 84, 85).
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The largest group to benefit from literacy was the middle classes who attended 

grammar and private schools. Literacy for many in this class served an economic reason, 

as reading was linked to new occupations such as record keeping. (Altick 1957, p. 41; 

Hunter 1990, pp. 66, 83). Despite this growth, reading as a pastime was rare at the 

beginning of the eighteenth century; books were seen as largely a utility. Yet novels such 

as Samuel Richardson's Pamela and the flood of novels that built upon his work, as well 

as periodicals, sensations and a growing interest in politics, gradually changed people's 

perceptions toward reading. (Altick 1957, pp. 45, 278). As noted, many of those who 

began to move to cities were younger people, so a youth culture built up and they looked 

to books and novels not just as an entertaining pastime, but to replace the moralising and 

teaching of life lessons that had come from communal environments, where older 

characters in books were offered as models of life (Altick 1957, p. 45; Hunter 1990, pp. 

65, 77, 79, 83).

New books and novels also served as a response to the growing urban community 

that had swept into London and other cities. The view of London during eighteenth 

century was one of isolation and solitariness, alienation not just from others in the cities, 

but from families, community and oral tradition. Many flocked to cities to earn a living, yet 

they rarely mixed or met with strangers in a communal sense. In addition, with the 

planning of urban housing, private space became more readily available, small spaces for 

thought or prayer. Books altered from mimicking the oral traditions of communal readings 

to focusing on a single individual. Much of the eighteenth century is an exploration and 

experimentation of engaging and creating relationships with the reader as opposed to 

communal oral traditions and responses based on social and moral assumptions. Interest 

was in a close relationship between narrator and reader, as well as exploring individual 

reader responses; these explorations facilitated experimentation with types of narration 
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and visual devices such as those in Tristram Shandy. (Altick 1957, p. 195; Hunter 1990, 

pp. 40, 41, 129).

Among the opponents to this new literature were authors Alexander Pope and 

Jonathan Swift, both of whom attacked the journalistic work of John Dunton and the idea 

of novelty that was emerging in England. Both Pope and Swift disliked the growing 

English literary culture, of gossip, scandal and the up-to-the-minute works, but also that 

the idea of the traditional form of looking to the past was being forsaken for a focus on the 

present. In the early eighteenth century, Swift derided the culture in Tale of the Tub, 

ridiculing the work of Dunton. (Hunter 1990, pp. 12, 106 - 108). Groups of moralists also 

attacked the new forms of literature seeing them as promoting idleness, secrecy and, 

especially in women, stimulating fancy and desire. This kind of stimulation concerned 

moralists as the impact of novels carried on into adulthood. (Altick 1957 pp. 99, 109; 

Hunter 1990, pp. 25, 40, 43).

By the eighteenth century and into the nineteenth, concerns also covered the political 

ramifications of reading. In England, middle and working class readers sought more 

radical texts, such as those of Samuel Bamford, John Clare, William Cobbet and Thomas 

Paine. These books and other printed works were part of a perceived class warfare and 

in this period contributed to the growing fear of the 'March of the Intellect' and a greater 

social and political change. (Altick 1957, pp. 72, 85; Porter 2000, pp. 74, 75; Webb 1971, 

p. 13). As novels grew from the expansion and experimentation of the journalistic, 

didactic and guide book examples, authors looked to the changing society, adapting 

writing to new culture and audiences. Yet by the time of Tristram Shandy in the eighteenth 

century, reading had not just become an intellectual pursuit, but one that was a part of an 

entertainment culture.
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The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman.

As noted earlier, the fiction novel in the eighteenth century was seen as purely 

entertainment or novelty and to that extent Laurence Sterne's Tristram Shandy is an 

expansion of this viewpoint. Tristram Shandy actively engages with the reader and plays 

games throughout Shandy's autobiography. But not just any reader, as Shandy himself 

says to his audience: 'Read, read, read, read, my unlearned reader! read...'. (Ross, in 

Sterne 1983, p. vii; Sterne 1983, p. 180). Adhering to a new focus for authors, Tristram 

Shandy was aimed at a younger reader, the perception of fiction as entertainment lent 

itself to younger readers, as they had more free time and money to indulge in reading 

fiction. Sterne initially faced difficulties with the publishing of his novel, not because of the 

unusual typography or illustration used, which was time consuming to compose yet 

possible to print, but because of Sterne’s writing style and strong wit. (Barry 2002, p. 393; 

Cross 1929, p. 190). The eventual London printer of the novel, Robert Dodsley, initially 

saw Tristram Shandy as too much of a risk and was unprepared to print the first two 

volumes. Sterne, through a loan, was able to pay for a print run through a York printer in 

1759. The initial printing was a small success, raising Sterne's status and proving the 

novel’s profitability, so in 1760 Sterne was able to sell print rights to Dodsley. (Cross 

1929, p. 202; Donoghue 1995, p. 104; Ross, in Sterne 1983, p. xii).

The initial volumes sold well, as Tristram Shandy caused a stir as its fictional 

autobiographical narrative was viewed as chaotic and fitting of the novelty that was 

popular in broader literature at the time. Sterne unified popular exploratory writings, 

sermons, ecclesiastical writings, legal documents, travel tales and autobiography creating 

a cohesive whole. All of these sections were finely incorporated, making it impossible to 
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remove any part without leaving traces or questions of its role in other parts of the novel. 

(Hunter 1990, p. 51). In terms of story very little action occurs, the book contains musing 

upon life, a witty dedication to a politician, fake epistles and sermons including one on 

consciousness. Typographically the novel employs sections of asterisks, as well as long 

dashes and changes in typefaces in a continuation of the playful, or chaotic, narrative, but 

also to aid in representing the narrator's voice and tone. (Cross 1929, p. 202). There is 

also an entire page of black ink and one of marbled paper; both of these are used to 

represent ideas of mourning and the impenetrability of the mind, at the expense of textual 

description (Cross 1929, p. 202; McHale 1987, p. 189). The entire book was one that 

played with forms, as many of the typographical and illustration elements are designed to 

interrupt the reader's habit of reading (Levenson 1992, p. 119; Porter 1976, p. 1259).

While the novel itself caught people's attention due to its variety and difference, the 

author was also a point of interest for many. A cult-like status built up around Sterne, as 

Dr. John Hill noted in May 1760: 'the discourse where I was, turned not upon the book, 

but upon the man.... We long to know something of the man, whose exploits astonish us, 

or whose wit charmed us' (Hill, cited in Donoghue 1995, p. 109). What is strange about 

this view, at this point in time, is that authors such as Pope or Swift had personae built 

around them as authors, formed by their writing, which was separate from their 

characters. For Sterne, Tristram Shandy's character formed the public opinion of the 

author, fuelled in part by Sterne writing letters in the Shandy style, but also that at the time 

many saw that Sterne had drawn out emotions that could not be viewed as fictional but 

autobiographical. (Donoghue 1995, pp. 109, 111). As chaotic as Tristram Shandy 

appears, both in narrative and author, an aspect that avoided any experimental flourish is 

that of the illustrated plates. Supplied by William Hogarth, the illustrations reflect scenes 

within the narrative. Hogarth’s illustrations are in contrast to the experimental 
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undertakings of Sterne, appearing more a part of formal aspects of literature. While the 

illustrations do adhere to traditions of printing, the caricature style does reflect the 

aloofness of Shandy and the playfulness of Sterne’s narrative. The inclusion of Hogarth’s 

illustrations also relate to Sterne’s growing social status, as the first-time published author 

was able to acquire the services of Hogarth for the second edition, but also to Sterne’s 

commercial acumen, as Hogarth’s name would act as an additional drawcard to new 

readers. (Ross, in Sterne 1983, p. xiv). The use of illustrations as part of experimental 

artistic and printing practice was taken up later by the artist and poet William Blake.
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Roughly seventy years separate the publication of Sterne's Tristram Shandy and 

Stendhal's Rouge et la Noir (Scarlet and Black) in 1830 and by this period the concept of 

the novel had become a more concrete form. Stendhal aids in the novel’s maturity, as his 

works are seen as early examples of efforts toward realism, in that the social and 

economic conditions in which the characters existed were more detailed, not necessarily 

the landscape or atmosphere. Nonetheless, Sterne's writing and influence as well as 

experimental explorations permeated throughout newer works. (Géfin 1999, p. 28; Lukács 

1972, p. 72; Porter 1976, p. 1257). Tristram Shandy was still popular at the time of 

Stendhal as Sterne's novel is noted in Stendhal's Henry Brulard. In fact both of these 

books share the common theme of an author's difficulty in recording a personal life story. 

(Porter 1976, p. 1257).

Tristram Shandy and Rouge et la Noir also share similarities through explorations of 

character and narration in regard to typography, especially in the use of epigrams and 

footnotes. Changes in typography mark one of Stendhal's methods of addressing the 

relationship between narrator and reader. The narrator uses capital letters to highlight 

signs that needed no further description, or italics for typical phrases, which signal for the 

reader a change in the way the phrase could be viewed, usually in an ironic sense. The 

italics and capitals lead the reader to ideas without the direct intervention of the narrator 

or of additional direct narration. In addition to this, Stendhal took fashionable usage such 

as epigraphs and footnotes, as Sterne had previously, and used them to build agreement 

between narrator and reader. The footnotes and epigraphs early in the novel, are 

frequent, yet as the story progresses and the bond of viewpoint agreement between 

reader and narrator builds, the additional elements disappear. Further, the epigraphs 

serve a thematic purpose for the chapter, yet many of them are false quotations, Hobbes 

quotation in the first chapter for example, made up by the author and placed beside 
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names to give credence and importance, but they are there to address the reader, 

directing the reader's view of the main character. (Genette 1997, p. 327; Scott 2000, pp. 

27, 29, 30; Stendhal 1991, p. 9). Building upon the work by authors such as Sterne, 

Stendhal took typographic elements and fashionable marginalia manipulating them in a 

way that created a greater bond between reader and character as well as narrator and 

reader, while also communicating aspects of character and narrative. As the book began 

to take a prominent role in education, entertainment and communication, the relationship 

between author and reader, publisher and author changed, yet between printer and 

author the relationship changed very little.

The Practice of Printing.

The printing of books became important and lucrative for printers of the period, as 

opposed to pamphlets, handbills and calendars, yet, as printed material’s popularity 

increased, the control the printer had over the final product began to decline. The printing 

of books brought together many components and practices to create the final product. 

Yet, within the industrial expansion of the late seventeenth to nineteenth century printers 

were seen as secretive, with printers' unions compared to Masonic groups that were 

difficult to break-up. Even with the publishing of pamphlets and journals about printing 

practices there was little discussion of typography and design. (Kincross 2004, p. 15; 

Heller, in Bierut et al. (eds) 1999, p. ix).

Even with the increase to their cultural status, authors had very little input into the 

composition or printing of their books. Often authors sent their manuscripts to printers or 

worked through a publisher. (Eaves 1977, p. 904; Gaskell 1978, p. 40; Levenson 1992, p. 
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92). From the manuscript the master printer and the compositor took control of the overall 

typographic and compositional layout of the page and book, which was controlled by the 

standards of the individual printer (Gaskell 1978, pp. 40, 42). There are a few known 

attempts by poets to impose their artistic views upon printers during this period. One is 

from Milton who forced his idiosyncratic language, such as 'hee' instead of 'he', to be 

printed as he desired, but no evidence could be found of novel authors doing the same. 

(Steinberg 1996, p. 58). Despite a desire for books, print runs of a book were initially 

small due to manpower limitations and costs, as averages range from 200 to 300 for most 

books to 1000 to 1500 for proven popular works (Gaskell 1978, pp. 160, 161; Kincross 

2004, p. 14).

Problems began to increase for printers, as printed material's popularity grew 

alongside literacy. Books were being seen as a method to modernity in the new civil 

society. It was felt that to prosper in the new industrial economy, a person needed to be 

literate for record keeping, but also to access and compare information, laws and 

regulations; novels also aided socially as a means to build character. (Hunter 1990, p. 83; 

Rose 2003, p. 76; Steinberg 1996, p. 119). Even if print runs were seen as small, from 

1710 an estimated 21,000 books were printed increasing to 56,000 by 1790. The 

increased demand for books and other printed materials in the eighteenth century placed 

a burden upon printing machinery and standards that had remained largely unchanged 

from the fifteenth century. As demand continued to increase, printing practice, 

organisation and machinery needed to modernise to cope. (Jennett 1973, p. 29; Porter 

2000, p. 73; Steinberg 1996, p. 74).

While there were changes to the author, book, audiences and laws that were 

associated with industrial change and enlightenment, creating opportunities for more 
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freedom in writing and of experimentation, individual printers were largely viewed as 

clandestine in regard to sharing knowledge. This initially highlighted a divide between 

audience demand and the printer's output, yet printing practices eventually adjusted to 

industry, society and new thought, which resulted in sweeping change. (Kincross 2004, p. 

15). One of the first material acts was the greater separation of the publisher from the 

printing workshop, which began in the early eighteenth century. Later composition or 

typographic offices also separated. (Kincross 2004, p. 15; Meggs 1998, p. 162). As can 

be seen, this initial change highlights the impact of copyright laws and the growth of 

demand, as publishers, who were often also booksellers, and authors, such as Laurence 

Sterne, could sustain themselves financially away from the printing houses and their 

scope established in the fifteenth century. The growth of demand eventually impacted 

upon the printing machinery itself.

The period from the sixteenth to the early nineteenth century is referred to as the hand 

press period or common press period. Although few concrete details exist, illustrations 

reveal that the printing of this period was similar to the hand powered screw presses of 

earlier printing popularised by Peter Schöffer and Johann Gutenberg in the fifteenth 

century. (Gaskell 1978, pp. 118, 123). This period is also seen as one where few changes 

occurred to the printing press itself even though demand for print increased. The focus for 

printers was on printing of the book, as even newspapers followed book formatting, yet 

the growing demand for newspapers revealed that printing methods could not keep up. 

(Jennett 1973, p. 28; Tschichold 1987, p. 15). Changes from wooden printing presses to 

iron presses, in use by the early nineteenth century, was a short term attempt to address 

demand, as iron hand-presses were stronger, required less effort to produce more 

accurate prints and larger sheets of paper could be printed, yet greater improvements 
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were required (Jennett 1973, p. 30; Musson 1958, p. 413; Steinberg 1996, p. 74). Yet, 

moves toward improvements led to views of a decline in standards.

Initial methods to address demand while controlling costs meant that during the mid 

seventeenth century print quality was felt to be in a decline. Poorly cast type, worn type, 

watered inks and poor quality paper were the main reasons for a lowering of printing 

standards. Added to this were over-competitive markets, which also tempted many to 

compromise on quality. The decline in standards of printing within the seventeenth 

century coincided with a Europe-wide lowering of living standards and a decline in wages, 

affecting worker output. For many printers there was a growing demand for printed 

material, but at a cost that could satisfy booksellers, and entice a frugal public all while 

covering the cost of printing. (Gaskell 1978, pp. 169, 170; Updike 2001a, pp. 158, 165).

Between the nineteenth and twentieth centuries there was a progressive move toward 

the mechanisation of the printing industry. Driven by water, steam and eventually 

electricity, machines created a printing process faster and more efficient that manual 

labour. The industrialisation of printing created instances of leapfrogging that led to more 

improvements. In regard to mechanical process, changes and efficiencies to one process 

or machine had to be matched by another. The same process can be seen in the 

supplying of consumer demand, where the presses were improved to supply demand, yet 

in doing so led to further increases to demand, which required additional improvements to 

the mechanised aspects of printing. (Kincross 2004, pp. 34, 35; Meggs 1998, p. 126; 

Steinberg 1996, p. 136).

This growth in demand was driven not by authors wanting their books out faster, 

though they probably did, but by consumer demand for books and at lower costs. In 
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England, newspapers were a greater source of demand and the first to witness printing 

change in this period; this was due to their connection to the reading public and low cost, 

which was reduced further after 1836 with the lowering of stamp duties. Newspaper 

popularity grew amongst all classes, as it satisfied the reading public’s desire for 

immediate news and novelty. Publishers eventually expanded to supply magazines and 

serials, which increased the habit of reading and the requirements upon printer's speed 

and volume output. Tied with the increase of coffee houses in the cities, magazines, 

serials and newspapers created areas of exchange and were places where writing, 

knowledge and oral cultures converged. The popularity and price of newspapers and 

magazines brought about the end to the popularity of cheap, crudely printed, yet popular, 

chap books often sold through back street printers and hawkers. (Eisenstein 1997, pp. 

1050, 1051; Hunter 1990, pp. 306, 312; Kincross 2004, p. 35; Steinberg 1996, p. 136; 

Webb 1971, p. 30). For printers the largest attraction was that industrialisation of the 

printing industry meant that they were able to increase output while lowering the cost of 

their production (Steinberg 1996, p. 137).

The first changes that took place to the industrialisation of printing came with 

machines that allowed for the mass production of paper. Though invented in 1798 they 

were not in use until 1803 (Steinberg 1996, p. 138). A larger change came with the rotary 

cylinder press. Like the improvements to paper, the cylinder press was invented in the 

1790s; however, due to limitations of engineering and manufacturing, the machine was 

never built until 1814 when Friedrich Koenig re-engineered and manufactured it for use 

by The Times newspaper. Demand and immediacy ensured industrial changes occurred 

to newspapers first. This event initiated the machine press period. Improvement to 

cylinder machines came initially through the change from steam to electricity, then with 

the automatic feeding of both single sheet and continuous reams of paper. (Gaskell 1978, 
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pp. 251, 252; Jennett 1973, pp. 30, 122). Further, changes came with plaster mould 

stereotyping which allowed moulds of popular and high demand books and periodicals to 

be retrieved quickly and reused rather than a reliance on compositors to recreate each 

page through the placement individual type (Gaskell 1978, pp. 205, 210). The printing of 

books differed from periodicals, as book printers required more power, as they desired 

precision and clarity over speed. So many book printers remained with flat-bed cylinder 

machines for sometime, while the printing of newspapers and other periodicals 

progressed further. Still, in the 1820s, some printers continued to use iron hand presses, 

such as the Manchester Guardian and as private presses grew, due to a desire to revive 

craftsmanship and avoid the industrialisation in the late nineteenth century, these 

machines remained common to the printing industry. (Gaskell 1978, p. 253; Musson 

1958, p. 418). The quest to fulfil consumer demand, for some, created a decline in the 

prestige of printing as a craft and, again, in standards.

The new mechanisation of printing soon led some, mostly those from private presses, 

to believe that a division of labour had appeared that favoured specialisation and 

facilitated a decline of the craftsman from printing. As the nineteenth century progressed, 

the role of the master printer, who had been central to all printing, was splintering. Initial 

moves had come with the separation of publishers, who formed a greater association with 

book sellers, then typefounders. Other jobs were invalidated, as machines began to 

command many of the larger tasks required for printing and only the smaller finishing jobs 

required simple labour. Many began to see the loss of individuality and craftsmanship 

from printing. Later in the century groups such as the English Arts and Crafts movement 

began to reject the results of what they saw as the cold print of the machine. (Jennett 

1973, p. 256; Kincross 2004, pp. 34, 35; Meggs 1998, p. 127).
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Added to the growing division of labour and specialisation of the nineteenth century 

was the belief that again standards were in decline, blamed again on pressures of 

demand, but also the adoption of industrialisation. Both typographer Jan Tschichold and 

artisan Eric Gill noted that the rapid introduction of machinery did not allow time for the 

publisher, designers and printers to fully grasp the role and boundaries of this new form of 

printing, something Tschichold attempted to address in the early twentieth century (Gill 

1988, p. ii; Tschichold 1987, p. 21).Yet, Robin Kincross notes that industrialisation's role 

in the decline in standards can be viewed as a myth, standards were to improve with 

industrialisation. Instead, wage levels could be seen as a determiner to lower standards, 

as the worker and the machine were the largest parts of the printer's costs and their profit. 

(Kincross 2004, pp. 36). As Robert Darnton states in his study on the late eighteenth 

century: The Business of Enlightenment: 'Although they may have felt some pride in their 

craft they took shortcuts and compromised on quality where it made labour easier' 

(Darnton, cited in Kincross 2004, pp. 37). This idea is strengthened by the pay scale of 

the period, as a compositor was paid on a commission scale, per piece, rather than a 

weekly wage, which encouraged the cutting of corners to meet quotas (Kincross 2004, 

pp. 36). The industrialisation of the printing industry continued into the twentieth century, 

adopting new methods to meet demands as well as lowering costs and heightening 

production, at times this came at the cost of the perceived art of printing and printers as 

craftsmen.

An alternative view for the decline in standards throughout the seventeenth to 

nineteenth century, noted the initial lack of information sharing among printers in regard to 

typographical practice (Gaskell 1978, pp. 169, 170; Kincross 2004, p. 15; Updike 2001a, 

pp. 158, 165). While little change occurred to printing machinery throughout the sixteenth 

to nineteenth century, printing practice was largely one of consolidation and of refinement 
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to typography and type design (Jennett 1973, p. 14; Meggs 1998, p. 105). The period is 

one that sought to standardise printing practice and bring about uniformity of grammar 

and spelling, in an attempt to curb the lowering of standards that were occurring, but also 

cope with growing demand (Levenson 1992, pp. 34, 35). 

The influence of enlightened thought upon authors and new readers, on how they 

approached forms learning through learned experience, was picked up by many printers. 

Initial steps toward modernisation began with the breaking of closed systems of practice 

and of opening discussions of printing knowledge, based on rational ideals of learning 

from experience and of the free association of ideas, but also thinking of designs that 

favoured the readers instead of style. First among those to discuss standards was 

Englishman Joseph Moxon In 1683. Through Mechanick Exercises or Doctrine of Handy-

works, Moxon began discussions of printing methods, not typography, in an attempt to 

bring about common standards of printing in a period where there was a great deal of 

incompatibility amongst printers in regard to paper size, print size and measurements. 

(Kincross 2004, pp. 14 - 16, 22, 23, 33; Porter 2000, p. 263). In France, during the same 

period, printers for the King initially addressed standards. Many individuals and 

organisations worked for the King to produce pleasing documents including the 

Académie of Sciences which worked upon letterforms, or Sébastian Truchet who also 

looked to rational principles of design through tables and grids to introduce size 

proportions and to formalise letter construction. (Kincross 2004, pp. 23, 25, 26; Meggs 

1998, p. 108).

By the early eighteenth century, dedicated printing manuals began to appear outside 

of Royal decree seeking to discuss printing knowledge. In 1723 in France, author and 

publisher Martin-Dominique Fertel published La Science Pratique de L’imprimerie. Again 
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working toward rational principles, the manual addressed the organisation of type and the 

structure of verbal information through the utilisation of a standardisation of typography. 

Following Fertel's work came that of Pierre Simon Fournier, a typefounder, who in 1742 

published Modéles des Caractèies de L'imprimerie. Within this manual, Fournier 

proposed sizes that related to units of measurements, point sizes, as well as tables of 

proportions and the systematic use of decoration. Fournier's methods were adapted by 

the Didot family who influenced French printing and European typographical systems 

during the late eighteenth and nineteenth centuries. The standards used by the Didot 

family would be adopted later as part of the mechanisation of compositing. The standards 

proposed by Fertel, Fournier and Didot began to be accepted, as during the early 

eighteenth century paper quality and printing began to rise due to the introduction of new 

ways of production. (Kincross 2004, pp. 26 - 29, 41; Updike 2001a, pp. 26, 31, 217, 252, 

261).

In England during the eighteenth century type designers were also progressively seen 

to be modernising, moving away from heavy ornamental or neo-classical designs. 

Designers like William Caslon during the 1720s began to introduce and promote modern 

design methods into English printing. Calson's type and printing was a reaction to the 

wide spread adoption of Dutch created type, which was imported to England after the 

decline of type founding following Charles the First's restrictions on type-founding in 

1639. Calson's work was inspired by both Roman type designs of the Renaissance and 

Dutch type and became popular enough, due to its variety, quality and artistry, to slow the 

number of Dutch imports. (Meggs 1998, p. 112; Updike 2001b, pp. 98, 99, 100, 105). 

Calson's work was continued by John Baskerville who looked to simple clean designs 

through a light type, restraint of decoration and printing methods that produced a high 

quality. Yet Baskerville's work was initially unpopular in Britain, but later found popularity 
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in France and Italy. (Meggs 1998, pp. 113, 115; Updike 2001b, pp. 107, 108, 114). In 

Italy by the 1790s Caslon's and Baskerville's methods were adopted by Giambattista 

Bodoni who looked to create modern styles based on Roman type that were economical, 

efficient and clean. These were elements that became important later to design 

movements interested in embracing machine printing of the twentieth century. (Meggs 

1998, p. 117; Updike 2001b, p. 159).

Another element that came to be standardised during this period and again one that 

was of importance during the proceeding centuries was the titlepage. Initially titlepages 

were used both to protect unbound books from damage and during the sixteenth century, 

as a space to advertise the publisher and author. During the seventeenth century, 

titlepages used large elaborate typefaces, engraved illustrations and framework that 

overtook the book's information. Titlepages in this period often doubled as advertising 

posters. This design method fell out of favour during the mid-eighteenth century as 

fashion, inspired by Baskerville, changed to modern lighter typefaces and ornament. 

Though, bold design returned during the nineteenth century as designers looked to 

resurrect the simplistic designs and ornamental boarders reminiscent of the sixteenth 

century. (Jennett 1973, pp. 383, 390, 394; Updike 2001a, p. 147; 2001b, p. 143; Voss 

1998, p. 736).

Printing Illustrations.

Many aspects that altered the printing of words impacted upon the printing of images. 

As technology progressed, speed and cost were not the only factors of image 

reproduction that were of concern, as accuracy, the depiction of realism and the capturing 
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of the artistic spirit, as close as possible to the artist's style, were also pursued. In this 

pursuit however, artists were further removed, yet unlike authors of this period, artists 

were more vocal about problems facing them in regard their printed works and their 

pursuit to remain relevant in printing. This produced experimental art forms and created 

the grounds for later responses, such as those from William Blake.

The changes that Gutenberg had made to the process of printing, in terms of speed, 

made it initially difficult for image printing to keep up, as hand illumination and wood 

carving were still popular, but a slow creative process in relation to typesetting and 

printing. Yet, the idea of the reproducible artwork was perfected during the Renaissance. 

During this period, printers had perfected styles, such as dry point, which allowed for the 

reproduction of artistic style and technique. Later changes during the sixteenth to 

nineteenth centuries came due to new machinery or the need to cut costs. In effect, the 

successful reproduction of art through printed means created the economic artwork. 

(Eaves 1977, pp. 56, 57). What Gutenberg did for the production of printed writing was to 

break the parts of texts into smaller more manageable sections which allowed for easier 

reproduction. While initial wood block printing allowed for the reproduction of an image, it 

was, to begin with, too coarse to be used for detailed reproductions of objects and 

artwork. (Ivins 1969, p. 18). It was not until the Renaissance and the use of engraving and 

etching upon metals, that art was able to be reduced to compositional elements such as 

line, light, shadow and depth, which could be reproduced through cross-hatching and 

other techniques (Eaves 1977, pp. 905, 906; Ivins 1969, pp. 63 - 65). Yet, by this time the 

use of illustrations in books was waning and expensive, which further reduced the need 

for artists.
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In the sixteenth century a third of all books contained illustrations, usually a 

visualisation of a scene in the narrative. Yet by the late seventeenth century and with 

changes to the status of the book and its mass production, the printing of illustrations 

became expensive and scaled down. Increasingly the cost of creating numerous printing 

plates for one book, from metal or even wood, could be as much as all the other 

processes of book manufacture combined. Woodblock printing could be used as a cheap 

alternative for a standard edition's illustrations, ornaments and first letters or in complex 

typographic creations. Yet, as mechanical practices became more inexpensive and 

integrated in printing, metal plates and engraving became the norm alongside the overall 

reduction in use. (Febvre & Martin 1976, p. 97; Gaskell 1978, pp. 159, 154; Steinberg 

1996, pp. 70, 71).

It was not simply the mechanisation or expense of printing that reduced the role of the 

artist. Even by the seventeenth century the use of illustrations in books was falling out of 

fashion, as it was becoming too expensive, or as literacy rates rose some felt that the 

need for an illustration to explain the text was redundant or required only in books for 

juveniles (Evans 1998, p. 260; Febvre & Martin 1976, p. 102; Jennett 1973, p. 428). In 

addition, engravings became popular forms of wall art, more so for artists as they could 

produce an artwork and have it reproduced for mass sale, which was more lucrative to an 

artist as opposed to one painting or illustrations for a novel. Peter Paul Rubens is an early 

seventeenth century example of this practice as he established a separate workshop 

employing engravers to reproduce his works. Given the lucrative business from prints, 

artists and engravers began to charge a high price for their services, this meant for many 

books only the more luxury editions contained quality illustrations. Even then these works 

often stretched the idea of the unity between text and illustration, as the illustrations 

appeared separate from the narrative and more fitting for walls. (Febvre & Martin 1976, 
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pp. 102, 103; Jennett 1973, p. 439). In early printing, the artist's close ties to printing 

practice meant a greater unification of process and illustration; artists understood the 

printing process and its limitations. Yet as the art form progressed, illustrations could 

appear in a book or separate from it through prints, suggesting that the image became 

subordinate or immaterial to the narrative. Effectively, it was becoming an increasingly 

unnecessary part of communicating the narrative. (Jennett 1973, pp. 439 - 440). The 

eventual move away from wood carved blocks to other materials aided the printer, who 

may have felt at the mercy of the artist and their speed of production, the technology that 

followed wood carving aided in alienating the artist from the printing practice.

Among other aspects, techniques of artistic reproduction through mechanised 

processing achieved an increase in the processing of images for print. Yet, some artists 

felt that this process had reduced the artists' role in printing and also tainted their 

expression. English artist William Blake was one who noticed the separation between 

artist and printer. As an artist, he rejected the machine in printing seeing it as a 

commercial device only, a destructive middle man between the artist and audience; he 

instead looked to fundamental artistic principles, a return to the craftsman. While this was 

Blake's personal view, professionally he required the work of the jobbing artist, recreating 

others’ art as part of a mechanical process, as it provided employment and the money he 

required to fund his activities. What Blake sought was the unity between artist and printer. 

(Eaves 1977, pp. 903, 912). Blake saw the current designer and engraver as servants to 

the machine, this relationship created what he termed: Limits of Opacity and 

Contradiction. More closely, Blake felt that the artist bent their artistic expression to work 

within the production methods of the machine, therefore an artist's limits and expression 

were formulated by the machine (Eaves 1977, p. 907). Despite his own art and practices, 

Blake's standing in the artistic community was on a steady decline; he verbally derided 
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the work and methods of Rubens, Rembrandt, Titian and Pope redefining them as artist-

businessmen. Blake's voice was also at odds with standard practice that met consumer 

demand and ensured the collection and distribution of knowledge. (Bindman 2003, pp. 

102 – 104; Eaves 1977, pp. 903, 905, 910).

William Blake experimented with the integration of illustration and text as he explored 

methods of printing. His style of illustration and printing challenged pre-existing 

commercial methods of printing, as did his views on the subject, which alienated him from 

many artistic communities. The periods in which William Blake actively printed, ranged 

from 1788 to 1796 and 1804 to 1820, however it is only within the first period that Blake 

did much of his experimental work, as the later period was one of a reassessment of his 

style and printing on commission. Blake is also known for his paintings upon tempura in 

watercolour often depicting biblical or literary scenes, his style built upon that of the 

Renaissance, Greek, Gothic and Hindi where works of art were inspired by texts; an idea 

later adopted by muralists. (Bindman 2003, p. 85). Blake's own creations differed from 

what was being printed at the time. His book illustration work resembled illuminations 

rather than engraved line prints, as each illustration was given its own page, it was 

coloured and framed with borders, some pages were even finished with gold leaf. 

(Viscomi 2003, p. 39). What is of greater importance than the styling was the composition 

of the art, in that they were integral, material, rather than immaterial, to the text such as 

those from The First Book of Urizen and The Book of Los. The illustration added to the 

narrative, rather than reflected it and was contradictory to that of William Hogarth's 

illustrations for Sterne's Tristram Shandy or much of the illustration that had been 

produced for novels. (Bindman 2003, p. 90).
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Though, it is not so simple to dismiss Hogarth's illustrations for Tristram Shandy, as 

the novel proved important to Hogarth’s later ideology. By 1753 Hogarth had published 

his treatise on the condition of art titled The Analysis of Beauty. The majority of the book 

dealt with the concept of the serpentine line as the foundation of beauty in nature and art, 

as well as attacking the role of art schools and their teaching pupils to copy, to see beauty 

through the eyes of others, rather than through direct observation. Hogarth does note that 

an artist needed to train their eye to link objects in a fashion similar to a novel’s plot and 
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narrative, believing that an artwork should imitate the verbal arts of narrative prose. 

Hogarth went on to experiment with movement and time using a series of etchings or 

paintings to tell a story, A Rake’s Progress, for example. (Loretelli 2000, pp. 103, 104; 

McNamara 1996, pp. 251, 256). Hogarth's efforts were to introduce narrative elements to 

his artwork, while Blake looked to an integration of text and image.

Ultimately, Blake sought the unification of author and artist in printing and created a 

method which he saw as achieving this, referring to it as Illuminated Printing. Blake 

worked directly upon copper plates with pens and brushes with ink resistant to acid; the 

plates were then exposed to nitric acid which etched the unprotected surface, creating a 

printable relief. These plates were printed in coloured inks using a copper plate rolling 

press and finished with water colours.(Viscomi 2003, p. 41). Blake noted that he had: 

'invented a method of Printing both Letter-press and Engraving in a style more 

ornamental, uniform, and grand, than any before discovered, while it produces work at 

less than one forth of the expense' (Blake, cited in Viscomi 2003, p. 41). Blake’s 

technique could produce printable plates within a day, as opposed to job printing of 

mixed-method engraving and etching which could take as much as a working week. 

While Blake's views on his printing may have been true, the method he had created was 

the antithesis of the modernising printer's shop, perhaps one reason why it was not 

adopted, where the artist and author were in greater control over their work, as they 

actually did the work of the compositor and engraver. Further against this method, was 

that the artist and author were required to work in reverse, as if a mirror image upon the 

printed plates. (Viscomi 2003, pp. 41, 43, 47, 49).

While largely ignored by printers, Blake's methods were also closest to the fashion of 

the late eighteenth century, where printers attempted, as in the Renaissance period, to 
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reproduce the style or ‘artistic spirit’ of a work, reflecting the application of paints, inks 

and other textures through various printing techniques (Viscomi 2003, p. 42). By the early 

nineteenth century, Blake's own artworks were struggling to sell and his commissioned 

work was slowly ending, so he left printing to concentrate on design and painting. Yet he 

returned to work upon commissions for prints of a biblical nature and his unfinished prints 

for Dante's Divine Comedy. (Bindman 2003, pp. 98, 105; Viscomi 2003, p. 58). Ultimately 

what is of interest within this study as it relates to Blake is that he attempted to merge art 

and literature in a fashion that allowed one to take the place of another in the retelling of a 

story. Blake felt that printing methods were outside of his and other artists' direct control 

so invented methods that could accommodate his style and ideology. This alienated him 

from the printing industry and the artistic circles he wanted to reform and unify.

Around the period of Blake's death in 1827, lithographic printing was introduced. The 

process itself directly involved the artist who drew with a grease pen upon the printed 

surface. Due to the increased speed, this meant that the artist could be a part of the 

printing process rather than the creation of the artwork taking place at a later time. 

(Benjamin 1936; Gaskell 1978, 268; Ivins 1969, pp. 87, 88; Jennett 1973, p. 158). There 

were many disadvantages to this method of printing, mostly in regard to the use of heavy 

limestone as a surface and the cost to store such an item. The uses of lithography were 

initially for high quality prints of music scores, maps and artwork. Due to the 

disadvantages it quickly declined in use, but re-emerged later in the nineteenth century as 

its methods were utilised through other printing processes. (Gaskell 1978, p. 268; Jennett 

1973, p. 113; Tschichold 1987, p. 21). What eventually superseded lithography and many 

other printing practices was the transferring of images using light in the early nineteenth 

century. This was first attempted by Thomas Wedgwood, which led to further 

experiments, initially with daguerreotype and then the photograph. The photograph was 
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perfected by the 1840s and used in the printing of images, then later in almost every area 

of printing. (Ivins 1969, pp. 117, 118, 121, 124). While not eliminating the artist, 

photography further eroded the illustrator's role in the commercial printing of books, but 

created new avenues and experiments in media and communication.

Ultimately, experimentation throughout 1650s - 1830s in terms of literature was driven 

by the changing nature of the book itself. The book began to take a new social standing, 

its popularity driven by changing demands of emerging and industrialising populations, 

changes to class and increases to literacy rates. Authors with greater freedoms explored 

and experimented with older forms of books and literature to communicate with the 

emerging literary audience, creating among new forms the novel. In terms of illustration, 

the decline in artistic involvement in processes led some artists to pursue forms and 

practices that challenged standards of printing and returned the artist to printing, while 

also exploring the integration of image and text. The addressing of demand and gradual 

mechanisation by printers, while not experimental in itself, did produce and introduce 

standards of printing that in the future raised debate, ideas and practices as new methods 

of communication and ideologies emerged.
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Chapter 2: 1830 to 1930 Industrial Changes to Printing, Society and Art.

As seen in the previous chapter, the result of industrial and intellectual revolutions 

throughout 1680 to 1830, Europe, especially Britain, experienced changes in 

demographics, laws and economic systems that facilitated growth in new markets in 

education and technology. All of this affected the progression of the novel, its use and 

how it communicated to its readers, both typographically and through illustrations. What 

followed in 1830 to 1930 was a continuation of the progression of the previous period, to 

demographic, social, industrial and economic growth and in the meeting of demand. Yet, 

as machine printing practices became more integrated, matters of design gained greater 

importance, especially in the use of typography and illustration, the production of books 

and of methods to represent and communicate, but also as part of larger social and 

economic concerns.
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Throughout 1830 to 1930 adjustments to lifestyle affected demographics while also 

expanding demand for goods including printed materials. This encouraged improvement 

to practices of manufacture including printing. The effect of the improvements to printing 

popularised forms of media, while allowing others to disregard standards in an attempt to 

gain attention. The perceived misuse of machine-led design and printing was regarded as 

a negative by traditional printers, due to social impacts and quality concerns. 

Nonetheless, artists and poets inspired by new forms of art and cheaper technology 

began to experiment, questioning standards of typography, grammar and syntax. Equally, 

concerned with the nature of manufacturing and print, modernist printers and designers 

worked toward the greater integration of a machine aesthetic that addressed demand 

while remaining pertinent to modern society. As this takes place the literary market for 

authors adjusted, as new markets emerged and authors, rather than take part in 

typographic experiments, explored the representation of narrative and character. 

Throughout 1830 to 1930 social and economic changes brought about the greater 

adoption of machine practices of printing. This became a symbol for many design and 

artistic decisions of the period either through integration, experimentation or rebellion. All 

of these artistic and literary practices and works, debates and social changes begin to 

form the culture within which Alasdair Gray would create his works.

Demographics, Conditions of Life and Demand.

Despite depressions and world wars, Europe during 1830 to 1930 continued to see 

rising demand for printed materials. Demand was partially facilitated by a continual rise in 

education standards throughout Europe improving literacy. Germany, for example, was 
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seen as quite advanced in providing a universal education and became a model for many 

other states. France was in a continual shift toward bettering access to education, though 

political and social debates over state and religious roles in education as well as frequent 

changes to governance slowed the adoption of universal education. (Gemie 1992, p. 132; 

McLaren 1981, pp. 317, 319, 323; Phillips 2000, pp. 50, 52). During the reign of Queen 

Victoria, from 1837 to 1901, there was a continuation of education reform in England. 

Paid independent schools for the working classes began to work together creating School 

Unions to boost prestige and funding1. Yet, many of the independent schools were made 

redundant by the passing of Forster's Education Act, which in 1870 allowed government 

to take responsibility for education when volunteer efforts were seen as lacking. Schools 

under government control were free to those willing to accept the education. The Act 

provided uniform schooling and literacy to many children, especially in poor and regional 

areas, elsewhere it was utilised to maintain levels of literacy. (Altick 1957, pp. 171, 172; 

Phillips 2000, p. 50; Picard 2005, pp. 237 – 238). Advances in uniformity and availability 

of education continued to create a more literate populace but also a workforce prepared 

for the continually industrialising economy.

As Western industrial economies advanced, the amount and complexity of 

communications in both government and the private sector expanded and the workforce 

reflected such expansions. In Britain the white collar workforce grew considerably. 

Twenty thousand clerks were noted in the 1841 census growing to one hundred and 

nineteen thousand by 1871. Their type of work dealt with a growing pool of documents 

that needed to be produced, but also copied, filed, posted and delivered, all by hand. 

(Picard 2005, p. 60). The growth resulted in more people moving to city centres and an 

1. For example, the Ragged Schools Union was established in 1844. By 1861 they had 150 day 
schools and an estimated 20,000 children enrolled (Picard 2005, pp. 237 – 238).
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expansion of urban then suburban spaces. The change meant that by 1871 about sixty-

five percent of the British population was classed as urban in the census. But not just 

London, other cities, such as Liverpool, Manchester and Glasgow also expanded into 

sprawling urban centres. (Benson 1994, p. 11; Picard 2005, p. 60). Beginning in the early 

twentieth century, Western European urbanisation coincided with gradual changes to 

cultural viewpoints in regard to a person’s relationship to greater society. Previous 

Humanistic viewpoints, tied to religion and social contracts were waning, replaced by 

concepts of solidarity and society that were driven by economics, such as a focus on the 

individual and goals outside of society and religion. These views were more widely 

accepted by the end of the First World War and eventually resulted in the stagnation of 

population growth. (Lesthaeghe 1983, pp. 413 – 415). Nonetheless, early demographic 

changes and industrial growth continued to alter working conditions providing a range of 

opportunities.

Growth and prosperity for states and companies raised concerns for worker welfare 

that resulted in alterations to working conditions. Many British textile and artisan workers 

by the 1870s had their working hours reduced to a fifty-four hour week, this was down 

from around sixty to seventy hours before 1830; for unskilled workers, a working week 

was still around eighty hours. Many benefited from a half-day Saturday that provided 

more free time. (Altick 1957, p. 87; Picard 2005, p. 91). Growth too came to wages, within 

1850 to 1901 real incomes for many had increased by seventy-five percent (Benson 

1994, p. 14; Lesthaeghe 1983, p. 430). The benefits for many workers meant more free 

time and more money to spend, but initially there were few places to spend money.

Initially in Britain in the nineteenth century there were few legal outlets for leisure time. 

By the 1840s there were few public parks; theatres, music halls, museums and galleries 
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were scattered, few were opened on Sunday, yet this did change by the late nineteenth 

century (Altick 1957, p. 88). Coupled with the lack of other forms of approved 

entertainment and as literacy rates grew, so too did the popularity of lending libraries. 

Though acts of parliament allowed church vestries to build libraries and the London 

Library opened in 1841, it was private subscribing libraries that flourished, especially 

amongst the middle classes. Mundies lending library by 1851 had twenty-five thousand 

subscribers, and in 1861 an estimated eight hundred thousand books, most of which 

were fiction. (Picard 2005, p. 248). Costs though meant that many working class people 

neglected books altogether and looked to other printed forms, newspapers and family 

magazines (Bloom 1993, p. 79).

Changes to lighting expanded time spent in leisure. Gas lighting from coal gas was 

initially used in British factories in 1798, then in streets by 1810. In France, as part of the 

city's modernisation, Parisian streets and shops too were lit by gas in the 1820s. Later, as 

kerosene gas burned brighter and cheaper it was adopted in the 1830s and replaced 

eventually in 1880 by electricity. (Benjamin 1969, p. 165; Sherman 2000, pp. 40, 42). 

Lighting in homes began to improve, so that by the 1850s tallow lamps and candles were 

giving way to paraffin oil lamps and then the incandescent mantle in 1880, while whole 

rooms could be lit by variants of gas lighting. While changes to lighting allowed people to 

walk the streets at night and light shops, it also extended the amount of time a person 

could actively and comfortably read, but also how long they read. (Altick 1957, p. 92; 

Picard, 2005, p. 140).

As transport networks expanded, logistically this increased the amount and speed of 

distribution, but also increased the opportunity to travel and read. The transportation of 

goods altered radically as national transport distribution, including railways, aided in the 
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delivery of goods. As British railway networks began to spread, expanding distribution 

networks, this benefited newspapers and periodicals, which gained further popularity, as 

did cheap novels. For individuals greater opportunities and distances to travel increased 

the popularity of reading materials, which could be bought or rented at stations. (Altick 

1957, p. 89; Bloom 1993, pp. 82, 84; Musson 1958, p. 412; Picard 2005, p. 40; Webb 

1971, p. 30). Distribution networks in the United States of America also played a part in 

the growth of the mass market for novels and periodicals in the 1830s. Utilising postal 

networks, subscription and mail-order services circulated mostly non-copyrighted 

European novels, but also periodicals, until postal taxes and international copyright 

agreements made the distribution of printed materials through wholesale and retail 

markets more viable by 1891. (May 1998, pp. 88, 89, 91, 103).

As can be seen in Britain, improvements to middle and working classes' situation 

altered architecture, through new suburbs and changes to the design of housing and new 

kinds and designs of consumer durables and clothing. Demand for these was met through 

increased methods of production, but also new forms of retailing, including department 

stores. Older forms of account credit were giving way to cash on purchase based 

systems. Improved manufacturing methods meant the ability to meet the demand of a 

growing population, while gaining profits from the quick turn around of goods. (Altick 

1957, p. 306; Barry 2002, pp. 392, 394; Benson 1994, p. 35; Craig 2011, p. 33; Picard 

2005, p. 28).
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Mass Manufacture in Printing.

As part of manufacturing methods, the period from 1830 into the 1880s, in terms of 

printing practice, is one of a continuation of earlier attempts to keep up with reader 

demand for printed materials, but also to keep up with the continual upgrading of the 

printing process and its effect upon other related processes. As refinements to image 

processing occurred, introduced aspects such as photography and lithography altered 

the use and printing of images. Photography and lithography further aided in popularising 

newspapers and visual forms of communication that began to challenge standards of 

typography, though raised debates about machine influence upon printing methods and 

design.

Cylinder rotary presses were widely used by the 1830s and they continued to be 

improved, not just from steam to electric power. Plaster or papier-mâché moulds, or 

stereotyping, grew in use throughout the nineteenth century. Moulds allowed the 

reproduction of whole pages of popular and regularly printed materials on cylinder and 

flatbed machines, eliminating, for popular works, the need for repeated type composition 

when new printings were required. The feeding of paper improved as single pages 

changed to reel-fed and automatic paper feeding by the 1860s. These improvements 

increased printing impressions from around one hundred per hour in the early nineteenth 

century with the original flatbed cylinder press to ten to twenty thousand impressions per 

hour with the improvements to the rotary press. (Gaskell 1978, p. 205; Musson 1958, pp. 

416, 417). The increases in speed and output related to the cost of printing. For books the 

larger the print run the more cost effective for printers, while many books were still 

produced in small but cost effective numbers, other authors for example Charles Dickens, 

could have large print runs of up to fifty thousand, popular magazines later reaching up to 
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two hundred thousand. For newspapers and periodicals the number printed reduced 

costs, but so too the selling of advertising space. (Bloom 1993, p. 84; Gaskell 1978, pp. 

304, 305). While moulds and changes to paper increased output, what was also required 

were improvements in the methods of preparing type for printing.

Attention turned from the speed of the printing process itself to the mechanisation of 

the creation and composition of type. Throughout the nineteenth century, a great deal of 

effort was spent creating machines that could either forge, compose, or do both, to type. 

For example in 1822 Dr. William Church developed one of the first typesetting machines 

in the United States. From a keyboardist’s input the machine ejected pre-cast type, 

effectively mechanising the role of the compositor. The completed lines had to be placed 

in a galley, a tray for holding type, and justified manually. The process proved faster than 

manual composition. (Gaskell 1978, p. 275; Jennett 1973, p. 66; Steinberg 1996, p. 140). 

Other machines were introduced that built upon Church's designs, so that by the 1860s 

typesetting machines were in use at many newspapers in both Europe and the United 

States. While the machines had advantages in speed they were prone to breakages and 

the lines still had to be set by hand, nonetheless it aided in reducing the cost of 

composition by one third. Though part of that cost saving came from newspapers 

employing young unskilled workers as cheap labour to use the machines as opposed to 

skilled compositors. (Musson 1958, pp. 421, 425).

By 1880 to 1890 printers had access to two different commercial composition 

machines: the Linotype and Monotype machine, both machines created solutions toward 

the casting of type. The Linotype machine cast its own type, forged upon blank lines that 

could be easily justified. While at first the machine was rejected, it did find a place in 

newspapers where it was useful for uniform jobs. (Gaskell 1978, pp. 276, 277; Jennett 
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1973, pp. 32, 33, 63, 68; Steinberg 1996, p. 170; Wallace & Kalleberg 1982, p. 310). The 

Linotype did have faults, the largest was that for a cost saving machine mechanical faults 

were costly, both in time and money. Nor could the machine cover all jobs, as a 

compositor was necessary to complete non-standard work and create titles. Further, 

while the alloy used in casting was a soft metal, which meant a quick recycling for the 

next job, when used as a printing surface the lines wore out faster than regular type. In 

addition, typing errors could only be repaired through the scrapping of the whole line. 

(Jennett 1973, pp. 63, 70, 71).

Some of these faults were addressed by the Monotype machine, commercially 

available in 1897. Unlike the Linotype, the Monotype cast separate characters within a 

galley, which made for easier corrections. (Jennett 1973, p. 33; Steinberg 1996, p. 170). 

So compared to the Linotype, corrections to Monotype galleys were a matter of replacing 

individual type rather than the line; the type too was made of a stronger alloy, so lasted 

longer. Yet the Monotype was slower to produce whole pages compared to a Linotype; 

this meant that Monotypes were better suited to book printing as opposed to newspapers 

and periodicals, which required rapid production. Similar to the Linotype, a compositor 

was still required for non-standard jobs. (Jennett 1973, p. 79).

The type creation machines returned type founding and composition to the printer's 

shop, which had seen these aspects removed as part of specialisation beginning in the 

eighteenth century. Further, the machines were cost saving as they limited or reduced the 

storage of type, so once finished the type returned to the machine or was melted down for 

reuse. (Jennett 1973, p. 33; Kincross 2004, p. 40). More importantly the machines served 

as a method of spreading standardisation, again as a part of cost and demand 

efficiencies. Partially in response to machine composition, in 1886 the United States of 
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America's Type Founder's Association adopted Fournier's point system, created in the 

eighteenth century, as their standard for type, margin, spacing and paper size among 

other standards. Many European states soon followed. The manufacturers of composition 

machines also adopted the Anglo-American point system, so the standards were now in 

wide use carried by the machines. (Kincross 2004, pp. 40, 41; Updike 2001b, pp. 33, 35). 

These standards of printing were eventually challenged by artistic printing and the 

growing importance of the page as a surface and its relationship to meaning-creation. 

Yet, more immediate concerns upon the use of machines in the nineteenth century 

produced debates regarding working practices.

The use of unskilled or de-skilled workers grew as a practice associated with the 

introduction of mechanical means of printing production, especially in composition. This 

upset many compositors, as they saw their work reduced or handed to unskilled workers, 

often children. In Britain during the late 1880s composition machines were used outside 

of London first, due to opposition by the London Society of Compositors, but were 

introduced by the early 1890s. Compositors and later traditionalist printers also felt that 

the machines produced an inferior quality of type due to the softer metals used in casting. 

(Musson 1958, p. 423; Steinberg 1996, p. 171). Nonetheless, demand and cost benefits 

meant machines were widely adopted. At the same time as composition machines were 

being designed and manufactured, improvements to the reproduction of the image were 

being adopted and pursued.

The printing of illustrations within the period became more refined with new processes 

and artistic practices. Though initially, printing from copperplates was still in use during 

the 1850s for most jobs requiring illustrations. The life of a copperplate engraving could 

be extended by electroplating, the bonding of metals, but with the number of prints 
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required for mass production steel plates were looked to as a longer lasting alternative. 

(Gaskell 1978, pp. 266, 267; Steinberg 1996, p. 142). The processing of colours was 

refined around the 1840s, as machines and separate plates for each colour could be used 

increasing its popularity and use (Gaskell 1978, pp. 261, 267). Woodblock printing was 

also reintroduced through wood engraving as opposed to carving. The technique was 

popularised by Thomas Bewick. Bewick utilised the tools of the engraver to create fine 

lines that could be used to create intricate quality prints. His work was seen as a fine 

concert between letter and image, yet unlike William Blake, Bewick's work was seen as 

craftsmanship not art, as Bewick's engravings were reproductions of pre-existing artwork. 

(Gaskell 1978, p. 266; Jennett 1973, pp. 429, 430; Steinberg 1996, p. 140).

Following Bewick, the quality of illustration printing was seen to be in decline, possibly 

due to Bewick’s high standard. The decline was also associated with illustrations 

appearing in lower quality mass market publications and as printers were adapting to new 

methods of printing such as lithography. (Evans 1998, p. 260). By the 1850s there was a 

revival of quality through works such as Englishman William Allingham's Music Maker 

which employed illustrations by Arthur Hughes and Dante Gabriel Rossetti (Pennell 1903, 

pp. 294, 297). Jules Verne's works were also a stand out for their variety and the greater 

unity between illustration and text. Verne's first novel published in 1863 contained roughly 

sixty illustrations, a practice continued through his other publications within the Voyages 

Extraordinaires series published by Hetzel. The illustrations covered a variety of types, 

these differed to the illustrations that represented a scene that appeared in other works. 

Verne's novels contained four types of illustration: documentation, including maps, 

landscapes, portraits and illustrations of the action, which often preceded the description. 

Many of these illustrations were chosen for their ability to strengthen the narrative, but 

also for their educational value. Frontispieces, in Five Weeks in a Balloon for example, 
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were also employed as a site to foreshadow events in the narrative and to advertise the 

novel itself. Yet, the merit of the illustrations was often ignored as the novels were derided 

as being for juveniles and the semi-literate. (Evans 1998, pp. 241, 242, 243). Many 

artists, printers and authors took advantage of technology to attract new readers and 

expand upon methods of communication, yet newer technology was emerging.

A move away from engraving and older methods of lithography began with 

experiments into photographic transfers in 1802 with Thomas Wedgwood's use of 

chemical sensitive papers to transfer an image of a leaf to a surface by exposure to light. 

Other experiments followed this, such as daguerreotype in the 1830s, yet beginning in 

1835 William Henry Fox Talbot perfected the transference of film to page. (Ivins 1969, p. 

121). To prepare an image for printing a negative was exposed to chemically treated 

metal, usually zinc, which was then electroplated to create a printable surface (Gaskell 

1978, p. 269; Jennett 1973, pp. 136 - 137; Lacy 1957, p. 733). The result of his early 

efforts came in 1844 with The Pencil of Nature, which contained photographic prints that 

were either black or brown on white paper (Gaskell 1978, p. 269; Ivins 1969, p. 124). 

These were of good enough quality to raise interest in photography in printing and 

continue testing.

Later in the 1850s and 1860s, lithographic processes were applied to photographic 

experimentation creating photolithography, where an image was cast onto a stone plate 

or for the rotary machine printing presses a zinc or aluminium plate, through a chemical 

process; the plate's image or combination of text and image was inked from which the 

page was then printed (Craig 2011, p. 33; Gaskell 1978, p. 270; Jennett 1973, p. 163; 

Kibbee 1948, p. 216). Incremental changes took place, in terms of precision; 

nonetheless, the quality of these photographic prints was so great that it led to the decline 
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of the commercial use of woodblock printing. Further, the process was so successful at 

image reproduction that it almost eliminated the draughtsman and the engraver by the 

end of the nineteenth century, as their work could be achieved through photographic and 

chemical methods. (Gaskell 1978, p. 271; Ivins 1969, p. 93). Advancement in printing 

processes, led to improvements to costs, speed and accuracy, though also led to a 

growing interest in more visual forms of communication. Newspapers benefited from the 

changes to printing, as did artists and advertisers who steadily recognised the changing 

habits of readers and adjusted, often breaking rules of traditional typography to gain 

attention.

Effect of Printing Change.

Newspapers adapted to photographic methods in the replication of images, as their 

desire had been since their inception for factual pictures that kept pace with other printing 

processes, but also new methods of communication such as the telegraph, which 

promoted greater immediacy of reporting (Fang 1997, p. 81; Jennett 1973, p. 134). The 

use of photographic printing methods and later photographic prints in newspapers took 

part in the growth of newspapers’ popularity, but were only part of the reason. 

Newspapers were initially of limited mass appeal before the 1830s, though gradual 

lowering of stamp, advertising and paper duties from 1836 onward made newspapers 

appealing for advertisers, readers and printers, as production costs and sale price 

gradually lowered. (Musson 1958, p. 411; Webb 1971, p. 32). Information exchange also 

advanced, as the electric telegraph was used for the transmission of information. For 

newspapers this created a greater sense of immediacy as stories from near and abroad 

could be collected in a more timely fashion, increasing newspapers' ability to inform. The 
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popularity of newspapers and the amount of news printed facilitated a rise in distribution, 

which moved from weekly to daily for many newspapers by the 1850s and during the 

early twentieth century newspapers had increased in size from four pages to sixteen or 

more. (Fang 1997, p. 81; Musson 1958, p. 411). As newspapers grew in popularity, 

advertising increased within the popular format. Though not as popular, they also 

appeared on walls as posters (Meggs 1998, p. 132).

As photographic technology took hold of mass printing, the use of lithography and 

chromolithography, the overprinting of colours, became popular among artists who were 

increasingly involved in commercial poster art, greeting cards and postcards. A boom in 

poster printing took place in Europe in the late twentieth century as new lithographic 

technology made larger posters possible and allowed for a greater integration of text and 

image. Artists like Toulous-Lautrec, Theophile Steinlen and Jules Cháret embraced 

lithography as it freed them from the actual printing process, which was seen as 

alienating the artist. Artists were free to ignore the rules of standardisation, allowing more 

free flowing styles that could not be achieved by photograph, engraving and metal type. 

While lithography was still used by artists, commercially it began to lose favour during the 

1890s, as advertisers took greater interest in magazines and newspapers. (Craig 2011, 

p. 33; Drucker 1994, p. 92; Ivins 1969, p. 111; Meggs 1998, pp. 131, 132, 184; Rennie 

1998, pp. 59, 60). Advertisers too began to recognise the effect of the expanding amount 

of text and visual reading materials and its impact upon the habits of viewers.

Improvements to the printing, availability and cost of books, newspapers and 

magazines in turn increased the habit of reading, but also altered the method of reading 

(Webb 1971, p. 30). As more people acquired more leisure time, the increase of reading 

material in the nineteenth and twentieth centuries, not just literature, but advertising, 
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catalogues and timetables, altered reading habits, which impacted upon artists and 

publishers. As the time to read reduced for the reader, their habits changed from reading 

line by line to reading at a glance in an attempt to determine the essence of an article or 

printed material and its value. (Tschichold 1987, p. 64). Within printed materials, upon 

walls or open spaces, advertising began to adapt to the new consumer market and alter 

visual designs to attract readers' attention. Designers moved away from strict methods of 

typography and layout that were dictated by older machines and styles and move toward 

visual contrast. Visually type became bolder more angled, more decorative, as did the 

layouts, which could be seen in visual media including posters and catalogues. 

Illustrations also became a more integrated part of advertising as layouts became less 

dense with text and ornament. This is not just true for the advertising industry, as 

methods of design in the nineteenth century progressed, systems of information, 

presentation and standards altered to suit the freedoms that new machinery could 

provide, in timetables for example. (Craig 2011, p. 33; Drucker 1994, p. 93; Kibbee 1948, 

p. 216).

In some respects the changes made by advertisers, of breaking with typographic 

rules, were also utilised by one of the few typographical experimental authors of the 

period, James McNeill Whistler. Whistler, in his 1890 book The Gentle Art of Making 

Enemies, experimented with the layout and symmetry of the page through the balance of 

the main text with the marginalia and footnotes. Whistler's work, at the time, was seen as 

artistic printing, as it abandoned the rules and logic of printing and typography, looking to 

the freedom of the visual elements that was taking place in advertising. (Frankel 2000, 

pp. 87, 90, 91; Kincross 2004, p. 51). Through a dismissal of standards of design, 

advertising had a large effect on gaining attention and communicating information. New 
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technologies, especially photography, and new styles also drew a reaction by some 

traditionalist printers.

Traditionalist Views on the State of Printing.

The use of new machinery allowed artists and advertisers to explore greater visual 

forms of communication often breaking with standards of typography to gain readers’ 

attention. The mass production of printed materials began to raise questions in regard to 

quality of the output and the unity of its parts as artisans were slowly alienated from the 

process (Musson 1958, pp. 424, 425). The methods and views of William Morris and the 

Arts and Crafts movement were established as a response to the changing work 

environment and working conditions brought about partially due to machine 

manufacturing, but also other social issues. In terms of printing, the Arts and Crafts 

movement attempted to revive a unity of art and craft work, but also to promote the 

typographer as a centre of design, a unifier of quality. (Craig 2011, p. 33).

The political views and activism of William Morris are important to understanding the 

stance that he and Arts and Crafts took in regard to the arts and printing. Morris saw 

himself as a socialist and some of his political engagements were in regard to fighting for 

better rights for workers in regard to the encroachment of the machine upon society. 

Morris blamed the capitalistic pursuit of profit for lowering the quality of life for the worker 

and the separation of the worker from their craft and from their community. Further, for 

Morris, mass production meant that quality and artistic detail came last. Morris looked to 

the Gothic period and early Renaissance for models of the worker and artistic practice, 
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and also for art and community harmony. (Craig 2011, pp. 32, 33; Mackintosh 1978, p. 

48; Updike 2001b, p. 202).

In 1859 Morris, with the aid of Dante Gabriel Rossetti, Edward Burne-Jones and 

architect Philip Webb, designed and furnished Morris' home, Red House. Two years later, 

Morris set-up a company, Morris, Marshall, Faulkner and Co. to design and build 

furnishings and textiles for homes, which served as a physical representation of his 

political views and as a response to working conditions and mass production. (Craig 

2011, p. 33). As one of his last projects, Morris turned to printing. In 1891 Morris 

established Kelmscott Press, looking to create a better quality book and restore the visual 

and functional harmony that he saw had been lost due to mass production, 

mechanisation, cheap papers and poor typography. (Craig 2011, pp. 33, 34; Kincross 

2004, pp. 45, 46, 49). Morris saw the book of the period as ugly, as it broke with the 

visual harmony of the previous period, though he felt that books could return to being 

works of art if good type was used and due attention applied to their design. Book design 

should look to architecture of the period and its integration of sculpture and mural for 

method. Morris carried his views of medieval and early Renaissance practice to printing, 

though Kelmscott did not adhere entirely, utilising modern iron hand-presses. Morris 

looked to Gothic design practices of rectangular, simple and functional, of proportioned 

margins based on classical symmetrical styles, rich black type and woodblock 

illustrations, often colour, resurrecting the ideas of Bewick not for the reproduction of art 

but the creation of it. Morris also sought through Kelmscott Press a unity of all aspects of 

the book, of type and illustration, conservative ornament yet aesthetically pleasing, a 

recognition of the meaning of the text through its design and production; overall a usable 

object. (Craig 2011, p. 34; Jennett 1973, pp. 398, 430; Kincross 2004, pp. 47, 51; Updike 

2001b, p. 205).
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A Kelmscott book required quality hand-made paper, legible pages from well designed 

type, proportioned margins, uniform spacing all designed by an artist, but also ornament 

that conformed to the typeface and page and be well bound allowing a full view of the 

pages (Febvre & Martin 1976, p. 33; Morris 1893, pp. 2 - 5). While initially the books were 

meant for a select few, enthusiasm from collectors and private press interest meant that 

the books were produced on a small scale, selling for what was believed to be a 

reasonable price for all beginning at two guineas for paper editions. Yet this was not a 

comfortable price even for a middle class worker who remained a member of cheaper 

lending libraries or looked to periodicals. (Kincross 2004, p. 45; Updike 2001b, p. 203). 

Nonetheless, Morris' intervention reinvigorated the idea of the typographer, not just purely 

a setter of type, but an independent designer concerned for all aspects of the appearance 

and creation of the product (Kincross 2004, p. 52; Tschichold 1987, p. 23). This is 

something that later poets and authors came to embrace.

The work of Morris at Kelsmscott created a standard and an interest in quality 

materials and printing that many other private presses followed (Craig 2011, p. 34; 

Franklin 1969, pp. 13 - 14; Kincross 2004, p. 64). Morris's influence outside of the private 

presses was mixed, his efforts had little impact upon commercial printing practices in 

relation to relinquishing mass machine production in favour of a more laborious one. Yet 

Morris’ view of the beautiful book encouraged commercial printers to question the 

aesthetics and design of their books. Linotype and Monotype also looked to Kelmscott 

designs, as they began a type revival in the 1920s and 1930s. In Continental Europe, 

especially Germany, and the United States, Morris' influence was adopted by artists, 

those outside of the printing field much like Morris, though rather than books they turned 

their attention to magazine design and avant-garde works. (Craig 2011, pp. 34, 35; 
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Jennett 1973, p. 240; Kincross 2004, pp. 47, 52; Updike 2001b, pp. 204, 205, 208). 

Other British printers felt that Arts and Crafts’ views were too harsh toward the machine 

as inferior noting that the printing machines could create quality designs and 

workmanship.

British printing machine reformers, such as New Traditionalists, attempted to counter 

the heavy aesthetic style of Kelmscott and other private presses, while adopting 

contemporary machine methods. While many in the Arts and Crafts movement were in 

opposition to mass machine manufacturing and its effect upon craft and the worker, 

associate of the Arts and Crafts movement William Lethaby among others noted that their 

concerns were not solely with machines as a method of mass production. Lethaby related 

that modern machines tried to replicate, in their eyes badly, a traditional style. (Kincross 

2004, p. 65). New traditionalists, for example Vale Press including Charles Ricketts in 

1896 challenged these views believing that both new methods of printing and 

composition could achieve a quality and pleasing traditional style that was just as good as 

the old methods. To do this though a thorough understanding of the machines and their 

processes were required. In his wood engraving, Ricketts, influenced by Renaissance 

designs, utilised lighter layouts and more geometric designs, figures appeared flatter 

containing fewer lines and the removal of tone. (Kincross 2004, p. 49; Meggs 1998, pp. 

188, 189; Updike 2001b, p. 210). Vale press and other book publishers looked to quality 

designs from using good quality typefaces, coupled with the Monotype machine, while 

avoiding the outlandish styles that had crept into newspapers and advertising (Kincross 

2004, pp. 48, 49). What New traditionalists printers realised was that utilising machine 

printing methods allowed them to stay competitive, meeting the demand and changing 

tastes of readers. Meanwhile, the Arts and Crafts movement, despite highlighting the 
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need for typographic change and the importance of the typographer in design, was one 

that appeared steadfastly in the past, their views tied to their social and political outlook.

At the same time as the efforts of Vale press, in Germany, the Jugendstil movement 

was attempting to create a coherent style similar to Arts and Crafts, though avoiding the 

chaos they saw brought about by the disputes over tradition and machine use. Jugendstil 

looked to avoid tradition by embracing natural styles, as had Art Nouveau, to create a 

contemporary style that embraced function, construction, materials and manufacturing 

methods. While largely rejected by commercial printers, later these ideas were 

transferred by Peter Behrens to the discussions and structures created through the 

Werkbund movement in the early twentieth century. (Tschichold 1987, pp. 52 – 53).

New Views on Art – Breaking Structures.

While the introduction of photographic processes into printing had a wide effect upon 

methods of printing and design, it also affected the use and creation of artworks, which in 

turn influenced avant-garde and experimental approaches to the page and poetry. Avant-

garde works then played a role in the design and outlook of many modernist printers and 

designers of the early twentieth century, especially in Germany, but also later twentieth 

century authors.

In the 1830s groups of European painters began to experiment; moving away from the 

purely ideological, religious, academic or representative function of art to one that looked 

to be an expression of the artist (Drucker 1994, pp. 87, 88; Tschichold 1987, p. 31). This 

meant that painting could be liberated from its it earlier social role and subjects to focus 
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on painterly problems, ones that examined composition, the materials used, the 

arrangement of colours and on concerns related to the depiction of the subject rather than 

on representation and religious or materialistic symbols. Many artists looked to modern 

science as a guide to new ways of observing the world, this included the objective and 

impersonal quality of the camera. While the everyday became the new focus, the artist 

attempted to be, like the camera, impartial, no object had greater importance than 

another, not even the observer, who could be part of the field of view. This meant that 

matters of perspective, space and surface were altered in attempts to represent a truthful 

viewpoint, as did methods of composition and application. Impressionists such as 

Cezanne examined and represented an object in changing light and open air, so too the 

pointillist work of Seurat and Signac, breaking an object down to express its atomic 

structure through dots of colour. The work of Manet and Degas through Plein-air-ism 

looked to the use of light and illumination. Later Cubism, Expressionism and Futurism 

examined aspects surface, space, perspective and movement. (Mackintosh 1978, pp. 8, 

9, 10; Tschichold 1987, pp. 31, 33, 34). While many artists were influenced by the new 

role of the photograph upon their work, especially in Cubism, artists had little interest in 

exploring similar interests through typography. This fell to other groups especially the 

Symbolists, who rather than abandon symbols as a means of communication, utilised 

them as a means to break with conventions of communication. (Eskilson 2009, p. 148).

Seen mainly in France during the late nineteenth to early twentieth century, the 

Symbolist movement was one of broad experimentation among a variety of art forms. 

Artists sought to use symbolism to build a narrative or convey an emotion, mood or theme 

within the work or through its composition, be it a painting, sculpture, music score or 

printed page. This often took the form of re-appropriating or combining elements, be it 

mythology, monsters, music or colour in combinations that were re-interpretations, 
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expressing the subconscious, sexuality or the exploration of an event. (Lucie-Smith 1972, 

pp. 57, 72; Mackintosh 1978, p. 32).

Picking up on the lithographic artists' sense of freedom and artistic experimentation, as 

well as being a part of the idea sharing of the Symbolists, in the 1890s poet Étienne 

Mallarmé, better known as Stéphane Mallarmé, examined the relationship between 

typography and the page and its representation as a visual as well as poetic form. 

Further, Mallarmé explored the typographic representation of ideas, emotions and the 

inexpressible aspects of an event. Mallarmé rejected the layout of newspapers, he 

disliked journalism altogether, and had little positive to say about novels, which he saw as 

mechanised and creating a monotonous pattern for the eyes to slavishly follow. In an 

attempt to relate his message Mallarmé associated the typography of a page to a music 

score in that the placement and the weight of the words were important to oral reading 

patterns and rhythm. He looked to create poems containing off-centred layouts that 

utilised different sized typefaces and fonts in an attempt to break the reading habits that 

had been formed through newspapers or novels. His work was seen as presentation, 

creative, rather than representational of existing ideas or speech. (Drucker 1994, pp. 50 – 

59; Mackintosh 1978, p. 22; Meggs 1998, p. 237). To further achieve his style he utilised 

language that appeared anti-grammatical, as he pointed out: 

It does not derive from syntax or the tropes of speech which 
normally form a figure or image within language, but rather 
from the effect of language arranged to make a form 
independent of grammatical order of the words 
(Mallarmé, cited in Drucker 1994, p. 59).
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Mallarmé wanted to create texts that captured the essence of a moment through 

manipulations of typography that representational words could not (Drucker 1994, pp. 56, 

59).

An example of Mallarmé’s work in this regard can be seen in his 1897 poem Un Coup 

de Dés Jamais N’abolira le Hasard (A Throw of the Dice will Never Abolish Chance), 

which exemplifies his use of visual elements, the variety of type and styles, the placement 

of words, which direct the reading and rhythm of the poem (Pignatari & Tolman 1982, p. 

189, Scakner 1986, p. 62). Mallarmé's poetry and views became influential on artists and 

authors of the early 1900s and in the 1950s as they too pursued experimental styles and 

methods of expression.
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As printing technology such as letterpress machines and tools of composition became 

more affordable and readily available, this led artists and designers to experiment with 

technology and its role in communication (Johnston 2010, p. 45). This form of access and 

the artists involved were most active in Europe surrounding the First World War, which 

was also an influence. Following Mallarmé, avant-garde poets like Apollinaire and art 

movements such as Dada, Futurism and English Modernism emerged stimulated by 

modern painting, printing and society. These artists followed from their predecessor's, 

Impressionism and Cubism, ideology, but abandoned easel painting for new forms of 

printed mass communication: posters, books and magazines; their brushes replaced by 

typewriters and metal type. Compositions were formed through the merging of arts 

including typography. (Armstrong 2009, p. 19; Bojtár 1990, p. 57; Drucker 1994, p. 49; 

Levenson 1992, p. 92). Innovation and activism were goals of many avant-garde artists 

and printed media such as poetry, magazines, handbills and posters were the medium for 

their public expression. Traditional forms of literature and symbol were questioned as 

high art was merged with mass media that blurred the traditional separation of image and 

text. Questions were also asked of traditional forms and whether they could communicate 

to a modernising world. Existing standards of communication were challenged with 

exaggerations and emphasis often placing the visual elements ahead of the role of the 

content or general taste. Attention too was paid to artistic forms and the properties of art, 

rather than traditional or academic views of representation. Though printing by this point 

was not as modern or immediate as the radio or film, it was affordable and widely 

accessible to audiences and artists. (Bojtár 1990, p. 57; Drucker 1994, pp. 50, 60, 91 - 

92, 221; Kincross 2004, pp. 37, 38).

The Dada movement examined the order of things in art, be it language or image, 

though they were also concerned about what their art could say about the social and 
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political activities of the moment (Drucker 1994, pp. 65 - 66). They adopted the stance of 

being anti-art, producing nonsense art, a deconstruction of norms, in an attempt to shock 

the public out of its structured ways of thinking about issues and their expectations of 

reading, as Mallarmé had attempted earlier (Drucker 1994, p. 69; Eskilson 2009, pp. 134 

– 135; Meggs 1998, p. 238). Dada represented many mediums in terms of their protests 

against society and its art. Futurism too, especially the work of Italian poet Filippo 

Marinetti, was also interested in the effects that could be created through the printing 

press and how it could alter traditional patterns of reading and viewing.

Among his many writings, two articles capture the essence of the work of Filippo 

Tomasso Marinetti and the Futurist movement: The Manifesto of Futurism in 1909 and the 

Destruction of Syntax: Imagination without Strings, Words in Freedom (hereafter: 

Destruction of Syntax) in 1913. Marinetti sought to challenge the fundamentals of 

literature and its usage as the Impressionists and Cubists had done for painting. He was 

also influenced by the Symbolist movement who challenged traditional methods of 

communication, though rejected symbolism’s ideas of representation through their 

reliance on myth, mysticism and the occult; it was printing technology, the speed of many 

aspects of modernity that drove Marinetti’s views and practice. (Bierut et al. 1999, p. 5; 

Bojtár 1990, p. 57; Drucker 1994, p. 106). In the Manifesto of Futurism printed in Le 

Figaro Marinetti set out the problem and his solution: 

My revolution is directed against the so called typographic 
harmony of the page, which contradicts the ebb and flow, the 
leaps and bounds of style that surge over the page... I don't 
want to evoke an idea or a sensation with these traditional 
charms or affections, I want to seize them roughly and hurl 
them straight in the reader's face (Marinetti 1909, p. 51).
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Marinetti believed that literature was asleep, a deep sleep brought about by Italian 

classicists’ standards of printing that valued regularity, simplicity and symmetry, also 

literary themes that were steeped in myth and legend. He felt that all literature required 

arousing if it were to remain a usable source for modern communication. Marinetti wanted 

to capture and express the essence and instantaneousness of the moment, not merely to 

represent emotion through language. Further the work of Marinetti marked a change in 

focus for many typographers and designers as his work represented a turn toward 

materiality, moving away from the ornamental aspect of typography to one of function 

where the typography used reflected the content of the work and the optical impact. 

(Drucker 1994, 106; Eskilson 2009, p. 158; Marinetti 1909, p. 21; Tschichold 1987, pp. 

53, 56).

Marinetti expressed the way in which he captured the essence of the moment in the 

Destruction of Syntax, the title itself gives clues as to Marinetti's intent. In the article he 

explains the need to translate the excitement and intensity of an experience, revolution or 

war, which could only be truthfully presented through the destruction of syntax, the 

removal of the constraints of punctuation, giving way to the expelling of the event – the 

being of the event. As a poet he wanted to replace free verse with words in freedom: 

'unhampered words... with no connecting strings of syntax and with no punctuation'. 

(Marinetti 1913, pp. 6 - 10). Further, Marinetti’s fascination with machinery's status of 

objectivity, informed his linking of human emotions to the machine, in an attempt to 

eliminate the subjective self from a work. Through the connection, he looked to represent 

concrete sensations of war, speed and movement. (Drucker, 1994, pp. 110, 112, 116). In 

addition to the grammatical changes, Marinetti wanted to move away from ornamental 

design which he saw as a romantic hindrance. He sought to break the typographic 

harmony of the page that had existed before the use of printing, by using coloured inks 
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and multiple typefaces, such as italics for swiftness and bold for violence in an attempt to 

express the force of words. (Eskilson 2009, p. 158; Meggs 1998, p. 235; Marinetti 1913, 

pp. 6 – 10).

Marinetti's overall outlook was to revolutionise the use of the visual, literary and 

graphical to express the new modern world of speed, simultaneity and sensation that 

could be seen in the instantaneous communication delivered by the radio, the sensation 

of the automobile or newer trains (Drucker 1994, p. 105; Eskilson 2009, p. 158). An 

example of his work Zang Tumb Tumb, often seen as nonsensical, was a retelling of a 

siege of Turkish Adrianpoles by Bulgarian troops during the Balkan War. Marinetti, a war 

correspondent at the time, attempted to recreate the sounds, moods and speed of war by 

creating concrete word images and visual sounds in an attempt to express the moment. 

To do this Marinetti looked to typography to express the sensations using different 

typefaces and symbols, words, phrases and lines overlapping in split columns or 

vertically all to emphasise the onomatopoeic element of the word, creating something of a 

visual theatrical experience on the page. (Drucker 1994 pp. 118, 131; Eskilson 2009, p. 

158; Tisdale & Bozzolla 1977, pp. 95, 96).

By the 1920s Futurism was at its height, the work and views of Marinetti had spread 

across Europe. Nonetheless, by this time Futurism had become non-communicative, 

focused on the visual rather than the literary, against what it had originally set out to 

achieve, a new medium for communication. Futurism's message also became closely 

related to Fascism and violence, so the move away from such a movement was seen as a 

return to calm or return to classicism that, to a large extent, occurred with the demise of 

Futurism. (Drucker 1994, pp. 106; Tisdale & Bozzolla 1977, pp. 15, 17). Dada too was 

coming to an end, as many artists moved to Surrealism which began to order the chaotic 
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typographic views of Dada and to explore new typographic methods with tradition 

(Drucker 1994, pp. 223 - 226). Similar to Arts and Crafts, while neither Futurism nor Dada 

were commercially popular, they were influential however, as many of the artists involved 

did move into commercial printing, taking their views with them and influencing future 

designers and design movements (Yorke 1981, p. 85).

The British modernists, including Vorticistists and Imagists emerged, as did Marinetti, 

in the early twentieth century as a reaction to social aspects of the period, perceptions of 

the literary environment and modern machinery. As Marinetti looked to remove art from 

classical styles, British modernists saw the previous Victorian period as sentimental and 

mannerish, which had formed styles of language use and topics that were largely 

unsuited to communicate to a modern twentieth century audience. (Materer 1974, p. 

1129; Steele 1985, p. 301). The group was critical of the greater public's desire for safe 

representational forms of art, which created a static and repressed populace. Influenced 

by experimental artists such as James McNeil Whistler's rebellion from standards of 

layout, the movement looked to shift away from public taste, toward abstractions as a 

means to encourage modern thought. (Schneidau 1968, pp. 217, 218, 219). Marinetti and 

the Futurist movement was also a target of the group. While initially modernists were 

agreeable to Futurism's enthusiasm toward the new, many, such as Ezra Pound, were 

cool to some ideas, disagreeing that the past, either classicist or Victorian, should be 

rejected altogether, rather that it should be renewed through the adoption of new methods 

of representation, syntax and rhythm. (Lipke & Rozran 1966, pp. 119, 220). Wyndham 

Lewis also saw merit in Futurism's outlook, but felt that excitement toward speed: trains, 

cars and especially machines was naive and sentimental, for many of the modernists 

shared Morris' concerns on the impact of capitalism and the perceptions of 

depersonalisation and of an anxious and oppressed populace (Ashford 2010, p. 739). 
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Though British modernism was not against embracing progress, they looked to modern 

science as an impetus, as it contained a model for advancement and a spirit for 

experiment (Steele 1985, p. 31).

Through multiple types of media British Modernists presented their outlook on modern 

art and poetry. For example, in 1914 in the magazine Blast! many poems often broke with 

traditional standards of type, employing garish colours, over sized or heavy type (Lipke & 

Rozran 1966, p. 203). Theoretically and in practice, Pound as well as Ford Maddox Ford 

and T. S. Eliot expressed their views toward the use of poetic free verse and an 

organising principle of language and structure (Steele 1985, p. 294). The three shared 

ideas on breaking with traditional uses of verse, by utilising non-metric verse influenced, 

reminiscent of Mallarmé, by words set to music as a means of composition (Steele 1985, 

pp. 294, 316; Pound 1954, p. 437). Pound also urged other artists to look to the 

workmanship of modern novelists. Stendhal was noted for his modernisation of the 

literary form, for the clarity and precision of language, but also for his sense of the current 

period. (Steele 1985, pp. 302, 303, 312). Ultimately, it was felt that adapting to new forms 

of creation and thinking resulted in a modern verse, of clarity and structure, which was 

colloquial with modern idiom. This was a match with new age speech of the period, but 

also as Eliot noted, topics and objects of modern man even if it created a form that was 

seen as less poetic. (Steele 1985, pp. 295, 298, 300, 301).

In England, by the twentieth century the London Underground became a site of 

exploration of artistic and design views, including modernism, related to unity of design 

and artistic renewal, though here it related to efficiencies, simplicity and a well run system. 

Frank Pick, associated with the British railways in the first half of the twentieth century, 

echoes many of the modernist views toward the need to renew old systems but also 
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traditional desires for unity of design. Pick was equally interested in movement and 

modernity and looked to a wide range of modernist styles, as opposed to French methods 

by contemporary Le Corbusier who looked solely to Cubism as an ordering aspect. 

(Ashford 2010, pp. 737, 744, 747; Pick 1936, p. 207). The London Underground opened 

in 1863 attracting 12 million passengers in the first year growing to 27 million by 1868 

(Picard 2005, pp. 43, 44). Early Underground stations were largely uniform, containing 

large posters and tiled walls. While functional the stations were seen by some as bland 

and a reflection of American capitalism, as the early stations were funded by American 

capital. These views heightened nationalistic spirits in many artists who wrote about and 

painted the oppressive atmosphere they saw in the underground stations and its effect on 

passengers. (Ashford 2010, pp. 739, 740).

Frank Pick began a reordering of the Underground seeking: 'a unity that gives value to 

the masses' (Pick 1936, pp. 207, 210). Pick, unlike artists, looked to modernity and unity 

not just in art and architecture but also in usage, as a unified Underground system he felt 

reflected a more efficient London (Ashford 2010, p. 747; Pick 1936, pp. 210, 214). One 

initial move was the creation of a stylised map of the Underground which was tendered by 

Pick and created by Harry Beck in 1908. The rationale for the map’s simplification of the 

multiple routes was to show that the greater chaotic web that was London above could be 

unified and integrated organically through its train network. (Ashford 2010, p. 747). Pick 

too became a patron to modernist artists employing many to create uniform advertising 

and information posters for the stations, such as Mcknight Kauffer, Man Ray and László 

Moholy-Nagy (Ashford 2010, pp. 737, 751). By the 1920s Pick began to reorder the 

physical spaces of many stations utilising different styles, such as Bauhaus, international 

and American Organic as long as they fit within his overall view of a unity of all aspects of 

the station, avoiding the clutter and chaos of the earlier designs, promoting efficiency and 
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simplicity. By the 1930s much of the renewal of the Underground was completed, but for 

many artists it represented an aspect of Britain's future that had never materialised as the 

drive that Modernists desired had by this time waned. (Ashford 2010, pp. 756, 758). 

Through mirroring aspects of modernism, Frank Pick applied artistic and design aspects 

to a renewal and reorganisation of an old system that was seen as oppressive and 

inefficient. Pick also integrated modernist aspects within larger British, largely 

traditionalist, society, not as part of ideology, but for function and efficiency. This would 

occur for printing and design in Britain in the coming years. At a similar time to Pick, 

artists and authors began to utilise an increasingly popular technology that was designed 

to create an efficient workspace, the typewriter, to serve as a site for typographic 

exploration and experimentation.

While the typewriter was promoted as a time saving business tool, for the Modernist 

experimental artist the device offered artistic control of both design and rhythm of a work 

through changes to punctuation and layout, aiding the move away from traditional styles 

(Gitelman 1999, pp. 203, 204; Silverstein 1988, p. 26). Early twentieth century artist and 

poet E. E. Cummings utilised the typewriter as more than just a time saving device, but as 

a tool for expression. Cummings was interested in the techniques of modernist artists 

from Cubism and Futurism, yet looked to his own style that moved away from the 

objective stance of those art groups to one of style of self-expression. (Cohn 1990, pp. 

58, 65). In the 1920s he attempted to represent spontaneity through his written works, 

building upon the techniques of free verse by Ezra Pound. To do this Cummings looked to 

the typewriter. (Cohn 1990, p. 30). Cummings noted the typewriter for its sharp regular 

print, but also the ability to allow for a diversity of placement (Cohn 1990, pp. 70, 71). 

With it he could create a sense of motion through the placement of lines, but also alter the 

pace of a sentence, through irregular lines, different spacing or the use of punctuation, 
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which he felt affected the movement of the reader's eye. These attempts were difficult to 

read aloud, as could be done with traditional poetry. Cummings’ works were more about 

their visual aspect, the reader's perception and its visual aspect. (Cohn 1990, p. 71). As 

can be seen, for Cummings, as for many artists, the typewriter became an important tool 

for breaking from the printer's standards of punctuation and layout and allowed for greater 

expression. The typewriter, along with newer technologies, took part in greater aspects of 

design for economic and political means.

Machine Reformers.

Avant-garde and Modernist ideals of utilising of modern machinery and practices to 

challenge traditional views of printing and standards of communication seeded twentieth 

century moves to renew and reorganise machine methods of mass manufacturing 

including printed communication. A model for this pursuit was the German design school 

the Bauhaus. Among the variety of activities, the school engaged in machine printing 

methods seeking a unity between modern machinery, function and aesthetics, and quality 

design that avoided traditional aesthetics and the ties to social and political views that 

drove them. The Bauhaus though was created through earlier European efforts toward the 

integration of economy, society and manufacture.

In Europe, discussions on the arts, design, the machine and functionalism were central 

and created a drive for new thought toward many aspects of construction, manufacture, 

arts and design including typography and printing. This can be seen in Britain with the 

London Underground, initially in Germany through the Jugendstil movement and later in 

Russia after the 1917 revolution through the Constructivist movement. Yet Germany 
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became the centre for typographic debates during the early twentieth century. (Lodder 

1983, p. 1; Margolin 1933, p. 64). This began through the Werkbund movement, set up in 

Germany in 1907 as a manufacturing society. The society looked to Anglo-American 

efforts toward industrialisation and function in an attempt to remove Art Nouveau and 

Jugendstil styles that were seen to be stifling design and practice through a focus on 

ornament. The Werkbund looked to Britain adopting Arts and Crafts ideals of focusing on 

quality workmanship, select materials, solid construction and a unity of all parts, but 

differed from Arts and Crafts as they sought to produce plain, ordinary, designs that were 

easily manufactured through machine methods and were affordable by all, similar to 

efforts by the New Traditionalists but on a much wider scale. (Kincross 2004, pp. 82, 83; 

Schwartz 1996, pp. 27, 39, 40, 42). One of the Werkbund's main goals was directed by 

the German government's push for growth in exports (Kincross 2004, p. 84). Following 

the First World War, the introduction of machine manufacturing standards began to allow 

for the easier combination of parts and sped up manufacture, while keeping quality, which 

made machine-made more attractive (Kincross 2004, p. 109).

While these efforts did streamline manufacture and design in many aspects of both 

large and small scale manufacture, it did not address the problem that an obsession over 

quality had made the book expensive, even after the First World War (Kincross 2004, p. 

115; Tschichold 1987, p. 227). The desire for an inexpensive book, coupled with new 

design and standards, encouraged a new typography to emerge to rectify not just this one 

issue, but to create designs that were modern, practical and efficiently printed utilising 

modern methods of printing. The machine became an important instrument for the 

designers of the 1920s. Commercial print designers saw the machine as not only a device 

for objective, neutral communication, but one that could create well-designed and 

reasonably priced products for all. (Armstrong 2009, p. 9; Huxley 1928, p. 38). As 
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Futurism, Dada and Russian Constructivist movements were coming to an end, many 

designers in Germany, like Britain in the late nineteenth century, felt that typography, 

design and book quality was in decline. In the early twentieth century calligraphy influence 

and traditional views still dictated the overall look of the object affecting design, art and 

publishing. (Kincross 2004, pp. 82, 91, 92). The Bauhaus School was being set up in 

Weimar Germany in 1919 to address real world problems, including print materials, 

through contemporary design by focusing on function, using modern materials and 

modern manufacturing as models for production (Armstrong 2009, p. 11; Tschichold 

1987, p. 41).

While set up by Werkbund member Walter Gropius, many of the ideas in regard to 

typography came from other teachers such as Kurk Schwitters, László Moholy-Nagy and 

ex Russian Constructivist El Lissitizky. In his book Topographie der Typograpie, 

Lissitizky began to question all typographic conventions, noting that science had opened 

up new structures of art that could be explored beyond painting, sculpture or architecture. 

Further, artists' approaches to painterly problems could be applied by typographers to the 

use of words, of meaning, space and seeing. Following Lissitizky’s book, in 1923 Moholy-

Nagy presented an essay titled The New Typograpy as part of a Bauhaus exhibition. 

Within the essay, Moholy-Nagy outlined his views toward modern typography and the 

Bauhaus, which was more focused toward commercial interests. (Eskilson 2009, p. 245; 

Kincross 2004, pp. 104, 105, 106; Tschichold 1987, pp. 39, 41, 58). Moholy-Nagy’s 

article sought to move Bauhaus away from the craft centred models that were initially 

devised to one that was more industry centred. He also saw that traditionalists’ methods 

were entrenched within book printing through standards and work practices, so New 

Typography needed to embrace new media and modes, not just the book, as a means of 
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communication and to promote change. (Kincross 2004, pp. 112, 115; Tschichold 1987, 

p. 58).

Moholy-Nagy recognised typography as an important tool in communication, focusing 

on clarity, objectivity and linear directions to create effective communication, as 

aesthetics could no longer improve the text. He felt that artists needed to detach 

themselves emotionally from their work, adopting a rational universal approach. Moholy-

Nagy built upon the ideas of Marinetti in regard to embracing modern methods and 

immediacy of communication. Yet, he felt that a unification between typography and new 

techniques, which integrated photography, was the way to create the immediacy that fit 

with the changes to the modern world, which was already embracing more visual means 

of communication, but also merged with the objective machine-driven typography. 

(Armstrong 2009, p. 11; Meggs 1998, pp. 280 - 281, 297; Moholy-Nagy 1923, p. 22). 

Contemporary, Walter Drexel furthered these views with an analogy in line with the 

machine-centric views of Marinetti, as he compared New Typography to the radio: 'the 

message has to be clear, objective, and very short' (Drexel 1927, p. 32). Moholy-Nagy 

looked to modern machine methods as a direction for commercial printing which was in 

need of clearing up, seen as overtaken by traditional styles, an excess of ornament and 

art as well as old forms of syntax and grammar (Tschichold 1987, p. 58).

Continuing on from the work of Moholy-Nagy and El Lissitizky, Jan Tschihold began to 

expand the ideas of New Typography. Through several articles and books such as Die 

Nue Typographie, he made Bauhaus ideas visible, logical and coherent to a wider 

audience and to publishers, who were largely unaware of the New Typography of the 

twentieth century, so to many people and professions Tschichold's writings were fresh. 

(Eskilson 2009, p. 245; Kincross 2004, pp. 106, 108; Meggs 1998, p. 287). Tschichold 
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identified the confusion that had splintered the styles of printing from 1880 to the 1920s. 

He recognised the chaos that machinery had introduced, which led to unhelpful patterns 

of work and of methods that created poorly designed, cheap, machine-made objects that 

looked backward at old designs, which were incompatible with new media or methods of 

communication and modern audiences. Tschichold also felt that it was wrong to ignore 

the machine, a practice the Arts and Crafts movement had influenced. Reliance on 

tradition was also to blame. Tschichold noted that many traditions of printing were 

culturally entrenched and indebted to past forms established as far back as the standards 

of printing of the sixteenth century. That period's focus was on the creation of the beautiful 

object, creating something that was predetermined, made for a small audience, these 

ideas were still an influence in German design which Tschichold saw as inorganic and 

needed to be replaced. Following the First World War, artists and designers sought 

contemporary design based around the speed and simultaneity of modern life and New 

Typography could serve that need. (Craig 2011, p. 37; Eskilson 2009, p. 247; Kincross 

2004, p. 104; Tschichold 1928, pp. 35 - 36; 1930, p. 45; 1987, pp. 11, 15, 21 – 24).

The essence of New Typography was clarity, a unity of all parts of printing, the pursuit 

of function over beauty and the avoidance of tradition (Tschichold 1928, p. 35; 1930, pp. 

46, 51; 1987, p. 13). New Typography abandoned the inorganic structure: 'The New 

Typography is distinguished from the old by the fact that its first objective is to develop its 

visible form out of the functions of the text' (Tschichold 1928, p. 36). Like Bauhaus 

design, it was function that directed the final form, an avoidance of past tradition of 

predetermined style. How the work was read and should be read was more important 

than the singular vision of a beautiful object. (Craig 2011, p. 37; Meggs 1998, p. 287; 

Tschichold 1928, pp. 36 – 37). New Typography, like Futurism, rejected symmetrical 

design seeing it as outside the form of the text, asymmetry allowed: 'the rhythmic 
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expression of functional design', which provided for the greater flexibility on the page as 

well as standard construction units that freed the designer's creativity (Tschichold 1928, 

p. 37). Yet not so unhindered as to promote the chaotic creativity of Futurism, it required 

order and that came from the logic relationship within the text and an impersonal, 

objective, approach (Tschichold 1928, p. 37; 1987, pp. 28, 68, 70).

Tschichold was also aware of new reading methods noting that the movement of the 

eyes from one word to the next or lines-at-a-time required logical arrangements of text in 

regard to typeface sizes, weights, space and colour. Part of new reading methods 

included the photograph, which could no longer be ignored as a companion or a slave to 

text in communication, rather it could be utilised in a greater role in communicating 

complex ideas in lieu of text. A photograph's clarity and precision was seen as 

incorruptible, so more compatible with modernist style over an artist’s reproduction using 

woodcuts and etchings. New Typography did allow rules, bars and boxes to be used as 

they served to create structure, balance and add emphasis, but called for the abolition of 

unnecessary ornament from design as it served no purpose for the text and was a 

remnant of old typography of the sixteenth century. While it appeared New Typography 

discouraged experimentation, as the continuation of standardisation was also necessary 

as it meant an increase in quality and a reduction in costs, though rather than create a 

situation of similarity, standardisation was meant to awaken creativity, while ensuring that 

goods were of high quality. (Meggs 1998, p. 287; Tschichold 1928, pp. 37; 1987, pp. 12, 

28, 70, 87, 100). Through these designs and methods New Typography continued the 

efforts of the Werkbund and other design groups, while solving problems of quality and 

the machine and creating printed materials at a reasonable price.
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Traditionalists disliked the work of New Typography, viewing it as useful only to 

display works like advertising and of limited in value toward the printing of quality books 

(Kincross 2004, p. 115). This view was reflected through printing practice, as New 

Typography had limited appeal with printers who were ultimately indifferent to styles other 

than that dictated by machine standardisation. Politically, New Typography was seen to 

be tied to leftist political and social movements, despite their desire to be apolitical, so 

book printers willing to experiment with New Typography often shared the same views. 

Though, with magazines and the integration of photographic images commercially New 

Typography had greater impact. (Kincross 2004, pp. 116, 119). The design and teaching 

ideas of the Bauhaus proved the most influential, not just at the Bauhaus school but in 

other institutions. Yet, the economic crash and political turmoil in Germany in the late 

1920s and into the 1930s meant a splintering of ideas and designers of the Bauhaus. 

(Kincross 2004, p. 118).

Outside of Germany by the 1930s German modernist styles were seen as 

cosmopolitan. Tschichold's Die Neu Typographie became an influential study to modern 

designers; however, after the Second World War he renounced this style of design 

associating it with Fascism. (Eskilson 2009, pp. 302; Kincross 2004, pp. 120, 126; Meggs 

1998, p. 289). Designers like Max Bill saw Tschichold's change in views as a political and 

moral retreat, though Tschichold felt that his views of the time gave too much of an aura 

to the machine, made it a fetish, ignoring human involvement in the process, which he 

corrected later. Bill though continued to disagree with Tschichold and in the 1940s set up 

a group of Swiss Typographers to continue modernist machine values in design. 

(Kincross 2004, pp. 126, 128 - 129). Effectively, Jan Tschichold and Bauhaus brought 

new design methods to a wider audience of consumers and publishers worldwide, which 

were largely unfamiliar with modern art practices and history. Tschichold and the 
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Bauhaus created a focus upon machine aspects of printing that looked to new media, 

methods of communication and creating books for all.

During the 1920s to 1930s, within England, designers continued attempts to combine 

tradition and the machine effectively avoiding modernist styles until the 1950s. Stanley 

Morrison proved more broadly influential in this period reintroducing traditional styles and 

designs through the Monotype machine and through the printing press, mainly through 

type like Times New Roman which was introduced in the 1930s. The work of Francis 

Meynell and David Garnet of Nonesuch press in the early 1920s saw them move away 

from hand made techniques, which they viewed as limiting their desire for quality design 

at a low cost. (Eskilson 2009, p. 167). Instead, as Meynell notes: 'our stock in trade has 

been the theory that mechanical means could be made serve fine ends' (Meynell, cited in 

Eskilson 2009, p. 167). Nonesuch looked to create books that were of quality literature, 

design and of low price utilising mechanical printing and composition methods (Eskilson 

2009, p. 167).

America in this period was influenced by conventional typography and design, in terms 

of books, though magazines and advertising were beginning to look to modernist styles 

such as Art Deco as an influence. Eventually, magazines served as a catalyst for the 

introduction of more modern designs, especially after the Second World War, as well as 

push designers to be more subjective with their work and begin to explore new materials 

and processes especially emerging visual communication. (Eskilson 2009, pp. 256, 312, 

314).
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Literary Markets and Novels.

Throughout this whole period literary authors were largely absent from typographic 

and visual experimentation. Yet, their efforts were concentrated on changes to narrative, 

character and the modernising world. In effect authors began to experiment with the 

structures of a narrative and narration building pathways for future authors. Further, the 

market for printed materials also changed, driven by many of the aspects of the period 

affecting authors.

During this period influential modernist authors and new critics ignored the typographic 

functions of language focusing on the structure of language itself erecting boundaries that 

largely separated art and literature (Drucker 1994, pp. 87 - 88, 228 – 230). Literary 

authors concentrated on structure and form, and the representation of character. By mid 

nineteenth century, as interest of individual psychology grew, the narrator began to 

withdraw from the narrative, in terms of overt commentary, as characters and their 

consciousness slowly became the centre of the narrative. This elevated concepts like 

quoted interior monologue, the quoting of a character's inner voice, as an established part 

of the novel. (Booth 1983, p. 271; Cohn 1978, p. 58; Ryan 2009, p. 616). In the pursuit of 

realism, authors began to explore methods in which they could relate the consciousness 

of the character, yet kept themselves as narrators invisible, as easel artists of the period 

were also pursuing. Gustav Flaubert is one of the prime examples of this effort. The 

novelist looked to methods that removed the vociferous narrators from his narratives, 

partly through the creation of characters of depth and complexity and through means of 

representing the character's consciousness. (Banfield 1982, p. 230, 231; Cohn 1978, p. 

26). Flaubert's works had an influence upon authors such as Henry James who, 

especially in his shorter works, pursued a more dramatic form of storytelling choosing 
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centres of consciousness to eliminate the author's voice, completely moving toward, what 

he felt were, greater forms of naturalness (Booth 1983, pp. 23, 24, 42; Isle 1968, pp. 8, 

9).

Flaubert's works also had a large influence upon the authors of the twentieth century, 

but so too did the works of Fyodor Dostoevsky, who was beginning to be translated into 

English around this period. Dostoevsky's works were similar in aspect to Stendhal, 

containing characters of great complexity and inner turmoil. (Wood 2008, pp. 151, 154). 

Those around the early twentieth century also began to explore stream-of-consciousness 

methods of the portrayal of the character's mind, but also as a path to realism (Booth 

1983, p. 54). Works by author James Joyce also follow from Flaubert and Dostoevsky 

presenting life in a realistic fashion, yet Joyce looked to impressionistic styles, so 

narratives could be incomplete, with no real narrative beginning or end. Joyce also 

utilised dialects and word choice to reveal characteristics in an expansion of free-indirect 

style. (Pound 1954 p. 400; Wood 2008, pp. 18 - 19). So in this period any 

experimentation upon the novel was largely focused on narrative and character, rather 

than typography and illustration. Following the end of the Second World War literary 

authors continued the exploration of narrative, character and consciousness. These later 

authors, including Alasdair Gray, would incorporate typographic forms as part of the 

exploration of these areas, some also influenced by the growing presence of new forms of 

communication.

The changes to the machinery of printing were driven by shifts to demographics but 

also capitalistic pursuits of the period, which had a large effect upon the literary market 

and began to affect markets for authors. From the late nineteenth century onward a 

growing recognition of individualism, diversity and mass culture coupled with a rise in 
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prosperity in many Westernised countries, created a desire for both old and new forms of 

media, cheap books and periodicals, radio and cinema. (Bloom 1993, pp. 78, 79, 81; 

Lesthaeghe 1983, p. 415). During this period two types of publisher emerge to cater to 

the changing market. In Britain, as well as the blooming literary market in the United 

States, there were traditionalist, many of whom were inheritors of pre-existing markets, 

who looked to continue their reliance on urban and suburban markets through the 

railways, book clubs and mail order, selling traditional themes and materials. The other 

type were a new generation of publishers who responded to emerging markets, offering 

new European and avant-garde works as well as American authors. Further, as the film 

industry matured it sought relationships with literary publishers to gain access to new 

works and popular authors, for promotion of the medium and quality works for audiences. 

The relationship between film and authors began to affect the novel. Novels began to 

become part of a product range attached to popular film, or react to popular trends, led by 

film, releasing adventure and crime novels that offered short term pleasure. (Bloom 1993, 

pp. 82, 83, 90, 91; Fine 1979, p. 24; May 1998, pp. 112, 119). Established authors could 

earn a living through the new markets from the leasing of copyright, through royalty 

payments, but also the sale of subsidiary rights, foreign sales, theatre, radio and cinema 

scripting rights (Fine 1979, pp. 32, 33).

As the literary market expanded to engage new authors and methods of 

communication, in terms of design Europe especially remained divided. By the 1930s, 

especially in Britain, any sort of grand reform to traditional or modern methods was 

placed on hold, as the demand for printing lessened due to recessions. The same was 

true for literary markets as many more authors looked to emerging media as a method of 

earning a wage. (Fine 1979, p. 74).
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As a whole, the period from 1830 to 1930 saw the greater introduction of mechanical 

practices of printing and their effect upon design and society. Largely, mechanical 

changes were adopted as partial efforts to alleviate growing demand while also 

increasing efficiency and decreasing costs. New technologies, reading habits and avant-

garde art forms encouraged some artists, authors and poets to challenge traditional forms 

of media, pursuing renewed forms of communication including visual aspects for modern 

audiences. New methods of printing also formed debates surrounding the function of the 

book, printed materials and the design of their contents. Aspects of traditionalists and 

modernist styles were pursuing the same ideal, a better book, yet their engagement with 

technology would also take different routes determined by their ideology. While neither 

found wide commercial influence, they were both influential on design in the future. 

Throughout these design debates surrounding printed materials, many literary authors 

though did not take part in experiments of typography and illustration in this period, 

instead concentrating on developing and exploring methods to communicate character, 

consciousness and narrative. However, authors and their product were tied to the 

changing markets, which were influenced by changes to print cultures. Following this, in 

the years surrounding the Second World War, the photograph was further integrated 

within printing practice and as a means of communication, but the word and its delivery 

were also examined in this next period, as was the continued commercialisation of 

printing and its product.
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Chapter 3: Contemporary experiment 1930 to 1990.

1830 to 1930 was a period of modernisation across various aspects of technology, 

industry, audiences and design, especially in printing and the consumption of printed 

media. Physically and theoretically the use of machinery sparked debates about 

functionalism and aesthetic values, but also in regard to compositional aspects of print 

and print’s place within society and commerce. Many of the debates and changes 

inspired artistic groups to challenge traditional views of typography, representation and 

communication in an effort to reflect the modernising world. As practices of printing 

advanced throughout 1930 to 1990, largely in methods of composition, they highlighted 

and affected a number of aspects of print cultures. These included the relationship 

between printing, publishing and other media industries, which influenced literary markets 

and authors. Changes to older media and new visual mediums affected readers in what 

they viewed and how they consumed. With a growing emphasis on visual communication, 

designers reevaluated the relationship between styles and industry, to create more 

effective means of communication in a modernising world. While some authors and artists 

were spurred by shifts in technology, others experimented and explored new and old 

technology, rejecting and expanding upon earlier examples and viewpoints on 

representation, narrative and narration, reflecting society, viewpoints and voice upon the 

printing surface.
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Changes to Printing Practice.

Throughout 1930 to 1960 the majority of changes to printing processes occurred 

within the machinery of composition as photographic technologies were integrated into 

existing processes. Further, the period saw initial moves toward electronic integration. 

The process of printing a page changed very little, these were largely refinements to 

existing rotary press technology. The changes affected both machinery and the workforce 

raising questions over craftsmanship and quality, but for others it gave greater freedoms 

in the creation of type and the composition of a page.

Despite the initial rejection of lithography by commercial printers in 1799, by the 

1950s, most written media was printed through the use of lithographic techniques 

combined with cylinder rotary presses or the letterpress. This changed only in the 1960s 

with larger offset rotary lithograph machines. Offset techniques transferred the impression 

to a rubber roller which acted as the printing surface, extending the life of the cast printing 

plate. (Hargrave 2013, p. 228; Lacy 1957, p. 732; Steinberg 1996, pp. 230, 232). 

Photolithography was more widely adopted and in use in many types of media printing, 

this was due to its ease and efficiency of processing an image from film to a plate of zinc 

or aluminium for printing (Jennett 1973, pp. 154, 156, 158, 163; Steinberg 1996, p. 234).

Photographic techniques combined with lens filters allowed for more detailed image 

reproduction. Half-tone image reproduction created the illusion of tone and depth through 

a filtered screen by breaking down an image into gradually spaced and sized dots during 

the image transfer. Further improvements were applied to colour reproduction as 

trichromatic half-tone, which fooled the eye into seeing more colours through the mixing 

and spacing of the three primary colours. (Jennett 1973, pp. 142, 143, 146). Following 
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the end of the Second World War the majority of commercial printing had moved from 

letterpress technology to stereotype and lithographic printing techniques, type 

composition changed from hot metal machines, such as Linotype and Monotype to 

photocompositon and eventually to digitisation. Integration of photographic techniques to 

image reproduction also produced xerography, later commercialised as the photocopier. 

Though aspects were discovered and invented earlier, the act of repeatable reproduction 

popularised the photocopier so that by the 1950s it found wide commercial use in many 

businesses and for individual use. (Fang 1997, pp. 75, 76).

Metal compositing machines by 1930 had become economical and convenient. Yet, 

driven by demand from newspapers, especially in the United States of America, 

photographic techniques were integrated into mechanised composition. 

Photocompositors were pursued between the two world wars, as can be seen with the 

invention of the American Luminotype in 1929, but they were not in regular use until after 

the Second World War, with second generation machines in popular use in the 1950s. 

(Jennett 1973, p. 82; Kincross 2004, pp. 137, 138; Steinberg 1996, p. 220). By 1944, 

larger corporations such as Monotype began development of a photocompositing 

machine and by 1957 released the Monofilm. The Monofilm worked much the same way 

as the Monotype, though instead of casting hot metal, the Monofilm exposed type onto 

film, which was then used to create the plates for printing. The Linotype Corporation 

followed with the Linofilm in 1958, which had a greater reliance on electronics, to improve 

aspects of composition. (Jennett 1973, p. 83; Linotype n.d.a; Steinberg 1996, p. 220). 

Though there were problems with photocomposition in terms of lens focus and the 

reproduction of larger type, throughout the 1950s and the 1960s the machines were seen 

to be fast as their hot metal counterparts (Kincross 2004, p. 138). Additional speed 

increases followed with the addition of Cathode ray tube, or C.R.T. monitors in the 1960s 
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and laser technology in the 1970s allowing for greater ease of use in composition 

(Kincross 2004, pp. 139, 164).

Further Modernisation of Printing and Markets.

The depression of the 1930s placed financial pressure upon many printing businesses. 

Whether integrated within corporations or independent printers, many companies looked 

to newer machines as a needed measure as there was a decline in profits for printed 

materials, which meant that any measures that led to lasting cost benefits were adopted. 

(Wallace & Kalleberg 1982, p. 312). As with earlier hot metal composition, the machines 

while being more efficient allowed printers to reduce their skilled operating staff further in 

an attempt to remain profitable. However, this was not enough for many smaller 

publishers and newspapers who were either brought within media conglomerates and 

large stock market firms or departed due to bankruptcy. (Fine 1979, p. 16; Kovark 2011, 

p. 102; May 1998, p. 157). Private presses may not have felt the change or changed 

when required (Steinberg 1996, p. 242; Wallace & Kalleberg 1982, p. 312). As will be 

seen, while some saw negative aspects to changes to working conditions, adoption of 

new methods of printing was required by an industry attempting to keep up with new 

demands that occurred after the depression and the Second World War, as well as stay 

competitive while adapting to new mediums. Within the same period of industrial change 

to printing machinery, changes continued for the book itself and the role of the author 

including the relationship with publishers.

Despite the rising popularity of radio, cinema and eventually television, consumer and 

author interest for novels remained strong despite wartime rationing and a diversification 
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of the market. In Britain during the Second World War the bombing of many British cities 

closed many cinemas in 1939, film rationing also reduced the amount of films created. 

(Balio 1985, pp. 279, 282). Throughout the period many British publishers were bombed, 

both their operations and their warehouses. This reduced their ability to print and the 

amount available to read. Paper shortages further impacted upon the printing of novels 

and periodicals raising debates about the importance of novels during wartime (Maslen 

2006, p. 625). Efforts by authors such as Storm Jameson pressured governments to allow 

for the printing of novels despite war rationing, noting that books were: ‘the daily food of 

our mental and spiritual life’ (Jameson, in Maslen 2006, p. 625; Maslen 2006, p. 625). 

More novels were allowed to be printed though they were small print runs and of known 

authors. Periodicals though suffered as many folded due to the rationing and of the lack of 

time many, especially women, could devote to them. Much of the fiction written during this 

period related the realistic portrayal of life and the wartime effort, be it in the form of light 

entertainment, propaganda or debates of war itself. (Maslen 2006, pp. 625, 627, 632). By 

1941 cinema reopened to an increase in revenue and as another form of entertainment. 

Film mirrored the tastes fulfilled by novels as many films were patriotic documentaries, 

though the most successful films were often melodramas about ordinary people and their 

lives. (Balio 1985, p. 279; Richards 1987, pp. 129, 137, 139).

Meanwhile, Americans were financially more secure throughout the Second World 

War, though war rationing still affected the amount of what was available. The 

entertainment market was quite diverse. Film rationing also affected the number of films 

made, though many film companies found that they could make more money from fewer 

top grade films shown more often. (Balio 1985, p. 282). Radio following the Second World 

War expanded to communicate to diversified audiences, larger radio networks focused on 

news and becoming a centre of distribution for smaller stations (Fang 1997, p. 191). The 
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market for novels matured from earlier periods. Forms of mail order diminished further as 

cheap dime novels became more widely available through retail outlets such as 

drugstores, supermarkets and transport depots. The novels were reprints of classic 

literature and of hardcovers, but also covered new themes through cheap thrilling fiction 

often with predictable plots and non-fiction was also printed in the popular format. 

Although the prices of dime novels remained around ten to twenty five cents, the greater 

availability and affordable price created a market for those who could not afford more 

expensive variations of literature, such as hardcovers. (Fang 1997, p. 185).

Magazines also benefited from changes to print methods, introduction of new media 

and a diversifying of markets. While magazines were an influence upon spreading 

fashion, styles and politics, they were written, initially, for a wide and large audience and 

many carried the same advertisements and articles. Yet with the recognition of new 

audiences and new media like radio, magazines that sought mass appeal disappeared or 

were replaced with a multitude of diversified or regional varieties targeting specific 

demographics. (Toffler 1970, pp. 278, 279). Following the Second World War, television 

also began to make an impact, moving from bars and pubs to homes, attracting many 

away from other forms of entertainment (Fang 1997, pp. 156, 157; Kovark 2011, p. 161). 

Both Britain and America adjusted and adapted to new forms of media and the new 

stories they carried. New media and stories continued to impact upon the author, their 

relationship with themes and with publishers.

The relationship between the film and literary industry continued to expand following 

the depression. In America the introduction of sound into film and the depression’s impact 

upon what could be earned through fiction enticed many authors, through their agents, to 

engage with the Hollywood system as an avenue for their stories. (Fine 1979, pp. 72, 74). 
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Authors entered a system that many eventually saw as becoming heavily bureaucratic, 

driven by producers and influenced by market interests rather than creative freedoms, 

despite the amount of money that could be earned. By the 1940s the Hollywood system 

through conglomerations and mergers industrialised the popular literary market. (Fine 

1979, pp. 82, 83, 158). Some like William Barret were discouraged by the market moves 

noting that: 

Publishers now strive to "catch up with and surpass" 
Hollywood in the wholesale manufacture of best-sellers from 
prefabricated parts and prearranged designs…. Following 
Hollywood, publishers know they can sell absolutely any book 
- even a dull religious novel - by the millions through the 
pressure of social imitation induced by high-pressure 
advertising (Barret, cited in Fine 1979, p. 158).

Following the Second World War the fiction market looked to appeal to the same market 

as film. Not only that, fiction became a common part of the commodification of the film 

industry, as they were used as part of the promotion of a film. Film also continued to serve 

authors as a guide for popular taste. One of the outcomes of the diversification of 

audiences was that by the 1960s there was also a merging of aspects of the publishing 

industry, as many hardcover publishers integrated paperback publishers as a division of 

their larger publishing business as there was a desire to take part in multiple aspects of 

the publishing rights of a work. (Fine 1979, p. 158; May 1998, p. 158). This as well as the 

relationship with the film industry created new markets for novels after the Second World 

War: the blockbuster, a novel geared to large global markets as part of social events, 

films for example and genre novels, a type of novel or novel geared toward a specific 

audience (May 1998, pp. 155, 158, 159, 167, 168). This was in some way a reaction to 

the growing encroachment of television upon audience attention. Movies sold themselves 

as large social events, as opposed to television, which was seen as an individual 

experience. (Kovark 2011, p. 161). As television by the 1960s became popular, authors 
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looked to these markets as new sources for their work, as a place for their scripts, or as 

authors of written compilations of television shows (May 1998, pp. 150, 157). Television 

radio and cinema by the 1960s, had become a large social influence and a competitor to 

reading, especially, as they were seen as providing almost immediate information (Altick 

1957, p. 366; Ritchie 1994, pp. 4, 124). New methods of printing had influenced changes 

to publishers and authors, but it also continued to inform changes to the relationship 

between design and commerce.

Commercialisation of Printing, Visual Media and Style.

While in the initial part of the period there were still discussions surrounding the 

benefits or detriments of traditionalism and modernist styles, by the 1950s many had 

adopted modernist rationale to some degree, yet traditionalism did not disappear 

altogether and was integrated as part of a revivalism movement also of the 1950s 

(Heward 1999, pp. 17, 21). In the 1930s typographer Beatrice Warde continued to lecture 

and write on modern typography, re-iterating modern typography's need to be based 

upon function, not its looks. Warde also noted that it was unproductive to see type as an 

art form, its main priority was to convey thought and ideas through form. (Warde 1930, 

pp. 40, 41). In Britain, Herbert Read and his work on modernist design especially in Art 

and Industry in 1934 affected some change especially in artistic, industrial and 

architectural design. Read, echoing the views of the Bauhaus, noted that abstract artists 

should be involved in all aspects of design as their work looked to integrate economy of 

form and freedom of design in all aspects of life and surroundings1. Read was later 

1. For Read, abstract art meant that which is unconcerned with the emotional aspect of a work, 
concentrating instead on rational or physical concerns (Read 1934, p. 49).
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involved in designing logos for British Rail in the 1960s, further presenting his modernist 

designs to the greater public. (Heward 1999, pp. 18, 20).

Modern ideas of functionalism were expressed in theories toward modern advertising 

by people such as British typographer Ashley Havinden, who in 1938 wrote about his 

view that traditional methods were no longer useful in modern advertising and for modern 

consumers in an age where speed and time were now important considerations. 

Havinden conveyed the advertising experiments by Jean Carlu who showed that 

traditional posters were readable at walking pace, but at the average car speed, 40 mph, 

older posters were unrecognisable, modern methods of design made advertising 

readable for the new age that had been opened through industrialisation. Echoing Warde 

and following New Typography, Havinden noted the need for design to fit the need of the 

modern person. (Havinden 1938, pp. 67 - 71).

Leading up to and during the Second World War many European designers 

immigrated to America, many of these were modernist designers who took their views 

with them, such as, German typographer, Will Burtin and Bauhaus designer and lecturer 

László Maholy-Nagy (Kincross 2004, p. 132). During the 1930s and 1940s typography 

and book design was still seen as a minor art form in America, invisible and commercial. 

Many of the typographers had to branch out into the broader areas merging typography 

and illustration, adapting to a new importance that was placed upon advertising and the 

magazine. (Bayer 1967, p. 45). In initial moves away from strict modernism, by 1950 in 

America, many of the individual aspects of design, typography and illustration were re-

branded to graphic design and the product of their effort was seen as a profession. 

Designers began to move away from New Typography's proscribed objectivity taking an 

active role in the creation of a book leaving evidence of their involvement typographically 
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by referencing past styles, or creating a personal style. Further, they sought greater 

integration of text and image. (Armstrong 2009, p. 57; Kincross 2004, p. 134).

In regard to design, American magazine designers were beginning to see new roles for 

magazines in a diversifying market inspired by new technology and modernist views. Like 

Ashley Havinden, Alexey Brodavitch, art director for the magazine Harper's Bazaar, in the 

1930s, looked for a new modern machine based aesthetic and saw that this was best 

directed through magazines, as did Dr. Mehemed Femy Agha who worked for both Vanity  

Fair and Vogue. (Brodovitch 1930, pp. 50 - 51). Agha suggested that even though the 

magazine was being seen as a modern form of communication, many magazines could 

be classed as following traditionalist rules of typography. Despite Agha's view that the 

machine was cold, he saw it as the only means toward creating modern methods of 

communication in a modern print environment. (Agha 1930, pp. 53 – 54). This was an 

idea carried by German magazine editor Kurt Korloff who immigrated to America and 

championed the idea of visual culture through his involvement in Life magazine launched 

in 1936. The focus of the magazine was the use of images as the main conveyor of the 

news. Inspired by image based news journals like Berliner Illustrite Zeithun and Illustrated 

London News Korloff moved away from illustrations adopting modern techniques of 

photojournalism and photoessays as a means to present the news over dense pages of 

text and illustrations. (Kovark 2011, pp. 126, 127). It can be seen, especially in America 

during the 1930s, that there were progressive moves to integrate designers into corporate 

cultures and while designers had little impact individually after the Second World War 

they played a part in progressing modernist ideals in American design and advertising 

culture, focusing on the promotion of fads, fashion and the new to diversifying audiences. 

(Kincross 2004, pp. 133, 134).
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As was being addressed in America in the 1930s, in Britain there was a greater push 

by various voices in print media toward modernist approaches. Beatrice Warde, Herbert 

Read and Ashley Havinden wrote on the positive aspects of modernist approaches. Even 

Jan Tschichold visited London to promote New Typography in 1935. Nonetheless, they 

had little initial impact upon the printing trade. Traditional methods and designs were 

finding it more difficult to continue to compete and stay relevant in the new economic 

conditions of capitalism, mass market goods and consumers who were moving toward 

that which was compatible with a modern life. Despite this, traditionalists printers 

continued with designs and ideals associated with the letterpress and handmade type, 

relying on calligraphy as a foundation for type creation. (Heward 1999, p. 20; Kincross 

2004, p. 135). By the end of the Second World War, design cultures were still largely split 

between modernist and traditional viewpoints and practice. Progressively though, British 

commercial printing and design moved toward modernist views and methods, though for 

only a short time.

Following the Second World War, modernist views brought by immigrating Continental 

European designers were slowly integrated into British design philosophies and practices. 

While early postwar Britain was still largely traditionalist when it came to design, modern 

design and ideals became an important organisational tool for use in architecture and 

visual presentation, based on rationalism and functionalism. (Heward 1999, p. 17; 

Kincross 2004, p. 139). In terms of print media, traditional methods were still dominant; 

modernism was seen as marginal, due to printers and compositors who were largely 

inexperienced with modern typographic methods, but this too changed (Kincross 2004, p. 

140).
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Jan Tschichold himself emigrated from Germany to Basel, Switzerland, in the 1930s. 

Through this period Tschichold began to adjust his views toward modernism and New 

Typography feeling that it was too ideological and visually rigid, giving the machine too 

much of an aura while ignoring the expressive or human aspect of the process. (Kincross 

2004, pp. 125, 127, 129). While he lived most of his life in Switzerland, in the late 1940s 

Tschichold began work for British publisher Penguin. During the Second World War many 

people had turned away from electric forms of entertainment toward novels and 

periodicals to conform to rationing, also to be informed about debates, society and news. 

Novels were also a main form of written distraction and a morale boost for troops serving 

during the war. Following the Second World War Penguin lacked printers of modern skill 

and experience to keep up with the rise in demand and changing technologies, those 

remaining were unwavering toward older printing methods and designs. Tschichold 

organised standards of composition and typography that, while modern, were restrained 

and acceptable to printers and economic for Penguin, a shift that began to ingrain 

modernist ideals in Britain. (Altick 1957, p. 366; Kincross 2004, pp. 131, 132; Maslen 

2006, p. 627). Effectively in Britain, Tschichold and other modernist designers, reformed 

modernist style to adhere to the commercial printing atmosphere that had risen following 

the depression, the reforms were also agreeable to those who were reluctant to the 

ideology and newness of modernist style.

Additional attempts to stress modernist methods as commercially viable came through 

Herbert Spencer who was active in commercial printing and in the late 1950s, through the 

journal Typographie, expressed his views that printing could never remain fixed and was 

in a constant flux driven by scientific discoveries as far back as German printers in the 

fifteenth century. He also noted that reading habits were no longer determined by longer 

forms like books and novels, but by shorter communication methods like magazines and 
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newspapers. Spencer showed material evidence for the need for modernism in printing 

as well as spreading the views of simplification, brevity, clarity and the rationalisation of 

New Typography. Spencer like Tschichold presented modernism toward the business 

community, highlighting the cost savings and the efficiency of new design. (Kincross 

2004, pp. 141, 142; Spencer 1958, pp. 112 – 115). Partially through these efforts, 

modernism was gradually accepted as part of British design methods, but was part of 

larger design changes and shifts in taste.

As modernism was being adopted commercially, other styles were utilised that ignored 

many aspects of modernism looking to novelty. By 1951, Britain was adopting pluralistic 

forms of design, largely driven by a re-appropriation of earlier styles. While revival of 

typefaces took place with the use of composition machines in the 1920s and 1930s, 

larger design changes began with design work for the Festival of Britain. Those designing 

for the festival looked to revive traditional styles of typography through signage, 

advertising and other literature, which was reminiscent of The Great Exhibition of 1851. 

(Heward 1999, p. 20). The style had a novelty factor that made it popular and the practice 

of revival began to spread (Heward 1999, p. 21). During 1950 and 1960 revivalism was 

part of a Europe wide backlash against modernist holistic styles especially against the 

objective stance and the view of function as the main concept. Revivalism drew 

inspiration from earlier fashions like Victorian, Art Nouveau and Art Deco, creating styles 

like Carnaby Street, Pop design, Underground and Psychedelic, then by the 1970s, 

styles of the 1940s and 1950s were re-appropriated for modern use. (Heward 1999, pp. 

21, 22). 

For many critical of revivalism, style driven by revival and novelty had become the 

focus rather than an attempt to better previous attempts or ideas. Further, the attempts at 
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revivalism had created a pastiche style, a parody, which was far from the neutrality of 

modernism. (Heward 1999, pp. 24, 28). Design and especially advertising began to look 

to past styles as a form of private dialogue between designer or advertiser and 

knowledgeable audience, subverting the objectivity sought by modernists (Heward 1999, 

p. 28). To an extent the efforts toward revivalism returned art back to the private, while 

these forms were for novelty and for all, they had greater impact for those who could 

appreciate the message. 

What is apparent through the changes to design from 1930 is that machinery had 

reached a point where modernist methods were part of cost efficiencies, rather than tied 

wholly to ideological change. Further, the machinery had advanced to a stage where 

quality of processing was no longer a factor and that style was no longer restricted by the 

method of production.

Modernist designs were entrenched in many parts of Continental Europe in the early 

twentieth century. Many Swiss designers by the 1930s had adopted modernist styles, 

adhering to simplicity of typography, an integration of photography and functionalism. 

Initially this was established through public poster design, but it moved to other forms of 

printed materials as new technology and designers built upon the work of previous 

designers. (Kincross 2004, p. 146). Swiss Typography was an extension of the work of 

designer Max Bill and the standards of New Typography, as schools were created based 

upon the Bauhaus concept of the unity of design (Kincross 2004, p. 147). Bill's work of 

this period was seen as a reaction to the negative views of Jan Tschichold on New 

Typography following the Second World War and an increased reliance upon machine 

design (Kincross 2004, pp. 128, 129).
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Swiss typography found an international audience through designers’ participation in 

magazines and journals, including their own, which was provided three languages: Swiss, 

English and French, aiding its popularity (Kincross 2004, pp. 145, 149). Primarily though, 

it was the writing and design of Joseph Müller-Brockmann, specifically The Graphic Artist  

and His Design Problems, which became an integral document to the design movement. 

The document outlined Müller-Brockmann's desire for a new graphic art based on a grid 

system, the system eliminated decoration and expressive effects, it applied restrictions on 

type sizes and typefaces, though text could be unjustified, it gave preference to the photo 

over illustrations, diagrams were acceptable. These rules attempted to create an 

impersonal and objective design opposing moves in America toward designer subjectivity 

and revivalism in Britain. (Kincross 2004, p. 148). However, by the 1960s Swiss style was 

seen as stagnating, abandoning its initial values, as it looked to an integration with other 

styles, especially in America. Further, as the style moved from its initial position it created 

designs that pushed the idea of legibility, focusing on the abstract. (Armstrong 2009, p. 

57; Kincross 2004, pp. 153, 156, 157; Weingart 2000, p. 77). Much like modernism in 

Britain, Swiss typography was seen as useful style in the recovery after the Second World 

War, integrating technology, industry and design into many parts of the world (Kincross 

2004, p. 156).

Mass Manufacturing, Society, Reading and Viewing Habits.

By the 1950s methods of mass production had not only matured in printing, but had 

been perfected in many other aspects of society. Modernisation of manufacturing 

methods had begun before the First World War, including standards of measurement and 

recognising and utilising new materials (Kincross 2004, p. 109). Efficiencies, in goods 
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manufacturing, expanded the variety and reduced the prices of goods that could be 

purchased, from new furniture, toiletries and food, televisions, cars, boats (opening new 

opportunities for travel) and later electronic goods, such as video recorders and 

computers (Belk & Pollay 1985, p. 887). Mass manufacturing, and associated lowering of 

costs of manufacture per unit, by 1970s, in both America and Europe, facilitated a 

shedding of uniformity of goods (Toffler 1970, pp. 256, 266, 267). Mass manufacturing, 

printing included, had matured to the point where a large variety of goods became 

increasingly available to an equally diversifying audience.

Changes to aspects of society throughout 1930 to 1990 in many parts of the western 

world impacted upon attitudes toward family, society, work, and spending further 

modernising society. Following the end of the Second World War concepts of closed 

nation states often seen as the reason for world wars were superseded by a more liberal 

and open society, leading to more democratic, though a more individual centred society 

(Schofer & Meyer 2005, p. 902). These views led to social concerns surrounding 

concepts of the welfare state and of fulfilling full employment in an attempt to rebuild war 

affected societies. As many of these efforts were achieved in the first two decades 

following the end of the Second World War the period was seen as one of strong 

economic growth and consumer confidence. Real income reflected the economic growth 

following the Second World War as there were large increases for the middle and working 

classes in many western countries. (Benson 1994, p. 13; Lesthaeghe 1983, p. 415). 

Increases in incomes and confidence began to impact upon views, for many, upon self-

fulfilment and a concentration on the individual or family, rather than greater society. 

Improvements of health in both adults and children meant lower mortality rates. This 

meant an increase in population in many parts of the world despite a lowering of fertility. 
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Rates. (Belk & Pollay 1985, p. 887; Lee 2003, pp. 167, 170, 174; Lesthaeghe 1983, pp. 

429, 430).

Reduction in the size of family and its care, the increase to wages, coupled with the 

continual reduction of working hours, meant there was a greater amount of free time for 

many people, though not all, as many in working class roles still worked longer hours in 

comparison to other professions; nonetheless the income received was felt to be more 

secure2. By the 1940s many more people were also entitled and taking paid holidays. 

(Benson 1994, pp. 14, 25). The increase to wages and a reduction to family size saw 

urban and suburban purchasing power increase in this period over their rural 

counterparts. Yet, this purchasing power did not just relate to men or workers, as the 

increases in wages also affected the purchasing power of women, the elderly -who were 

receiving social welfare, living off savings and property, and teenagers, who benefited 

from parental wage increases. (Benson 1994, pp. 17, 19). As purchasing power 

increased so too did the views toward the products bought. By 1940 to 1950, as 

production costs, price of goods and the rapid change in the variety of goods, many 

countries became throw-away societies, taking a very different stance to earlier and war 

time periods of scarcity and higher costs. (Toffler 1970, p. 53). Methods of spending and 

views toward bettering the self also affected views toward education.

While education and reforms continued to raise the rates of literacy for younger 

children, changes to demographics and attitudes toward the self and society challenged 

earlier biases toward higher education. In many parts of the Western world there were 

shifts from higher education being seen as creating limited roles for a limited amount of 

2. For example a manual labourer's working week in 1901 could be sixty hours over a six to seven 
day week, yet by 1980, the same profession was working, on average, forty hours over a five day 
week. (Benson 1994, pp. 14, 25)
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people, to more liberal views that education created human capital that was, as had been 

expressed in previous periods, beneficial to both individuals and society in the 

development of a nation in terms of socioeconomic expansion (Schofer & Meyer 2005, 

pp. 902, 904). These changes to views were further aided by moves to integrate many 

more societal roles under the banner of the sciences, especially medicine and economics 

(Schofer & Meyer 2005, p. 903). Further, Western views toward higher education 

changed the during the Second World War often as part of changes to welfare, but also 

as the greater consumption of non-agricultural goods and services required a more 

diverse and educated labour. Often, it was growing global relationships through 

connections in the United Nations that began steps for many states toward global norms 

of education. (Schofer & Meyer 2005, p. 906). The British Education Act of 1944 was part 

of this change, opening up free secondary education to many (Altick 1957, p. 366; Lee 

2003, p. 174). Throughout the 1950s to 1970s there were increases to tertiary enrolment 

for both men and women and increases to a variety of demographic and diversity groups 

(Schofer & Meyer 2005, p. 903). Better positions often meant higher wages and more 

money to spend upon a wider variety of media.

By the 1960s manufacturing practices and access to new media had altered the way 

in which people read and the amount of what was read. The amount of reading material 

for people in the 1940s increased in number and variety this included newspapers, 

books, magazines, signs, billboards, recipes, instructions, labels and multiple forms of 

advertising affecting reading and attention spans (Toffler 1970, pp. 73, 270; Tschichold 

1987, p. 64). Gradually this time was also shared with other media, as radio continued to 

grow in popularity and in influence in the 1930s and 1940s, then television from the mid 

1950s onwards (Belk & Pollay 1985, p. 888; Ritchie 1994, pp. 4, 5; Toffler 1970, p. 166). 

Moves toward visual means of communication influenced the information presented to 
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audiences, which was increasingly becoming shortened. The information was becoming 

more streamlined, stripped of waste material in an attempt to present as direct a message 

as possible without excess of language. (Toffler 1970, pp. 165, 168). Advertisers for 

example, conscious of reading habits, began to look to visual and verbal symbolism to 

increase the speed of message exchange (Toffler 1970, p. 167). The changes to methods 

of presentation of visual media, raised questions regarding the presentation of books, 

from designers, authors and artists. New methods of printing also raised questions about 

the presentation of narrative.

The introduction of new media and design debates regarding the impact of machinery 

and consumption following the Second World War raised further questions in regard to 

practical methods of printing, the reader and the book. In 1949, graphic designer and 

educator, Will Burtin expressed his view that visualisation was an essential part of 

graphic design. For Burtin, the reader was the most important part of design, as their 

emotional response, understanding and experience added to the information conveyed. 

Burtin advocated the use of colour, as association brought about an emotional response, 

as could basic typographic elements like the spacing and size and use of typeface, which 

determined the eye's access to information. He also felt that the spacing could alter the 

speed of reading, as an equal distance between words and letters allowed for ease and 

speed of reading, while tight spacing proved initially illegible and slowed the reader down. 

Through an integration of these methods, Burtin felt that typography could break the 

linear nature of text creating a concept of relativity in printed media. (Burtin 1949, pp. 95 – 

96).

In the same year, György Keper questioned why the form of the book had remained 

largely untouched despite technological and scientific progress. Keper saw that books 
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needed to catch up to modern fabrication methods placing clarity ahead of other 'costly 

trimmings'. (Keper 1949, pp. 100 - 101). For Keper the book could be divided into two 

forms, the physical and the optical. To improve the book physically, designers needed to 

create a form that focused on ease of use, influenced by tools or utensils which were 

designed for perfect operation. Optically the focus needed to be not just on clarity, but on 

tuning the book so that it adhered to modern standards of reading, not be held to rigid 

traditional lines of text, which he felt were no longer for comfortable reading. Keper 

pointed to research of the time into visual perception and this, coupled with new 

technology, could open new possibilities for the novel, which could allow for rhythm and 

continuity of movement, an integration of elements and a view toward non-linearity. 

Finally, Keper felt that authors did not need to fear television or cinema; authors should 

learn from these new forms and borrow techniques of storytelling. (Keper 1949, pp. 101 - 

102).

In regard to the growing popularity of visual communication through media such as 

television and magazines, Herb Lubalin in 1959 recognised the affect of television and 

magazines on reading habits. Lubalin noticed that most people had become more used to 

visual modes of communication and short headlines, moving away from lengthy 

descriptions and words. He noted that typographers had utilised the image to do more 

than just represent description, but to add meaning something the book should follow. 

(Lubalin 1959, pp. 123 – 124). In the 1960s Herbert Bayer reiterated Lubalin's view of the 

magazine, noting that the integration of text and images had become a key attribute of 

magazines, which had made them a new form of communication and had gone some way 

toward a universal method of communication and understanding (Bayer 1967, p. 47).
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As could be seen with the discussions on design and typography, typographers like 

advertisers understood that reading habits had been changed by new media; printed 

media, to some degree had altered to keep up, yet the book, especially the novel, 

remained largely unchanged. However, new printing and composition methods and the 

focus on visual communication, facilitated attempts toward challenging not just the form 

of the book, but language in general through inspiration and physical access. However, 

attempts at change to the novel were still marginal even up to the 1970s, as realism was 

still popular, directing criticism and popular fiction. (Lydenberg 1978, p. 425). Yet popular 

authors like William Gass utilised unusual typography and layout as well as coloured 

pages in his 1968 novel Willie Masters' Lonesome Wife (McHale 1987, pp. 179, 180). 

Other attempts at experimentation came from marginalised artistic movements, like the 

Beat Generation and through the work of William Burroughs.

Authors’ Response to Technology and the Book.

Throughout 1950s to 1970s William Burroughs produced novels that, for many, were 

difficult to approach, whether due to their obscure or taboo topics or the often non-linear 

structure. Burroughs' novels were an exploration of cultures and methods of 

communication that were, like the artists of the 1830s, affected by new media and ways of 

life. During the 1960s there was a growing trend for avant-garde authors to move away 

from explorations of sexual experiences toward the experience of drug use and the states 

of consciousness achieved. This can be seen through authors such as Aldous Huxley, 

Clarence L. Cooper and Paul Bowles. (Baldwin 2000, p. 66; Grauerholz, in Burroughs 

1990, p. ix; Kostelanetz 1965, p. 123). Philip Dick was of interest in this period for his 

representation of capitalism and commodification's effect upon an individual, often a 
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paranoid response. Dick's work was also noted for its early perception of electronic media 

and its effects upon society and for the author's depiction of drug use and this act's 

relationship with the perception of time. (Enns 2006, pp. 68, 69, 78). Burroughs took a 

different route, while much of his work was about the reporting of drug use, Burroughs 

noted that he was not the focus, he acted as a recording instrument, drugs themselves 

became a topic for many of his stories as he focused on withdrawal or forgotten acts and 

events while under the influence (Kostelanetz 1965, pp. 123, 127).

In terms of the form of the book, Burroughs like Keper, Lubalin and Burtin viewed the 

novel as a form that needed to improve. Burroughs was critical of the state of the modern 

novel, finding it outmoded and that progressively readers were moving toward forms that 

contained abbreviated texts. If authors were to compete and communicate with 

modernised audiences, Burroughs felt that they needed to create techniques that had the 

same effect as television, relinquishing uniformity and linearity, or carried the emotional 

impact of the photo. (Baldwin 2000, p. 66; McLuhan 1997, p. 230). Burroughs wanted to 

push language toward a silence, similar to the ultimate direction of Futurism, as he saw 

language as an artificial means of communication, too mechanical and impersonal, too 

concerned with structure and hierarchy (Lydenberg 1978, pp. 419, 420). Burroughs 

accepted and actively interacted with modern machinery and technology in his work, 

further he was fully aware of the strong role of television and film and the presence of 

visual communication in printed media (Baldwin 2000, p. 64; Lydenberg 1978, p. 428).

Burroughs recognised that as audiences changed, the function of the novel should 

also change. He looked to new media and technology to break from traditional forms of 

narrative and address new audiences. Much of Burroughs' own work was a mix of 

correspondence and journal writing, recycled fragments re-typed, by himself and others, 
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that often tasked the reader to reconstruct the particles to find the meaning or the image 

rather than follow plot. (Grauerholz, in Burroughs 1990, pp. ix, xiii, xiv). In his writing 

Burroughs looked to experiment and imitate not just the language of film and film making, 

but cinematic storytelling that placed more emphasis on the creation of the image 

(Baldwin 2000, p. 64). His work included typographic changes, such as the frequent use 

of ellipses and bold type. Sentences were often broken by parentheses signalling 

changing scenes or interruption of thoughts. (Lydenberg 1978, p. 424). His work went 

further than film imitation. In 1959 after a meeting with Brion Gysin, Burroughs integrated 

Gysin's cut-up technique, which Gysin had re-appropriated from Dada's collage work or 

that of Tristan Tzara, applying it to his writing (Grauerholz, in Burroughs 1990, p. xx). In 

his later novels, such as The Soft Machine or Nova Express, Burroughs used cut-up 

composition techniques by physically dividing a source work into individual lines or 

sections, these were then rearranged to create a new chapter or work. This process was 

applied not only to his own work, but others and upon other media such as tape 

recordings and film, which he rearranged to form a new whole. Burroughs also employed 

a fold-in technique, aligning folded articles or works with others, again to create new 

forms. The techniques are often difficult to locate, as Burroughs does not identify when or 

what technique is being used, but are part of efforts to alter the purpose of the novel. 

(Kostelanetz 1965, p. 129; Lydenberg 1978, p. 423).

The use of cut-up and fold-in was seen as an attempt at anti-art. Further, cut-up 

allowed Burroughs to explore the linearity of texts, as he desired to represent many voices 

speaking at once, of echoes, speed-ups and slowdowns. These physical methods were 

one way Burroughs attempted to disrupt a reader's convention of reading and their idea of 

the book. His novel The Naked Lunch, further challenged the structure of the novel, as 

there is no plot as such or any continuity that ties the short pieces together. Burroughs did 
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not want to impose these attributes upon the reader as the parts acted much like a stream 

of consciousness with no beginning or end. (Baldwin 2000, pp. 66 – 67; Lydenberg 1978, 

pp. 414, 424). In addition, Burroughs favoured the recreation of an image over the 

structure of plot and creation of a non-linear piece which could be read at any point 

(Kostelanetz 1965, p. 127). For the novel, Burroughs also utilised film expressions in the 

text, such as cut, fadeout, flashback and 'play it back on the screens'. This was used as 

part of Burroughs’ pursuit of an unstructured narrative and in the movement in and out of 

different scenes. (Baldwin 2000, pp. 66, 73; Lyndenberg 1978, pp. 415, 426). Further 

pronouns alternated between characters as they also switched bodies and moved in and 

out of scenes (Lydenberg 1978, p. 427).

Through his novels Burroughs was concerned with techniques that allowed him to 

distort communication and challenge conventions of reading. All of this was done to 

challenge the audience perception, disrupt conventions of narratives and the structures of 

the modern book which was still reliant upon Victorian concepts of narrative and layout 

despite advances in aspects of character and consciousness. By making the word and 

image lose their representational value through his unsettling writing Burroughs wanted to 

challenge the reader, to question literary and social authority and to seek better forms of 

communication. (Baldwin 2000, p. 73; Lydenberg 1978, p. 414). Burroughs' work is 

difficult in both structure and topic, yet he gave form to many of the ideas that designers 

were calling for in seeking new forms and methods of communication through the book, 

yet Burroughs' work remained largely marginal, even if his celebrity was not.

Like Burroughs, concrete poets explored the use of language and built upon past 

theories and methods of representation and presentation. Concrete poetry begins roughly 

in 1950 with the work of Eugen Gomringer in Switzerland especially his project 
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Constellations and the Brazilian artistic collective Noigandres of Augusto and Décio 

Pignatari and Haroldo de Campos. Although working individually the artists later met and 

agreed to the term concrete poetry to describe their work. (Emerson 2014, p. 99; Pineda 

1995, p. 380; Scakner 1986, p. 60). Concrete poets required works to be functional. It 

was not against the use of language, it worked against the formalisation of it, rendering 

the words and letters non-functional. It re-appropriated letters and words toward the 

nonverbal as a method to represent objects and icons. Concrete poetry attempted to 

move away from the fixed lines of standard poetry, to break from the historical principles 

of melody, which they felt was an impediment to meaning. (Pineda 1995, pp. 380, 384, 

385; Scakner 1986, p. 61).

Concrete poetry was far from being the first to explore the idea of literary pictures as 

this can be traced as far back as the shaped poems of ancient Greece and also the 

Carmina Figurata of the Middle-Ages and Renaissance (Pineda 1995, p. 384). 

Nonetheless, concrete poets noted many modern sources for their inspiration. The 

theories and work of French Symbolist poet Mallarmé and his interest in the use of space 

as an element of structure to affect timing and rhythm (Pignatari & Tolman 1982, pp. 189, 

190). Mallarmé’s poem Un Coup de Dés Jamais N’abolira le Hasard (A Throw of the 

Dice will Never Abolish Chance) exemplifies the use of visual elements, the use of type, 

the placement of words to form meaning and structure the reading and rhythm of a work 

(Pignatari & Tolman 1982, p. 189, Scakner 1986, p. 62). Apollinare was also noted as an 

influence, his theories on visual orientated poetry, ideograms and his poems such as 

Lettre-Ocean (Letter-Ocean). Apollinare’s progress as a poet also served as a model, as 

his work was seen as gradually moving away from his ideogram to more decorative works 

through shaped poems. Concrete poets also desired a move away from the 

representation of movement, as Apollinare and the Futurists had pursued, to a form that 
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used space to present rhythm. (Pignatari & Tolman 1982, pp. 190, 192). Much of what 

concrete poetry was attempting relates to the ideogrammatic musings of Ezra Pound. 

Pound looked to ideogammatic processes to describe an object without naming it directly 

only to represent it, rose for red for example, but also the move away from fixed forms of 

poetry. Concrete poetry looked to space and type to represent the same outcome. 

(Pignatari & Tolman 1982, p. 189). Many other elements influenced the group from 

sculpture's use of negative space, mathematics and the use of symbolic language to form 

logic and combine systems. Graphic arts and advertising were also an influence, this 

included Swiss typography and the structuring of elements within a grid as a form of 

communication, but also the practical and theoretical aspects of printing and design. 

(Pineda 1995, pp. 380, 381, 386). For concrete poets the materials used were important 

to the effect of representation, different coloured papers and bindings, uses of various 

typefaces as well as sizes, forms and inks were structurally positioned on a surface. 

Pictures, icons, symbols, codes and letters were used. Additional practices like dry letter 

transfers, lead typesetting, stencils, stamps and xerography were also utilised. (Emerson 

2014, p. 99; Pignatari & Tolman 1982, p. 191; Scakner 1986, p. 61).

The typewriter was also used. Guided by the work of E. E. Cummings, it was also an 

important aspect of the work of authors like William Burroughs, Jack Kerouac and 

Charles Olson. Olson linked his poetic form called ‘breath-based poetics’ to the 

standardised type and positioning of the type from the typewriter, allowing him to form 

exactly the use of pauses, the pace of syllables and movement through phrases. 

(Emerson 2014, pp. 92, 93; Pignatari & Tolman 1982, p. 190). For many, manual, as 

opposed to electrical, typewriters were of interest due to its use of monospaced fonts, 

which created a grid like format (Emerson 2014, p. 93). Though he began explorations of 

the typewriter in 1945, Dom Sylvester Houédard was a keen user of typewriters for his 
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form of concrete poetry called typestracts that were created from 1960 to 1980. 

Sylvester's works were concerned with the page as a structure and the process of 

creation as a form of meaning, through this he attempted to move away from semantic 

meanings of letters and words. For example in an untitled work, Houédard structures type 

to form the word ‘atom’, the letters acting as a representation of tiny atoms of a larger 

form. Houédard was also interested in moving artistic writing away from being a form of 

consumption. His works and views, while constructing forms, also informed and spurred 

others to create, the typewriter and paper forming a do-it-yourself style. Much like 

Cummings he saw the typewriter as a tool to free the artist from the strict forms of the 

printer and publisher, the page could be placed and used at any angle, letters like Z and 

N, M and W could be explored on a visual level. (Emerson 2014, pp. 94, 95, 97, 98, 115, 

116). Typewriters were used by many who created concrete poetry, but it also acted as a 

point of transition from the first and second generation poets who emerge later in the 

1960s.

English author Bryan Johnson, equally active in exploring typographic elements within 

his work, looked to typography to enhance and alter what he saw as tired elements of 

literature, not necessarily challenging communication in general as did Burroughs or 

structures of language like concrete poets. Experimentation in Britain during the 1960s 

and 1970s was still seen as unusual. Bryan Johnson was one of the few whose work was 

seen as experimental, despite his dislike of the term. (Tew 2001, p. 43). Johnson was 

inspired by the works of Laurence Sterne, James Joyce and Samuel Beckett, from their 

work and his own experience he viewed the novel as a form that needed to break with its 

traditions and move away from linear narratives. Johnson felt that the novel no longer 

reflected the times and had increasingly become irrelevant, as it simply copied the 

structure set by the Dickensian epic. One of Johnson's main concerns regarding fiction 
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was an author's ability to reveal the truth or personal observations, in a well-structured 

fictional form. For Johnson this embodied a conflict between illusion and reality. (Coe, in 

Johnson 1999, pp. vi - vii; Tew 2001, p. 46). Johnson noted that life was incompatible 

with the rigid structures of fiction: 

Life does not tell stories. Life is chaotic, fluid, random; it leaves 
myriads of ends untied, untidily. Writers can extract a story 
from life only by strict, close selection, and this means 
falsification. Telling stories is telling lies... I am not interested in 
telling lies in my own novels (Johnson, cited in Tew 2001, p. 
49).

To resolve this conflict Johnson looked to typographic methods of depicting the chaotic 

impulsive nature of the truth and memory (Tew 2001, pp. 46, 49). Yet, Johnson was 

dismissive of the idea of his novels being seen as experimental, likening experiment to a 

gimmick, which he saw as degrading the message. As well as depicting the complex 

mind, he considered that his use of typographic techniques could break the boundaries of 

the conventional novel and be used as a method to convey his message. (White 1999, p. 

147).

Two of Johnson's novels that exemplify his views are The Unfortunates and Albert 

Angelo. The Unfortunates, written in the 1960s, centres on a football reporter who reflects 

upon his past upon arriving in a familiar town. The book itself comes as stapled sections, 

divided into memories or events, collected in a box, from which the reader constructs a 

narrative in almost any order, except the beginning and end sections. The parts and their 

construction represent the random nature of memory and recollection, but the novel is 

also a challenge to the conventions to the twentieth century book, its linear structure and 

the need for complete or concluded narratives. (Coe, in Johnson 1999, pp. ix, xii). 
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Similarly, Albert Angelo, a novel regarding a short moment in the life of Albert, a 

substitute teacher and the act of recollection. The novel contains sections that integrate 

moment to moment everyday life with memories, class teaching and inner thoughts, 

broken up into two narratives typographically by columns on the page. There are also 

inserted pieces like newspaper articles, class writings and a hole cut through several 

pages to reveal the future. These parts challenge the reader to decide for themselves the 

order or of how to approach reading the sections themselves, an attempt to break the 

linear nature of the novel. (White 1999, pp. 150, 153, 154). While Johnson utilised many 

aspects of technology and typography, unlike Burroughs, technology was not a topic of 

the narratives. Technology allowed Johnson to explore concepts of consciousness and 

methods of representation. Changes to technology allowed more authors to pursue 

experimental and alternative means of communication and representation, their ties to 

music and political spirit.
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(Johnson 2004, pp. 88 - 89).



Printing and Computer Aided Composition.

By the time of Johnson’s and Burroughs’ writing, changes continued in electronic 

composition. Third generation compositing machines in the 1960s continued efforts 

toward ease of use and cost savings as most aspects were automated further through the 

integration of computer technology. By the 1960s computer aided composition became 

available to printers, such as the compugraphic in 1968. (Jennett 1973, pp. 87, 88; 

Steinberg 1996, p. 220). Computer aided composition machines allowed a typist to 

compose a page through keyboard input, the information transferred by punched paper 

tape, later magnetic tape then data cables, to the compositing machine for processing on 

metal, later film, plates. Computers created more efficient compositing, as the display of 

type upon C.R.T. monitors and keyboard input allowed for instant correcting of mistakes 

and aided in the justification and hyphenation of a whole page before being cast for 

printing. (Jennett 1973, pp. 88 – 91; Scheid 1966, p. 54). While these machines could 

produce titlepages and pages of large type, through adjustments to a lens’ focus, pages 

containing images or non-standard typography had to be created in conjunction with the 

machines or manually (Jennett 1973, p. 98; Scheid 1966, p. 55). The Linotron, 

manufactured between 1967 and 1969, did not address these concerns. Rather, it moved 

away from metal type and film, as its type was stored digitally, allowing for a greater 

number of typefaces and orientations to be accessed. This eventually led to direct 

creation of printing plates from computer input. (Hargrave 2013, p. 230; Linotype n.d.b; 

Steinberg 1996, p. 226). Further, this meant that by the beginning of the 1970s the 

common use of photocompositors brought an end to the forging of metal type 

commercially (Kincross 2004, p. 137).
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Despite the technological advances in printing, for some, the new period of greater 

integration of technology into printing practice created a process that was too mechanical, 

too technological, one that had almost fully alienated the printing craftsman from 

commercial printing and one that was driven by cost savings and new technology. The 

period saw further moves toward specialisation in the printing process, so rather than a 

master printer, specialised keyboardists and engineers were required for the preparation 

and printing of media. (Wallace & Kalleberg 1982, p. 309). While some workers lost their 

positions many needed to be de-skilled, as the machines did not require the knowledge or 

experience that was required to operate earlier machines (Wallace & Kalleberg 1982, p. 

310). Perhaps because of the negative aspect toward employment or their initial cost, 

photocompositing and digital composition were seen as creating inferior quality print as 

opposed to that of hot-metal machines like Linotype and Monotype. Early 

photocompositing machines did have problems with the reproduction of larger scale type 

due to difficulties in focusing lenses, which did see a reduction in quality, though this was 

repaired through subsequent iterations of the machines. Yet, as time passed, the earlier 

hot-metal systems were viewed as laborious in comparison. (Eskilson 2009, p. 308; 

Steinberg 1996, pp. 221, 239). Others viewed the growing amount of commodification, 

commercialisation and capitalism as part of larger social problems. As part of their protest 

they turned to the printing medium as a means of exploring the role of communication and 

presenting their voice.

Political and Social Unrest: New Views on Art and Design.

Worldwide economic concerns in the late 1960s and recessions in the 1970s, brought 

about largely due to increases in oil prices, produced a downturn that was seen as an end 
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to the comfortable years that had accompanied the end of the Second World War in many 

countries. These changes resulted in social and political change that caused unrest for 

many. Even aspects of concrete poetry were caught up in political change and the need 

to move away from the patterns of past authors. Dirty concrete emerged in the late 1960s 

continuing many aspects of concrete poetry, but rejecting the clean lines and graphically 

neutral appearance of earlier works. (Emerson 2014, p. 99). Newer artists also rejected 

the form’s disengagement with politics as dirty concrete looked to use their works to 

express their views especially after the student and worker uprising in France in 1968. 

Overall earlier concrete poetry was seen as engaging too much in theoretical and artistic 

pursuits, disengaged from the real world and so defying the term concrete. Initial works 

by Canadian and English poets looked to the typewriter as a means to visual and 

linguistic non-linearity, but processed the pages further through smearing letters, using 

different carbon paper, placing text in multiple directions. (Emerson 2014, p. 100).

The Canadian poet Stephen Scobie saw dirty concrete as a means to break with the 

perceived cleanliness of earlier concrete poetry, which he associated with the capitalist 

system, and create works for the greater public. Utilising many of the practices of dirty 

concrete, Scobie also adopted non-standard spelling and syntax, moving away from grid 

patterns and using dry transfers presenting overwritten work. (Emerson 2014, pp. 101, 

102). The work of Steve McCaffery especially his Carnival series shows many of the 

aspects of dirty concrete. McCaffery was also a political activist who utilised the 

typewriter as a means to move away from regular use of syntax. McCaffery looked to 

other techniques like multiple passes through xerography machines to produce degrading 

quality, other tools included rubber stamps, tissue text, hand lettering and stencils. The 

pages of Carnival defied regular margins, explored white space and contained perforated 

pages allowing the reader to remove the pages and read the piece in any order. These 
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efforts explored the limits of syntax and challenged the idea of semantic meaning and the 

capabilities of the printing processes. (Emerson 2014, pp. 105, 114, 119, 121). Dirty 

concrete was a move away from the clean lines that was the previous works in an attempt 

to engage with contemporary issues and audiences. Aspects of protest, representation 

and xerography also factored in the British punk movement.

In Britain by 1976, coupled with worldwide economic downturns, shifts in political and 

economic structures as well as changes in music, especially the decline in rock music, 

resulted in the explosion of punk culture. Punk was a reaction against the modern 

commercialised and consolidated world, which was blamed for the main-streaming of 

music genres and of marginalising cultures like the hippies and the beats. Punk had no 

set agenda, though it was largely seen as mirroring working class attitudes and 

anarchism. (Kincross 2004, p. 160; Triggs 2006, p. 70). In terms of creation, punk culture 

abandoned commercial styles and structures as well as the divide between creator and 

consumer, adopting an ‘anyone can do it’ or do-it-yourself attitude, encouraging 

participation. This ideal was not just for music, but also be utilised for print culture, in this 

case fanzines. (Kincross 2004, p. 160; Triggs 2006, pp. 70, 81). Fans were encouraged 

to produce, to be a part of the creation of the culture, rather than purely consume. 

Technology took part in the distribution of fanzines as well as the creation of the 

messages, as the photocopier was utilised in reproduction, for distribution, but also for 

the integration of low budget cut-up graphics with text. (Triggs 2006, pp. 69, 73, 75). 

Though fanzines were certainly not new, as they already existed for other music genres 

like country and R&B, yet punk fanzine's chaotic design can be seen as an 

accompaniment to their cultural and political resistance, though this time through graphic 

language. One of the first known fanzines was Mark Perry's Sniffn’ Glue running from 
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1976 to 1977 and Tony Drayton's Ripped and Torn which covered the punk music scene 

and politics in London and Glasgow. (Triggs 2006, pp. 70, 71, 73, 78).

Punk was associated as much with music as it was political and social resistance. The 

style adopted by fans in magazines often attempted to recreate visually the live and 

chaotic experience of punk music (Triggs 2006, p. 70). The resistance can be seen in the 

fanzine's language, which was communicated through verbal, but also graphic signs. 

Typographically, punk fanzines adopted an unstructured style, counter to commercial 

printing, adopting illegible type either typed or handwritten. Mistakes were visible with 

cross outs exemplifying the immediacy and the transparency of the author. Cut-and-paste 

images, often cut-up and re-appropriated for new meaning were crudely reproduced, 

representing immediacy, but also the do-it-yourself style. The photocopier became a 

symbol of punk’s method of communication, distribution, but also the subversion of the 

laws of copyright. (Triggs 2006, pp. 71, 75, 76). The breaking with previous styles was 

also integrated into aspects of design around the same period especially the work of 

Wolfgang Weingart.

Changing Relationship Between Designer, Type and Page.

As the Swiss style was waning during the 1960s, new designers attempted to 

challenge the old rules, rebelling against modernist views of machine objectivity to find 

new styles. By the 1970s Wolfgang Weingart and a new generation of graphic designers 

sought the break with older principles of Swiss design founding a New Wave, or as it was 

later known as Punk Style, that exemplified self-expression over modernist function. 

(Armstrong 2009, p. 14; Kincross 2004, p. 156). New Wave style looked to break with the 
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ordered page and create unorthodox distortions through cut-up and collage. These 

techniques were utilised to create a further connection between text and image often 

creating word-pictures that reflected meaning. (Kincross 2004, p. 159). New Wave design 

was highly stimulating, yet some felt the design methods and self-expression often came 

ahead of readability (Armstrong 2009, p. 235). Nonetheless, as Swiss design schools 

were still highly popular with international students in the 1970s and as Weingart was a 

lecturer, it aided in spreading his views among the design community (Kincross 2004, p. 

159). From the 1960s and 1980s postmodern design challenged the universality of 

popular, yet declining, Swiss and Modernist styles. Weingart's New Wave, Revivalism 

and the work of Neville Brody combined with computer technology creating designs that 

allowed for infinite diversity and constantly changing meanings in visual forms. 

(Armstrong 2009, p. 11).

The 1980s saw the introduction of fourth generation compositing machines, such as 

the Linotronic. These contained few moving parts, focusing instead on laser technology 

and a C.R.T. monitor to aid in the input. (Carter 1990, p. 57; Hargrave 2013, p. 229; 

Linotype n.d.b; Steinberg 1996, p. 95). By this time, electronic image scanning became 

favoured over photographic techniques, as it allowed for a greater integration of text and 

image, it also gave greater control of colour separation, so eventually superseded half-

tone techniques (Jennett 1973, p. 151; Steinberg 1996, p. 226).

Alongside commercial efforts toward electronic integration of composition, by the mid 

1980s, fully computerised desktop publishing and design programs gave, much like the 

typewriter, greater control of type creation and layout to designers. A criticism of the 

greater encroachment of computer control was that those who were creating the 

programs for composition, type creation and desktop publishing were mathematicians 
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and computer scientists without an eye for typography. Efforts at American universities 

and Xerox's computers and programs were an example of this, but their efforts showed 

that the digitisation of type and layout was worth pursuing and of interest to designers 

who valued the non-linear editing and WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) or the 

direct reflection of monitor display and printed result. Later, companies like Apple and 

Adobe became involved, adding to the advancement of design programs, but also 

attempting to create standards of typefaces and of page styles. (Fang 1997, p. 288; 

Kincross 2004, pp. 167, 171; Staples 2000, pp. 19, 20, 22). The machines and the 

programs created fonts that were based on editable pixels and page layouts that could 

also be altered efficiently and more easily, compared to the rigidity of metal composition. 

So for many designers, desktop publishing and digitised type created opportunities for 

anyone to forge type and experiment with page layouts through digital means. (Carter 

1990, pp. 63, 64; Kincross 2004, pp. 165, 167 - 169, 176, 178; Livingston 1991, p. 772; 

Staples 2000, pp. 22, 25, 27). This allowed designers like Wolfgang Weingart and Neville 

Brody freedom from earlier typographic rules, allowing them to manipulate type, to add 

distortions, layering, tints, scaling and overlapping, challenging earlier views of legibility, 

function and the rules of effective communication (Livingston 1991, p. 772; Staples 2000, 

pp. 19, 28).

In the 1980s, Neville Brody entered design through his art school education and his 

relationship to the punk music industry. He was an early adopter of computer technology, 

merging punk aesthetics and geometric design for his type creation and design work. 

Brody also took part in the revival of previous styles that had come as part of the 

European revival movement that had started in the 1950s. (Heward 1999, p. 22; Kincross 

2004, pp. 160, 161). In terms of style Brody's work was viewed as eclectic, driven by 

aesthetics rather than function, reviving Gothic, Greek or Constructionist styles often 
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based on a client's interest (Heward 1999, p. 23). Brody's work popularised revivalism for 

advertising throughout the 1980s and into the 1990s (Heward 1999, p. 26). While 

computer technology introduced a new universalism to design and art, by the 1980s 

discussions of design remained on debates on individualism, typography as a method of 

personal expression and a designer's link to a product and the audience. (Armstrong 

2009, p. 11; Heward 1999, p. 28; Kincross 2004, p. 173).

Alasdair Gray: Typography and Writing.

By the time of desktop publishing the technology for preparing and printing novels had 

matured so that many styles and experiments were possible, financial viability was a 

different matter and determined by the market. It was a period where styles created a 

private conversation between artist and consumer, spoke out in protest or explored the 

representation of speech and consciousness, but could also challenge methods of 

constructing a narrative, such as to linearity. This is the larger print culture through which 

the works of Alsadair Gray emerged. Like Brody, Gray emerged from an art school 

background and was heavily influenced by this period. Further punk attitudes of do-it-

yourself and political commentary permeate the work of Gray. Gray’s first novel Lanark: A 

Life in Four Books was published in the 1980s, it was designed by Gray and contained a 

wide variety of elements of unusual typography, mural style art and illustration. (Bernstein 

1999, p. 17; Crawford & Nairn 1991, p. 23). Gray utilised the novel, typography and 

illustration to explore and develop methods of narrative and narration, but also to function 

as a method to present his social commentary. Similar to many concrete poets like 

Ronald Johnson, early in his career Gray had difficulties and rejections by publishers that 

refused or were unable to print his works due to their use of columned pages, flipped 
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type, or the size of the type changed too much for it to be printed accurately, so Gray 

actively engaged in many aspects of design to produce his novels. (Emerson 2014, p. 95; 

Glass 2008, p. 78).

Ultimately the period from 1930 to 1990 shows a complete move away, commercially, 

from printing as a craft to one that was largely under the control of technology and larger 

market forces, as it continued toward cost saving measures that allowed printers to meet 

ever growing demand. Technology separated styles from ideology allowing for the use of 

modern styles and a revival of the old. Audiences in this period expanded in number and 

diversity, consuming an ever growing variety of manufactured and advertised objects and 

media. Businesses themselves responded to and created demand, growing larger 

through mergers into media corporations, creating events around new stories. Visual 

methods of communication driven largely by cinema, television and magazines 

exemplified the image or photograph as a more direct means of communication. 

Technology also allowed individuals and groups to explore the limits of communication, 

others used the technology as a means of political and social rebellion. Largely novels 

and their narratives adhered to the structures that were common during the printing of the 

eighteenth century. Some authors though looked to challenge the novel and its structures 

by adopting methods that were part of other media or by utilising typographic and visual 

means and new methods of printing to open up the novel’s form, challenging the reader to 

move beyond learned reading habits. While design histories of typography and illustration 

use play a large role in the narrative and the narration of some of Gray’s works, aspects 

of Scottish literary and political history as it relates to language use as well as Gray’s own 

life are also influential on Gray’s practice and views.
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Chapter 4: Printing Cultures, Scottish Society and Alasdair Gray.

At the time Alasdair Gray began to write his first novel Lanark: A Life in Four Books 

(hereafter: Lanark) in the 1950s, his training in graphic and mural arts made available and 

most likely introduced him to the previous three hundred years of printing cultures 

including literary experiment and European arts and society1. More so than a student of 

literature, Gray's arts background exposed him to a history of craft. Further Gray's direct 

engagement with artistic cultures exposed him to a wide array of society and politics. 

These views are reflected in his art, fiction and non-fiction writing on Scotland. Indirectly 

Gray is also a part of wider aspects of European print cultures and British political history 

that affect Scottish language use, literary markets and authors. Though much of Scottish 

literature does not fit directly with print cultures as it relates to experimental typography 

and illustration, it is affected by many of the same occurrences and these are an influence 

on Scottish literature and ultimately Alasdair Gray. The continual practices and 

experiments with printing, Scottish culture and history had an impact upon not only Gray 

as an individual, through the art he consumed, but also the general artistic atmosphere of 

Scotland, of which he is a part.

1. While it was started in the 1950s, Lanark was completed and published in 1981.
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Gray as an Artist.

Before being recognised as an author in the 1980s with the publication of Lanark, 

Alasdair Gray was largely regarded as an artist, having entered into training and gaining 

attention for his various works from portraits to murals (Hutchinson 1991, p. 146). Gray's 

art schooling, both before and after graduation had an influence on his views toward art 

and literature, but also exposed him to many of the experimental aspects of printing that 

had occurred previously. Gray entered Glasgow School of Art, by way of government 

funded scholarship in 1952. Much of the first two years of schooling introduced students 

to a variety of artistic styles and practices (Glass, 2008, p. 54). As fellow student Ian 

McCulloch notes: 'we did everything, from life drawing two hours a day to layout, lettering 

etcetera…. Those first two years gave us an invaluable, broad artistic education' 

(McCulloch, cited in Glass 2008, p. 54). This schooling exposed Gray to a wide variety of 

styles and methods, but it was not always to his or other students’ tastes. As a reaction, 

Gray became a part of a loose organisation of like-minded artists in 1957, the Young 

Glasgow Group. The group formed as a reaction against the existing culture of Scottish 

arts and the Glasgow Art School who they saw as ignoring or dismissive of modernism 

and post-modernist works. This frustrated many students including Gray who viewed his 

work as post-impressionist. So the group was formed as much to rebel, as to create a 

space for young artists to explore new forms and learn from one another. (Glass, 2008, p. 

59).

The work of William Blake was a point of fascination for Gray as an older boy, but also 

as part of his interest in mural art. During his art schooling Gray read Joyce Cary's The 

Horse's Mouth, a novel about an unrecognised artist, Gulley Jimson. Jimson's last 

unfinished work was a mural painted in a church, which was informed and inspired by the 
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works of William Blake. (Gray 2014, p. 319; Moores 2002, pp. 35, 36). For Gray, Blake 

becomes of interest not only for his book illustrations, but for the functional unity he 

created between text and illustration. Other readings were an additional influence on the 

unity of artwork in novels such as the work of Lewis Carroll's Alice's Adventures in 

Wonderland and Rudyard Kipling's Just so Stories whose works showed an incorporation 

of illustrations into narratives, but also that authors or artists could be involved in all 

aspects of the creation of novels. For Gray these authors and artists instilled in him no 

preference toward the word or image. Later for his own novels the image is formed after 

the text in terms of design, but is no less important. (Axelrod 1995, p. 108; Glass, 2008, p. 

74; Moores 2002, p. 35; Stevenson 1991, p. 30).

As Gray was graduating in 1957, receiving a major in mural arts, the focus and tastes 

of many artists and art schools had moved toward smaller commercial or 'boardroom' 

artworks. Commercial artworks offered artists a viable path to earn a living, but also gain 

recognition as commercial works were often donated to tea rooms and coffee shops 

exposing the works to a wider audience. Murals were popular in Britain throughout the 

1930s, often exemplifying nature and relaxation, especially in many entertainment venues 

and shopping centres. They were also in schools to educate and inspire. (Powers 2013, 

pp. 36, 54, 85; Willsdon 2000, pp. 341, 343, 344). Yet, by the end of the 1950s there was 

a gradual turn against fixed painted murals especially in public buildings as architects left 

space for murals out of designs in an effort create more efficient and nonspecific buildings. 

For artists too there was a gradual shift away from decorative arts like murals by artists 

who pursued more individual and abstract designs. Patronage also moved from mural 

works to wall art by this time. (Powers 2013, pp. 59, 74; Willsdon 2000, p. 20). The art 

schools were well aware of this trend and filtered students toward employment in 
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boardroom and graphic arts despite some students’ dislike of the direction (King 2002, 

pp. 106, 107).

Gray himself saw no place for his works in this market; instead he turned toward public 

art and murals. For Gray this kind of work allowed him to return to the practice of 

commissioned artworks that had public ownership. They were not a commodity to be 

traded or kept for their value. (Stevenson 1991, p. 107). Gray looked to murals as public 

works that could express a message. One of his first, while still in art school, was begun 

in 1954: Horrors of War in the Scottish-USSR Friendship Society building. While many 

shunned the building and the mural due to political tensions and communism, the mural 

itself was created as a warning against nuclear war and set an argument for peace. 

(Glass, 2008, p. 57; Oliver 1991, p. 34). Through murals, Gray could express his feelings 

about subjects that could reach a wide audience.

Following his graduation, Gray continued to paint murals, creating works for the 

Greenhead Church of Scotland and Crosshill Hebrew Congregation Synagogue in 

Glasgow (King 2002, p. 107). Gray also painted a landscape mural of Eden for the 

Ubiquitous Chip Restaurant, begun in 1976 and worked upon until 2001, a similar theme 

of natural history and ecology permeates his mural in the Palacerigg Nature Reserve 

(King 2002, pp. 107, 114). In the late 1970s Gray took part in the renewal of Glasgow's 

People's Palace producing portraits and other works that engaged Glaswegian social, 

political and cultural aspects of the period (King 2002, pp. 109, 112). For the same 

project Gray also designed and created the advertising posters, adverts and invitations 

(King 2002, p. 113). While continuing with his artwork, Gray was taking part in the literary 

market creating, selling short stories and poems, but he also acted as an illustrator on 

others’ works such as Carl MacDougal's A Scent of Water in the 1970s. His illustration 
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work also graced covers of magazines and pages for short stories. (King 2002, pp. 113, 

117; Moores 2002, p. 228). As can be seen, Gray has worked within a wide variety of 

mediums, yet the majority of the works centre on the social, cultural and political aspect of 

Scotland, though to a lesser extent his work examines similar themes globally. Politics is 

a large theme in Gray's works both artistically and through his writing.

Gray and Politics.

Through his artwork Gray shows an active awareness of Scottish society and culture. 

Gray also participates in the political aspects of Scotland through his engagement in 

protests and his fictional works, but also his non-fiction works. Gray's views toward 

politics cumulate within two later non-fiction works, which reveal his interest in politics and 

especially Scottish independence. How we Should Rule Ourselves written in 2005 with 

Adam Tomkins and Independence: An Argument for Home Rule both examine the ways 

in which Scotland could achieve independence from Britain and the models of 

government that could, in his opinion, work best. The later book written in 2014 comes in 

response to the Scottish vote on independence in 2014 after a vetoed vote for home rule 

in 1979 and growing nationalistic feeling that had been rising up since the 1960s. (Gray 

2014, pp. 9, 74; Nairn 1981, pp. 129, 131). Both books look at the relationship between 

Scotland and England and the creation of a greater British union, which Gray sees as 

largely imbalanced and at the cost of Scottish growth in industry and society. Many of the 

ideas Gray raises in his non-fiction works exist as themes in his fictional work. The overall 

concern for Gray through his political writing is one of greater Scottish control of its own 

systems of government, to plot its own course. Gray's direct knowledge and engagement 
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with cultural, social and artistic aspects of Scotland unfold within his artistic and literary 

works. 

Yet, Alasdair Gray is also indirectly part of and influenced by wider Scottish literary 

cultures and history. Within Gray's novels, his representation of language and narrative 

through illustration and typography relate to greater Scottish language history as well as 

its engagement with print cultures. Many themes of Gray's novels relating to Scottish 

culture, society and politics, especially Scotland's relationship with England and itself, 

also permeate many earlier works since the emergence of the novel. Further, Gray's non-

conformity, or experimentation, with pre-existing literary forms relates to the rise of the 

novel and its influence on Scottish literary markets, where Scottish versions, though 

similar to English counterparts, often presented Scottish views and tastes upon a subject 

or broke with standards, and in so doing formed new genres. Ultimately Gray's artistic 

training, political ideology and the wider social and cultural history of Scotland influenced 

his views as an author in terms of his themes, his approach to the novel and his use of 

illustration and typography.

The Printing Press: Scottish Language and Literary Markets.

The introduction of the printing press had a wide-ranging influence upon European 

print cultures changing for example the nature of the book, authors and civil society. The 

same is true of Scotland where the printing press played a role in aspects of religion and 

the use of language. The printing press arrived in Scotland in 1508, set up by merchant 

Walter Chepman and bookseller Androw Myllar. Even though this was roughly fifty years 

after the construction of the first presses in Germany, at the time Scotland was seen as 
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one of the last civilised nations to receive the printing press. (National Library of Scotland 

2006; Steinberg 1996, p. 99). The idea of civilised though carried not only industrial but 

religious meaning, as much of Scottish history, at this point, was tied to both religious or 

industrial developments, this differs from England and Continental Europe where 

revolutions and wars also influenced many a state's structure. (Hart 1978, p. 2; Harvie 

1991, p. 79). Europe wide, the use and refinement of the printing press influenced the use 

of written languages through standards of printing. This is also true of Scotland as the 

introduction of the printing press coupled with social and political acts also took part in 

changes toward views of printed and spoken language. These views were eventually 

reflected in Scottish literature.

Scots as a language was introduced to the north of what was eventually Britain around 

the seventh century, gaining wide usage by the fourteenth century over Celtic, but it also 

overtook Latin as a hand-written language by the sixteenth century; farther north Gaelic 

was still used (Aitken 1985, pp. 42, 43). However, by the sixteenth century Scots began 

to decline due to the introduction of the printing press, religious reformation, political 

change and industrial growth. What occurred though is not an absolute cessation in the 

use of Scots, as it remains a spoken language. As a written language it has been almost 

wholly replaced by English. (Anderson 1983, p. 85). In regard to religious influence, the 

Calvinistic Reformation of the Scottish church by John Knox in the mid sixteenth century 

had an effect upon the decline in the use of Scots prose and language. As part of his 

resistance to Roman Catholicism, Knox delivered his sermons in English from an English 

language edition of the Bible rather than in Latin, a small rebellion in a larger rejection of 

Rome's doctrine. That the Bible was in English also shows that Scots did not cross over 

from a spoken to a printed language. This rejection influenced many Scottish Protestants 

affected by the change in religious aspect, who began to look upon the Scottish language 
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as part of a barbaric past. In many sections of Scotland by this point, English was rapidly 

becoming a common spoken and written language. (Everett 1999, p. 154; Görlach 1997, 

p. 209; Hart 1978, pp. 4 – 5; Kyle 1983, pp. 102, 109). Further reinforcement of the 

English language occurred by the end of the sixteenth century through the Calvinistic 

tradition of Bible study, which reinforced an English reading habit through Bible study and 

schooling. This act created a population largely literate in English, which in turn affected 

the language in which books were printed throughout Scotland. (Altick 1957, pp. 10, 18; 

Craig 1999, p. 37; Görlach 1997, p. 210).

The act of Calvinistic Reformation and their pursuit of teaching through English, early 

in Scottish print cultures, in part denied the standardisation of Scottish languages through 

the printing press. Additional changes to the representation of Scottish prose, language 

and printing found an impetus in acts completed by the early eighteenth century. The 

union of the English and Scottish crowns in 1603 and the Acts of Union in 1707 united the 

Scottish and English parliaments, some laws and the states themselves under one 

sovereign and title: Great Britain. The union of crowns and parliaments attempted to 

create a new amalgamated British identity, influenced by Scottish and English minds. 

Many rejected both unions as Scottish towns and the clergy argued that the acts 

restricted control over their own affairs. The union though did not attempt to override 

either culture completely as much of independent civil society, the church, many laws and 

social hierarchies remained, this continued to influence much of each culture and identity. 

Nonetheless, while the cultures appeared to remain independent, the use of English 

began to further permeate throughout Scotland. Gradually many aspects of Scottish 

society, in both written and spoken forms took place in English, including education, 

politics, most journalism, commerce and books. So by the twentieth century English was 

seen as having replaced Scots and also Gaelic as the national language. (Campbell 
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1985, p. 272; Craig 1999, pp. 30, 34, 75, 110, 181; Everett 1999, pp. 154, 155; Gray 

2005, p. 26; Hart 1978, p. 1; Nairn 1981, p. 135). With printing, religious and political 

intervention promoting English as a written language, Scots as a formal spoken language 

ceded to English for upper and middle classes, though not for the working classes who 

continued speak it2 (Aitken 1985, p. 43). The acts of union and expanding British industry 

had a large influence upon Scottish literary and publishing markets.

In the eighteenth century the union of England and Scotland created a sense of 

defensive nationalism in many Scottish artists, much of the verse of the period looked to 

rouse a nationalistic spirit through themes and story that looked back on a Scottish past 

with nostalgia. Poets like Allan Ramsey and Robert Burns among others also attempted a 

revival of the Scots language, but these were largely short forms. (Hart 1978, p. 2). 

Further, while the themes of the verse may have been nostalgic, the printed language 

itself, for the majority of works, was English (Craig 1999, p. 86). Counter to the nostalgic 

verse, non-fiction authors, such as Adam Smith and David Hume looked to English 

language for letters and discourse (Craige 1921, p. 15). Political, religious and cultural 

themes remained and permeated fiction in its various forms into the twentieth century 

including the works of Alasdair Gray.

In England the concept of the novel arrived in the late seventeenth century, stemming 

from didactic, guide and travel books as well as annuals, yet as with the printing press, 

Scotland accepted the novel later and was largely influenced by English examples (Hart 

1978, pp. 8, 9; Hunter 1990, pp. 5, 24). By the nineteenth century, while English genres 

may have been influential, aspects of Scottish religion pervaded Scottish literature. The 

2. During the Enlightenment period pamphlets were made available teaching people how to 
remove the 'Scottishness' from their speech (Campbell 1985, p. 276).
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great disruption of 1843, a splintering of the national church, produced a religious revival, 

so that much of Scottish literature following this event was based in some way on the 

culture and influence of religion, on heroes and martyrs. (Craig 1999, pp. 52, 53; Hart 

1978, pp. 10, 88). The Scottish novel also begins as Scottish institutions migrate south, 

counter to this, genres of myth and legend travelled north through Victorianism (Hart 

1978, p. 202).

The nineteenth century Scottish author followed the English example, which in itself 

was an experiment upon existing forms, though altered by Scottish tastes and aspects 

(Hart 1978, p. 13). Many looked to emulate the novel of manners or the Gothic novel. 

John Gibson Lockhart's Adam Blair in 1822 follows the English example of a novel of 

manners, the use of language fed into the sentimentality of the period as the novel 

distinguished between an urban Scottish person and those from the outer regions, for 

Lockhart the representation of a Scots dialect for the regional characters suggested 

tradition, simplicity and piety. (Hart 1978, p. 76). Works such as James Hogg’s The 

Private Memoirs and Confessions of a Justified Sinner and novels by Walter Scott 

adapted to the Gothic tradition looking to the grotesque and historic. Yet Scottish Gothic 

differed from the English, as Scottish Gothic was centred on the individual mind often of 

intellect corrupted through religion, pride or sophistry. This differed from the English 

Gothic, which was concerned with a character’s will and was indirectly linked to the 

power of politics and religion. (Hart 1978, pp. 14, 23, 24).

Other novels by Walter Scott in the early nineteenth century also looked to the mythic, 

but of a mythologised Scotland. His literary work revealed an engagement with the world 

around him and the state of the Scottish literary market. Scott’s novels began with 

Waverley in 1814. The title is also given to his series of novels that end in 1832, which 
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repositioned the British historical novel for the modern period. The works built upon the 

changes that had occurred to the realist novel of the previous century, which promoted a 

full representation of characters and their psychology that adhered to the appropriate 

period, not the author’s own, nor a static visual history. Scott also moved away from Epic 

and Romantic verse’s desire for the larger than life hero character. Rather, Scott 

employed a central everyman who engaged with all. Historical figures still existed, though 

in a more humanised form. Scott’s Waverley series examined of the formation of a greater 

British character and national greatness that was often formed against the decline of 

genteel society and due to conflicts between the rising middle classes and upper classes, 

including royalty. Scott’s work also examined the collapse of ‘old England’ and the 

burgeoning of newer mercantile systems. Scott may be seen as sympathetic too, but at 

the same time not openly opposed to the changes. (Lukács 1962, pp. 19, 31, 33, 44, 60; 

Nairn 1981, pp. 114, 115).

By the twentieth century Scott’s work became divisive, depicted as defending English 

imperialistic or feudalistic practices, but also creating the grounds for literary genres and 

outlooks that depicted Scotland as overly romanticised and as ignoring current social 

aspects. In part Scott profited from the rising English literary market, yet he appeared to 

ignore the continual changes that took place to Scotland through English intervention and 

the repercussions. While his writing was historical it often ignored the conflicts between 

England and Scotland looking to aspects of Calvinism and Jacobite culture that were 

agreeable and engaging to British audiences. (Craig 1999, pp. 13, 14, 122; Lukács 1962, 

p. 48; McCracken-Flesher 1991, pp. 299, 300, 301, 304, 309; Nairn 1981, p. 115). Yet, to 

a large extent Scott wrote influenced by the culture that surrounded him, as Edwin Muir 

notes: 
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His picture of life had no centre, because the environment in 
which he lived had no centre. What traditional virtue his work 
pressed was at second hand, and derived mainly from English 
literature… (Muir in Craig 1999, p. 15).

For general themes, Scott could not look to Scotland, a place seen by many as losing its 

tradition, so instead turned to legend and myth. Further, Scott had little choice but to look 

to England, as there was little consistent opportunity or literary community direction in 

Scotland at the time. (Muir 1936, p. 130; Lukács 1962, p. 33). Like Scott, many of the 

later Scottish authors including Robert Louis Stevenson, James Matthew Barrie and Ian 

Maclaren looked to sell their writing to a London market first as these authors just did not 

have the audience available for their works and so were later seen as ignoring Scottish 

literature. Yet, like Scott, for these authors a literary community did not exist for them as it 

did for twentieth century authors. (Muir 1934, p. 100). Many of these genres and practices 

were not challenged until the late nineteenth century when debates surfaced surrounding 

home rule and with greater impetus following the First World War and a decline in 

Scottish industry (Hart 1978, p. 202).

Despite having a reputation for quality, Scottish publishing struggled with local 

markets and many integrated within English publishers (Gibb 1930, p. 238). But this was 

not necessarily just a forced English take over, as Scottish printing was largely seen as 

seasonal. Scotland's mass publication market emerged through the printing of authors 

like Walter Scott, James Hogg and Robert Louis Stevenson, but as publication of new 

works by these authors dried up and was not filled by anything as popular, Scottish 

publishers fell into financial trouble and were consumed by the English publishing 

industry. While many publishers migrated to England, printing operations remained. (Gibb 

1930, p. 238; Harvie 1991, p. 78). The same occurred within the newspaper industry as 
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English publishers began to purchase high circulation journals. This was seen to create 

newspapers that had a British focus on events, ignoring the Scottish view. (Thomson 

1927, p. 232). While small publishers still remained, for many in the mass reading public 

and authors, Scottish views and people became part of a larger division of British fiction 

(Gibb 1930, p. 239; Harvie 1991, p. 79).

Much of the literature of the nineteenth century reveals links between Scottish culture, 

religion and politics and how it affected views toward language and its depiction, but also 

the literary and printing relationship between Scotland and England. Many of these 

aspects were debated, examined and addressed in the early twentieth century, remaining 

of importance and playing an influential role in the themes and work of Alasdair Gray.

The changing nature of the Scots language, its representation in literature and its 

relationship to English was of interest to Scottish literary culture of the early twentieth 

century, which began to explore the disparity between language and dialect. As early as 

1901 the language disparity was examined in regard to the hierarchy where the use of 

Scots dialect was seen as creating a lesser person. The House with the Green Shutters 

by George Douglas Brown is viewed by many as the beginnings of the modern Scottish 

novel, one not tied to English examples or themes. In the novel the elder Gourlay strives 

to rid his son of the old vernacular, to educate his speech and elevate his character in an 

attempt to keep up with a competing family, both acts his son rejects. The concept is 

explored later in 1939 by James Barke in The Land of the Leal, in which the protagonist 

David Ramsey views the use of Scots dialect as a rebellion against its decline, Scots for 

Ramsey was a language of high moral ground, the removal of the divide between classes. 

(Craig 1999, pp. 79, 80, 82). Other authors utilised the history of Scotland and its 
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language to call for an independent state and its own language as part of a Scottish 

Renaissance.

The Scottish Renaissance emerged as a modernist inter-war movement that was 

largely concerned with Scottish cultural revival (McCulloch 2004, p. xiii). Many of those 

involved felt that Scotland could not just take part in an artistic renewal toward a more 

truthful reflection of Scottish culture, but entire systems of thought in regard to society, 

economics and politics needed to be addressed and renewed as well (Grieve 1923, p. 26; 

McCulloch 2004, p. xiii). Following the First World War, industrial as well as political 

changes, regarding the conditions of the Union and the recently independent Ireland, 

instigated a nationalistic period in Scotland beginning around the 1920s (Everett 1999, p. 

165; Hart 1978, p. 399; Nairn 1981, pp. 127, 128). Many in England and Europe viewed 

the Scottish Renaissance as less of a rebirth, but rather a part of a larger reawakening of 

Scottish sentiment and national feeling (Spence 1926, p. 70). This is because many of 

the literary ideas were already taking place such as discussions of language use and 

representation, but also the shift away from the sentimental, or for Scotland: Kailyard, 

novel toward realism which had occurred in Europe and England forty years earlier 

(Everett 1999, p. 154; Gibbon, 1934, p. 191). Others like James Barke noted that the 

average Scot was indifferent to the Scottish Renaissance as it related to the production of 

prose and the growth of the man of letters and had little impact upon what a mass 

audience read (Barke 1926, p. 369). Yet, the work and the reaction to the Scottish 

Renaissance played a role in strengthening and focused upon the Scottish literary scene 

from which many authors emerged.

In the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries literary and language experiments 

took place examining the value of printed text and its use on a page. This re-evaluation of 
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language and the historical use spurred twentieth century Scottish authors who began to 

look to language use as part of literary and state renewal (Grieve 1923, pp.26, 28). For 

Edwin Muir the decline in use of Scots as a written and spoken language created a 

division, in spirit, in imagination, but also in consciousness: 

Scotsmen feel in one language and think in another; that their 
emotions turn to the Scottish tongue, with all its associations of 
local sentiment and their minds to a standard English which for 
them is almost bare of associations other than those of the 
classroom (Muir 1936, p. 41).

This division was present in writing as far back as Lockhart's Adam Blair, but modern 

examples began to merge typography and language influenced by internal debates about 

the use of language, but also as authors like James Joyce, Virginia Woolf and Fyodor 

Dostoevsky, who was being translated at the time, fuelled interest into the anatomy of 

language. (Stevenson 1991, pp. 51, 53; Wood 2008, p. 151).

In a further rejection of English literature, many of those in the Scottish Renaissance 

rejected the novel, seeing it as inferior to poetry, despite the novel’s popularity. Some 

within the movement like Hugh MacDiarmid saw the novel as sterile, Edwin Morgan felt it 

was a backward literary form and Sydney Goodsir Smith noted that the novel was an 

artefact of England and should be removed. (Hart 1978, pp. vii, 207). This may have 

alienated their works from a mass novel reading audience, yet it does situate the Scottish 

Renaissance as an avant-garde movement, looking to continental Europe for inspiration. 

Many avant-garde movements in Europe, such as Dada and Futurism and later Russian 

Constructivists looked away from modes of communication and standards of language 

exemplified by novels toward poetry, theatre, magazines and film to project their 

message. Though others within the Scottish Renaissance like Edwin Muir felt that at that 
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moment Scottish culture was unable to accommodate the novel as Scotland was too 

narrow, provincial and uncertain. (Hart 1978, p. vii). While Willa Muir felt that a novel was 

possible if properly directed and noted that a Scottish version of George Eliot’s 

Middlemarch could be appropriate and possible in the right literary climate (Hart 1978, p. 

208). Others like Neil Gunn and Lewis Grassic Gibbon did pursue the novelistic form.

The themes and content of the works of the Scottish Renaissance included regret for 

the loss of Scottish tradition and a decline in culture, focusing on folktales while often 

ignoring the greater industrial circumstances that Scotland found itself in at the time 

(Harvie 1991, p. 80). The writing focused upon the working classes, which was counter to 

the English avant-garde, as there was a division between their serious literature and other 

working class literature (Craig 1991, p. 91). Further there was a re-orientation toward 

earlier authors like Scott, but especially Robert Burns, but away from the Romantic 

idolisation of the period (Grieve 1926, p. 110). As Edwin Muir noted of the view of Burns: 

This public effigy in which the lover, the boon-companion and 
the democrat are the main ingredients, with a hard-working 
farmer in the background, but all subdued to respectability by 
time, is the real object of worship of the Burns cult (Muir 1935, 
p. 125).

A cult was how many in the Scottish Renaissance viewed how earlier authors were 

portrayed, as they were removed from being largely literary figures to social ones. Many in 

the Scottish Renaissance looked to Burns in terms of his interest in the revival of Scots 

language and his style of poetry. (Grieve 1926, p. 110). The shifts that had occurred in 

writing styles and a focus toward British culture spurred many Scottish Renaissance 

writers to begin to call for a division between England and Scotland. For some it was not 
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just in terms of a literary break but politically as well, creating an independent Scottish 

community. (Muir 1936, p. 40).

One of the major works that fits within the idea of moving toward an examination of 

modern Scotland was Hugh MacDiarmid's A Drunk Man Looks at the Thistle 

(MacDiarmid 1971). Viewed as a working class epic and as a reaction against the 

repression he saw Scotland under, it was seen as a call for the true Scotland to triumph 

over a false past (Boyd 1991, p. 109). MacDiarmid was one of the first post-First World 

War authors to readdress what he saw as deficiencies in Scottish literature beginning 

with treating Scots as a language rather than a dialect of English (Spence 1926, p. 70). 

MacDiarmid was very much aware of avant-garde activities in Europe through London 

magazines like New Age edited by A.R. Orage. New Age presented a mix of arts, 

philosophy, politics and social concerns, but it also introduced European ideas to authors 

and British audiences, influencing MacDiarmid's interest in psychology and language, but 

also his views toward a modernisation and Europeanisation of Scottish life. Scottish 

magazines, like Scottish Arts and Letters and Poetry Scotland too were accepting of 

experimental forms as long as it was not experiment for its own sake, but usage that 

functioned as part of the literary form. (Everett 1999, 154; McCulloch 2004, pp. xiv, xv; 

McCulloch 2009, p. 204). Like Muir, MacDiarmid felt that a revival of the Scots language 

could be tied to the process of human thought, as Scots, he felt, could encapsulate a 

diverse variety of utterances and tempers that were not easily expressed in English 

(Everett 1999, p. 154; Grieve 1923, p. 28). MacDiarmid's attempted to introduce the 

Scots language into literature had an effect upon younger authors who found that English 

was suitable for the majority of their work, but turned to Scots when the English language 

failed in expressing their feelings; however a complete renewal of Scottish language 

based on Scots did not eventuate (Spence 1926, p. 72).
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Novelists within the Scottish Renaissance also explored the connection between 

language, consciousness and typography. Writing under the pseudonym Lewis Grassic 

Gibbon, James Leslie Mitchell produced a trilogy of novels in the early 1930s known as A 

Scots Quair beginning with Sunset Song in 1932, Cloud Howe in 1933 and Grey Granite 

in 1934. A Scots Quair built upon discussions of language by Scottish Renaissance and 

modernist authors by utilising typography to differentiate between direct speech and 

narrated voice. (Craig 1999, pp.167, 168). Gibbon utilised italics to separate the direct 

speech of the character from the narrated voice for example rather than utilise standard 

typographic punctuation of apostrophes: 

She'd never heard him swear as he did then, jumping to his 
feet with fists tight-clenched. That about Mollie – they said 
that, the orra swine! I'll mash that bloody Galt's head till his 
own mother won't know it! But Chris told him that wouldn't help 
much, folk would snigger and say that there was something, 
sure, in the story of Mollie's condition (Gibbon, cited in Craig 
1999, p. 167).

This method indirectly presents a divide between the thoughts or accented thought 

speech and the normal English text of the narrator, a technique later used by Gray for the 

representation of conscious thought (Craig 1999, pp.167, 168). The debates and ideas, 

not just in regard to language, of the Scottish Renaissance permeated throughout 

Scottish society for quite some time after the movement’s demise. Though newer authors 

following the Second World War moved away from Scottish Renaissance’s heavy 

nationalistic views introducing new themes and debates.
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1950s: International and Urbanised Writing.

The 1940s and 1950s were a productive period for Scottish writing as novels, spurred 

by Scottish Renaissance working class focus, began to examine new urban topics. Lewis 

Grassic Gibbon's A Scots Quair was somewhat of an influence upon exploration of new 

aspects of narrative, as it examined the clash of political ideologies and the urban. Grey 

Granite especially as it created a dystopian city to which characters flee from their earlier 

history only to be caught up in the city's Marxist class struggles. (Hart 1978, p. 239). 

Novels such as Neil Gunn's The Green Isle of the Great Deep of 1944 continued 

modernism’s interest drawing from folktales, but it utilised them through a dystopian 

viewpoint while also exploring the growing totalitarianism of the 1930s. Following the 

Second World War Scottish fiction turned to themes of the threat of bureaucracy and the 

survival of a small nation, which led to authors examining questions regarding identity and 

national culture. (Hart 1978, pp. 400, 405; McCulloch 2009, pp. 198, 199). By the 1960s 

there was a general move away from the folktales that had permeated Scottish 

Renaissance and modernism toward an urban style of narrative that focused on the 

everyday. Further, this period is one marked by a cultural renewal, fuelled by a decline in 

British sentiment, creating increased interest in Scottish nationalism and politics that 

encouraged political self-reflection among its people often portrayed in its art and writing. 

There was also greater contact with international authors and markets as well as more 

influence from American culture directing Scottish literature toward urban and gender 

writing. (Gray 2014, pp. 70 - 74; Nairn 1981, pp. 129, 131; McCulloch 2009, pp. 198, 

214). Novels of the 1960s also explored social alienation, of cities and individuals, a 

concept later explored through Gray's first novel Lanark (Hart 1978, pp. 233, 239, 240).
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Following the Second World War there was also a break between those authors that 

looked beyond Scotland and wrote about international themes, and those whose works 

remained concentrated on Scotland (Craig 1991, p. 91). During the 1960s both Muriel 

Spark and James Kennaway were viewed as Scotland's most talented authors, however 

both were based eventually in London and both wrote very little about Scotland, apart 

from reminiscence. Spark's writing was the exemplification of the international novel and 

for many, Spark's internationalism came at the cost of the Scottishness of her novels. 

(Hart 1978, pp. 294, 295). Counter to this, Archie Hind's only novel The Dear Green 

Place focused on working class concerns of work and survival in the Scottish working 

class. Art and the working class were a focus of The Dear Green Place, as the 

protagonist Met Craig’s dream was to write a novel, yet his need to work and the greater 

view of the arts were a constant deterrent. (Kemp 2008).

The internationalism and the Scottish urban focus created a kind of dual identity for 

some Scottish authors, an outward and inward representation a divided or dual identity 

(Craig 1991, pp, 91, 92). The same divided self is explored in Muriel Spark's The 

Comforters of 1957. Spark explored the character and author relationship through a 

central character who is conscious that she is being written about by an author, 

additionally she thinks she hears a typewriter composing her thoughts. This raised 

questions explored by Spark in much of her fiction in regard to a predetermined 

typographic world or a real world that is undetermined by an author. Both the concept of 

divided self or dual identity and questions of self-determination carry through to Gray's 

Lanark which examined dual identities of the protagonist and the interaction between 

protagonist and author. (Bernstein 1999, p. 28; Craig 1999, pp. 172 - 174). Authors like 

Spark and the Scottish focused work of Hind, despite the divide, began to push Scottish 

narratives away from the early twentieth century’s interest in folktales. Hind's work is also 
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pertinent to Gray's own, as both write about Scottish working class life and the dilemma 

of a person in a working class background creating a work of art. (Campbell 1985, p. 

275).

Following this divide, throughout the 1960s and 1970s further talent emerged, which 

looked to embrace the international writing scene adopting gender, identity and the urban, 

while attempting to invigorate the Scottish writing scene (Hart 1978, p. 310). Novels like 

Alan Sharp's 1965 novel A Green Tree in Gedde examined his move from Scotland then 

back as a quest for identity. In 1966, William McIlvanny's Remedy is None also examined 

identity, though in this instance as it relates to death. McIllvanny continued this theme 

with his Laidlaw series of novel beginning in 1977. Stereotype comedies also emerged 

through Clifford Hanley's The Hot Month in 1967 and Gordan Williams’ Walk Don't Walk 

published in 1973. What this showed was that the novel had emerged following the end of 

the Second World War and brought with it questions of the connection between art and 

reality, fiction and fact, self and identity. (Hart 1978, pp. 311, 312, 313, 318). The 1960s 

and 1970s is also a period of further typographical experiment in regard to 

consciousness, language and layout.

By the 1970s easier access to the technology of printing created an atmosphere of do-

it-yourself mentality toward publishing. Punk fanzines in Britain driven by anti-

consumerism and highlighting working class attitudes embraced chaotic designs as a 

resistance to formal publishing standards. (Kincross 2004, p. 160; Triggs 2006, p. 70). 

The values and concepts grew from punk views of politics of the period, but also from the 

art practices of Dada, Futurism and early concrete poetry (Triggs 2006, p. 74). Fanzines 

throughout Britain adopted chaotic layout, through use of typography and imagery that 

represented the lived experience, to capture the moment (Triggs 2006, p. 70). In the 
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same period Scottish and English authors were beginning to examine alternative methods 

to represent voice and consciousness through typography and layout. Edwin Morgan in 

the 1970s utilised typography as a method to reproduce sounds in The Loch Ness 

Monster's Song and as a simulation of printed text in The Computer's First Code Poem.

(Craig 1999, p. 179). Novels like B. S. Johnson's House Mother Normal used blank 

pages or complex layout to represent states of consciousness, Johnson’s use of 

typography was also heavily entwined with his views toward challenging pre-existing 

views of narrative that had not changed since the Victorian period. Christine Brooke-

Rose's Thru also examined the chaotic state of consciousness through changes to layout 

and typography. (Stevenson 1991, p. 54).

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s Alasdair Gray was becoming increasingly involved 

in the expanding media market selling short stories and poetry. Further, as did 

contemporaries Archie Hind and George Friel, Gray began to write plays, some of which 

were sold for radio and television. Following from Hind and Friel also, Gray had a novel 

published. (Hutchison 1991, p. 148; Kemp 2008; NLS: ACC 9248). The publication of 

Alasdair Gray's first novel Lanark in the 1980s came for many after the decline of the 

large scale Scottish novel following the works of Walter Scott. While this may be true in 

terms of scope and international success, Gray's novel takes part in the long progression 

of Scottish literature that was begun following attempts to revive Scottish literature in the 

early twentieth century. (Bernstein 1999, pp. 35 - 36; Harvie 1991, p. 78).

Gray's Lanark can be read as an examination of the decline in industrial condition and 

the lull that was perceived in Scottish culture of the 1960s and 1970s, but also the divide 

in literary cultures, between the urban and the fantasy and searching for personal identity 

and that of Scotland (Craig 1991, pp. 92, 93, 97). As can be seen, much of Gray's artistic 
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and literary work engages with the effects of industry and capitalistic development, not 

just its effects but also its absence that was influenced by multinational take-overs, the 

political turmoil of 'North Sea oil' and recessions of the late 1960s and 1970s (Harvie 

1991, pp. 80, 81; Nairn 1981, p. 72). In addition to the analysis of Scottish society, politics 

and culture, Lanark contains a wide variety of typographical aspects and uses of 

illustration that form a unity with the acts and elements within the novel. While many are 

fresh takes on older forms, they build upon both aspects of printing culture that 

encouraged questions of function and use, and Scottish history and literature that dealt 

with issues of language and representation.

Gray's use of typography and illustration within his novels builds upon three hundred 

years of printing culture beginning with the formation of the novel, which emerges both 

with the printing press and changes to society, to communicate to emerging audiences. 

The unformalised nature of the novel at this point allowed for narrative and expression 

experiments utilising illustration and other forms of typography seen through for example 

Laurence Sterne's The Life and Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman. At the same 

time, the introduction of printing highlighted for artists like William Blake a decline in the 

printing artisan and the unity of all aspects of printing. This ideal is carried on by the Arts 

and Crafts and Modernist design movements and continued by Gray as he acts as a 

central figure in the design of his works. This can be seen in Gray's taking a role in the 

designing of his novels and even his overseeing of international editions of his books 

(NLS: ACC 10749/79; NLS: ACC 10749/88). The printing press also participated in the 

decline of the use of Scots as a written language, for many Scottish authors, including 

Gray, the division between English and Scots created literary explorations of class, 

consciousness and voice. Aspects of printing and language were addressed later by 

twentieth century modernists who throughout Europe renewed an interest in the depiction 
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of written communication, which in turn influenced twentieth century Scottish views on the 

subject. The later periods of printing and Scottish literature become more about the 

expansion of markets and the growth of what is typographically possible. Much of the 

previous efforts allowed the complicated typographic use that Gray employs to be 

commercially viable, so in a sense possible. Many Scottish novels following the Second 

World War, including Gray's own, were, and still are, a reaction and an engagement with 

the previous hundred years of Scottish and English writing, building upon efforts to 

explore the relationships between Scotland and England.

For Scottish literature, the twentieth century is a period of a gradual movement away 

from the writing begun by Scott, Burns and continued by Renaissance authors. Yet, it is a 

period of self-reflection, on history, its people and language. It is also a period where the 

language becomes a part of experimental views, but also a representation of Scottish 

identity. Eventually Scottish authors broke from the early publisher's view of Scottish arts 

as a regional part of British literature and sought to take part in European and 

international literary cultures.

Scottish literary history is one that is formed through its relationship with religion and 

industrial changes that affected not only its narratives and characters, but also its 

language. Alasdair Gray's novels, beginning with Lanark, incorporate and manipulate a 

variety of direct and indirect influences and practical debates in presenting narratives and 

characters, but also in the use of typography and illustration as they relate to concepts of 

narration.
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Chapter 5: Lanark: A Life in Four Books.

Alasdair Gray's Lanark: A Life in Four Books (hereafter: Lanark) was Gray's first 

novel, published in 1981. The wide reaching narrative entwines elements of fantasy and 

realism and was viewed as a revival of the epic historical novels of Walter Scott. Like 

Scott's novels, Lanark engages in a great deal of Scottish themes, addressing aspects of 

politics and Scottish culture that influenced the period. (Bernstein 1999, pp. 35 - 36; 

Harvie 1991, p. 78). Lanark is also valued for its use of illustration and typography, though 

it too builds upon aspects and usage that permeate earlier forms and Scottish print 

cultures. It is also a novel that benefits from Gray's artistic background. Drawing from this 

artistic background Gray’s Lanark utilises illustrated titlepages and illustrations that 

inform the themes of the narrative, replace description and along with the chapter layout 

take part in narrative ordering. Typographical elements such as marginalia, type styles 

such as italics, bolds, capital letters as well as ellipses are also integrated within the novel 

and allow for exploration of the use of narrators and commentary, but also the 

representation of consciousness, voice and other forms of written material. Gray is 

amongst the few authors of the period whose work extends the use of illustration and 

typography, this act though allows for the exploration of their use in terms of the authors 

act of narration and the composition of the narrative.
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Narrative.

Lanark is told through a third person perspective, though it does contain first person 

sections, it is also told through a non-sequential order of books. The novel begins with the 

third book followed by a prologue then the first and second books and finishes with the 

fourth, which contains an epilogue. The first book in the sequence is actually the third and 

begins with one of two main characters, Lanark, who appears in Unthank, a sunless 

declining industrial city where people are mysteriously disappearing. If not working in 

industrial manufacturing, welfare is the only option for many people. Few remember their 

past. For Lanark the only connection is a handful of seashells in his coat pocket. In 

Unthank, there are few ways to pass the time, most people gather in cafes or visit the 

cinema. Lanark desires to leave Unthank, he cannot find work, he dreams of seeing 

sunshine and he has ruined his relationships with his peers, especially with Rima. Rima is 

a quiet woman, sharing a similar unknown past, with whom Lanark falls in love and 

becomes an important person throughout his life. Lanark’s escape is further prompted by 

a scaly eczema, a dragon-hide, which has spread over his arm and torso. After a 

disastrous party, Lanark escapes the city through a tunnel. Injured during his escape, he 

is eventually saved by and employed within a hospital institution that relies on those 

consumed by dragon-hide for nutrition and energy. Troubled by the institute’s actions and 

his inability to help the afflicted, he is only able to cure one person: Rima. Lanark decides 

to leave the institute in search of a better existence. Before he leaves, Lanark inquires 

about his past by consulting an oracle, who tells him of Duncan Thaw. 

In books one and two an oracle tells of 1940s Scotland and Duncan Thaw growing up 

during the turmoil of the Second World War, then later of his life as a young man at art-

school. Throughout, Thaw struggles with bouts of asthma and eczema, the severity of 
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which is often blamed on his overactive mind. Thaw's mind, while brilliant and 

imaginative, constantly challenges society and its rules, which slowly alienates him and 

leads to his decline into depression and acts of suicide. As the oracle's vision finishes 

Thaw is walking into the sea, the waters slowly accepting his body. 

Book Four and the epilogue begin with the end of the oracle's recount, then both 

Lanark and Rima leave the institute. Others also want Lanark to leave as his presence 

and questions build upon an unsettled atmosphere. On the long, desolate and deranged 

journey to a better place, the pair return to Unthank where Rima gives birth to their son, 

Alexander. During his stay, Lanark is convinced to represent Unthank at a conference to 

protect it from destruction. Arriving in Provan Lanark is immediately disillusioned by the 

bureaucratic nature of the conference, yet freely partakes in the festivities. Though still 

annoyed, he demands to speak to someone in charge, so is led to and enters a door 

labelled Epilogue where he meets Nastler. Nastler proclaims himself to be king, but also 

Lanark's author, of the world and the character. The relationship between fictional author 

and character shares similarities with that in Flann O’Brien’s 1939 novel At Swim-Two-

Birds, in this instance Nastler and Lanark discuss and argue ideas regarding the creation 

of novels, characters and of determinism (O’Brien 2007). Nastler is not completely 

omniscient, as is shown through his failure to recognise the birth of Lanark's child. Nor is 

he truthful, as annotations list the sites of the author's plagiarism, but also question 

aspects of Nastler's statements. Ultimately, Lanark is undone by his own eagerness and 

ignorance. When he returns to Unthank, as an old man, the city is in the midst of a civil 

war and collapse, yet he is content to be back with family and able to enjoy the sunshine.
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Typographical Elements.

Many critics value and have examined Lanark for its wide themes including links to 

Scottish history, concepts of the divided self built through a fractured Scottish tradition, 

the idea of work, emigration, human worth and the struggle to create art (Bernstein 1999, 

pp. 27, 28, 36 - 43, 48 - 49; Cairns 1991, pp. 92, 93; Harvie 1991, p. 79; Walker 1991, p. 

40). Yet, Lanark is also of critical interest for its distinguished use of illustration and 

typography, though there has been little exploration of these elements. A prominent 

feature of Lanark is its elaborate titlepages, used to introduce each book, as well as 

illustrations nestled as part of the narrative. Alasdair Gray noted that his illustrations were 

created afterwards and used to liven up the novel, and the typography serves as play, 

following from earlier practices (Axelrod 1995, p. 108). The use of illustrations in Lanark 

may appear as play, but they also allow for the exploration of their function in regard to 

narration, in terms of creating a summary of events, projecting themes and providing 

description. Additional aspects within the novel include, manipulations to typography, 

such as aspects of marginalia, which raise questions regarding methods of authorial 

comment and the kinds of and position of narrators and the author in general. 

Examination of authorial intervention, in regard to their distance to the narrative, can take 

place through the overall layout of novel and the non-sequential ordering of the books. 

Additional uses of type including italics, bolds and capital letters allow for the examination 

of aspects of narration related to the representation of voice, the creation of authenticity 

and the relationship between author and character. Typographical ellipses also create 

instances for examination, often as the representation of speech patterns or the 

manipulation of time, either by the narrator or character. Lanark is a novel that offers 

much in terms of story, theme and character, but can reveal a great deal in regard to 

narration and narrative through illustration and typography.
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The Use of Illustration.

Illustrations have been widely used in books, especially before the introduction of the 

printing press. Yet, by the twentieth century the use of illustration in novels declined, due 

to costs, reading habits, photography or fashion (Febvre & Martin 1976, p. 102; Gaskell 

1978, p. 271; Ivins 1969, p. 94; Jennett 1973, pp. 134, 428; Tschichold 1987, p. 64). 

Illustrations though did not disappear altogether. Children's books utilised illustration as a 

bridge between narrative and description. Illustrations also function within many nonfiction 

works (Jennett 1973, p. 434). As reading habits changed in the twentieth century, printed 

media began to adjust to visual modes of communication, largely in magazines and 

newspapers, yet some literature including Lanark began to employ illustrations to aid in 

presenting the narrative. Lanark, utilises illustration through its use of titlepages as 

descriptive elements of the narrative, their usage can be seen as both material or 

integrated within the narrative or immaterial to the narrative, but providing insights. It 

should be noted that, these are titlepages as opposed frontispieces, following the 

seventeenth century style of elaborately illustrated designs, which often overlooked 

written details like the publisher or other information. Frontispieces were generally printed 

on the left and were often accompaniments to a text heavy titlepage, printed on the right 

(Jennett 1973, pp. 346, 390). Each of the four books of Lanark contains a titlepage that 

was originally created as pen and ink illustrations and were printed in black and white, 

recreating the originals (Moores 2002, p. 197). The line work is simple, clean, yet 

detailed, employing hatching to represent shade and mass. While it is easy to find the 

origins of the ideas or objects in Gray's work, the art is brought together through his style 

and composition to make it his own.
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The use of titlepages in Lanark can be examined in three ways. They can be treated as 

individual instances that represent potential themes and characteristics that inform the 

section to follow. They can also be viewed in a reflective fashion, where the play between 

the symbols and forms inform identified themes, characteristics and events within the 

novel. Further, the illustrations can be read as a sequence, forming a summary of 

Lanark’s narrative based around the themes in the novel either constructed through the 

themes within the illustrations or reflecting upon Lanark's narrative. In addition, the 

interpretation of illustrations is often fraught with subjectivity. Interpretation is driven by 

knowledge of the subject, in this case the narrative, but also through experience and 

knowledge of other sources. As both Wayne Booth and Gerald Prince suggest, literary 

readings are no longer directed solely by the author, but are part of larger cultural codes 

or reading cultures. Art too follows this trend as both Michel Foucault and Roland Barthes 

noted that art's meaning is directed by society, a perceiver's view of a work is shaped by 

external sources. So while the readings of these illustrations try to be complete as 

possible, they are in no way final. (Barnet 2011, pp. 24, 25; Booth 1983, p. 433; Prince 

1982, pp. 104 - 106).

The first titlepage is actually for the third book (Gray 1981, p. 1). Its composition is 

similar to medieval artwork, where perspective and the desire for realism gave way to 

representation, symbol and theme. The figures are placed in a hierarchical sense rather 

than a realistic one. (Evans, 2005, p. 20). The background is black drawing focus upon 

the figures. In the centre of the page stands a female figure, a warrior, wearing a 

breastplate and sword at her hip. In her curled hair, a wreath, behind her head, a halo 

reveals the title: Magistra Vitae. Arms aloft the warrior holds a globe of the world 

populated by beasts and monsters. Above the globe, an eye within a cloud stares out, a 

title above reads Providentia. Magistra Vitae stands upon a lounging skeleton and an 
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aged man draped in cloth, the two figures lie over a giant arrow its tip facing left, below 

them the labels: 1614 Mors and Oblivo 1976. Beside the globe held by the warrior are two 

female figures, appearing heavenly or ethereal. On the left, a woman backed by a blazing 

sun is dressed in a flowing cloth patterned with grapevines. She stands upon a small 

stone brick labelled Fema Bona, with one hand she holds a twisted horn to her lips, her 

other hand points to the globe. The opposite figure, also a woman, stands upon a similar 

stone on which is carved Fama Mala. This woman bathed in darkness is dressed similarly 

to her opposite yet her clothing is plain, her skin is blotched, perhaps with disease. She 

also blows upon a twisted horn, while holding a serpent poised to strike at the globe. 

Below the two figures and an architrave with the label 'Book Three', two other figures 

stand separated by Magistra Vitae. On the left an older woman appears to be dressed in 

a flowing plain cloth, in one hand she holds a rod, in the other she holds out a piece of 

string with an attached plumb. This woman stands on a stage labelled Experienta 

between two columns, one patterned with books noted as Testis Temporis, the other 

unnamed but patterned with hieroglyphics. On the right of the page, a naked woman 

stands upon a stage labelled Veritas, one hand raised slightly acknowledging the rising 

sun behind her. She stands between two columns: the left depicts flowing water, grass or 

even fire, named Lux Veritates, upon the right column looping vines grow upward in a 

helix pattern.
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There are multiple ways to view this piece, to draw meaning from it, like the purely 

descriptive above, compositionally though, the way the piece is divided and the figures 

placed indicate an additional message. The titlepage can be divided horizontally by way 

of the architrave and this reveals a heaven and earth divide, the globe, or the soul at the 

mercy of the two heavenly figures, the earth or the body by the two grounded figures. 

Vertically divided, the page can be seen as choice: purity or desire again of soul and 

body, the result reflected in the figures of Mors: death, and Oblivio: forgetfulness. 

Association through the narrative is another method for reading the titlepage, as outlined 

by John Mullan. Mullan gives a broad reading of the female figures, seeing that the 
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topmost figures of Fama Bona and Fama Mala represent a contest of good and bad 

reputation, which is something both Lanark and Duncan Thaw experience. Mullan notes 

that the feminine vitality or life is pursued by both Lanark and Thaw. Beside Magistra 

Vitae are Experientia and Veritas, experience and truth, knowledge gained by both 

protagonists throughout the narrative. (Mullan, 2007). The titlepage's theme of division is 

raised in the first book as the divisions experienced by Lanark, to stay or leave, in both 

Unthank and the Institute, to purify of disease or allow death, to follow the wisdom of 

elders, tradition, or follow a modern or an individual path. These are the constant choices 

that Lanark must make, which affect himself and ultimately others and his world.

The second titlepage is for Book One (Gray 1981, p. 119). It is a move away from the 

medieval style. Perspective is employed and the composition more closely resembles a 

mural. In the mid-ground a large wooden sailing vessel navigates through black choppy 

waves and rocks whose sharp points peek from the ebbing waves. The vessel's sails are 

unfurled and bulge, other flags whip all revealing a vicious wind. The vessel moves 

toward two giant pillars that stretch up almost from the bottom to the top of the page. A 

shield is carved upon each column, upon the left shield it reads 'Let Glasgow Flourish' on 

the right is written: 'By Telling The Truth'. Behind the ship and appearing as if in pursuit a 

great white sea monster roughly the size of the vessel curls through the waters. Its head 

and tail breach the sea either checking its target or about to strike. At the top left most 

space a title plaque reads: 'Book One'. Behind the right most pillar a small but level 

ground can be seen which begins to rise up passing through swirling clouds to become a 

mountain upon which a person climbs. Behind this mountain and perhaps oblivious to the 

climber a giant figure looms. Bearded and crowned in its right hand is a sword. From the 

mouth of this giant or God a beam of light casts a rigid, jagged path to its final destination: 

the vessel. In the foreground and at the base of the two pillars, the sea curves past the 
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edge and pours forth as a deluge, the great waves of water begin to devour the city as 

panicked people run from the disaster, disappearing from the bottom of the image. Two 

flamingos though, disinterested in the chaos, press their heads together in an intimate 

pose. Three large faces or masks are divided by the drowning city. On the left a man, 

angry, stares across to a woman on the opposite side. She refuses eye contact, her head 

gazing downward. A third face, an elderly female, gazes outward, unemotional.

In interpreting the titlepage, the idea of the vessel, the column and rough seas can be 

associated with the frontispiece of Francis Bacon's book: Instauratio Magna of 1620 

(Eisenstein 1983, pp. 258 - 259). The symbolism of the departing vessel sailing past the 
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Pillars of Hercules was viewed as the pursuit and building of knowledge reinforced 

through the motto: 'Multi pertransibunt & augebitur scientia' 'many pass through & so 

knowledge increases' (Eisenstein 1983, p. 259). In this second titlepage the vessel is 

returning from its voyage and the consequence of that return, be it success or failure is 

not enough to alleviate or causes the flood waters to engulf the city. The flood itself may 

relate to the increase of new knowledge or ways of thinking which overwhelms the city 

and its people. As the plaques note, this knowledge may be truthful, yet it is destructive. 

Further, the sea monster appears determined to destroy the vessel, as is the giant man 

beyond the mountain, whose bolt is set to strike the sailing ship. These encounters reflect 

the authorities that Lanark encounters. The flood itself occurs later in the novel as a 

physical act, yet as the returning vessel can represent returning knowledge, the flood can 

be seen as Lanark's return and his new views or failure in gaining knowledge causing the 

flood (Gray 1981, p. 365). The titlepage can also relate to the life of Duncan Thaw. Book 

One is in relation to Thaw's younger years, his growth of character and mind, shown 

through the vessel's journey. Yet this vessel is pursued by a giant creature, a 

representation of Thaw's ailments, his asthma and eczema that persistently slows his 

maturity. In the background a lone climber on a mountain reveals Thaw's freedom, but 

both the climber and the vessel are watched by the looming authority figure in the 

background. Water is also a large element of the illustration, a cure that is used for 

Thaw's aliments and his hyperactivity, but also later a punishment.

The illustration for the third titlepage, for Book Two, at first appears quite chaotic as 

many people gather around a table upon which lies a dissected corpse, but the image can 

be viewed in four horizontal stages (Gray 1981, p. 221). The central section of the image 

depicts an open lecture theatre. The people either gather in tiered balconies or crowd 

around the central table. Upon the stage and at the table a bearded lecturer stands, one 
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hand points casually upward as if a point is being expressed or to heaven; with his other 

hand he points to the partially dissected human corpse on the table, to life or discovery. 

The onlookers gaze down, chat, or steal from another student. Above this section more 

people are gathered, some resort to balancing on the columns. The students are joined 

by a skeleton, its right hand resting on its hip, its left hand holding a rod pointed at the 

dissected corpse. Between the columns and arches the night sky is revealed spotted with 

stars, a comet and a first quarter moon. A large bull's head shaped plaque rests on the 

semi-circular architecture revealing the words: 'Book Two'. In the top most section of the 

image on the architecture, more viewers gaze down upon the lecturer. They are joined by 

two cherubs holding a disk-shaped shield. Upon the shield a sceptre is in the centre 

above a book containing the words: 'via veritas vita', 'way truth life' (my translation), below 

a fish. On the left is a tree with a bird, on the right a bell. A semi-circular gap in the 

platform is filled with another plaque reading: 'Homo a se coctum esumque crustum est 

hoc fecit separatio', 'man eating a baked pie, which is made this separation' (my 

translation).
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The main resource for this image comes from the frontispiece: The Anatomical 

Chamber (attributed to Titian) of a seventeenth century book by Andreas Vesalius: De 

Human Corporis Fabrica Libri Septum. The book itself is a landmark medical text on 

anatomy as it challenged many of the long held views authored by second century 

physician Galen of Pergamon. (Curators of the University of Missouri 2011; Updike 

2001a, p. 142). The theme of learning, knowledge and using that knowledge to challenge 

long held thought is a progressive theme throughout the novel, seen by both Lanark and 

especially by Duncan Thaw who attends art-school, as both challenge authorities, either 

government, school or society. The Latin phrase and reference to the pie comes perhaps 
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in relation to the whispered speech Lanark hears while hospitalised: '… is the pie that 

bakes and eats itself...', a reference to the processed meat, a by-product of deceased 

sufferers of dragon-hide, which the inhabitants eat at the medical institute. This casts a 

different view on the titlepage, as the corpse is possibly being prepared for consumption. 

The phrase is spoken fully later when Lanark discusses the nature of politics and 

economics with Grant, a man he is introduced to upon Lanark's return to Unthank: 'Man is 

the pie that bakes and eats himself, and the recipe is separation' (Gray 1981, pp. 62, 

411).

In the fourth image, for Book Four, a section of the Earth takes up the foreground of the 

image (Gray 1981, p. 355). Populated islands rise up amongst the still black sea. Vast 

modern cities have built up on these islands, bridges connect the islands. Great vessels, 

cargo ships, sea liners and submarines traverse the seas and oceans as aeroplanes take 

to the skies. Overseeing this globe amongst the night sky and pluming clouds a giant 

bearded and crowned figure stands; only its upper body can be seen. The giant’s body is 

made up of a mass of humans. On its chest the humans appear to be the police, on its left 

arm a priest stretches its arms wide completing the elbow. In the giant’s left hand it holds 

an elaborately decorated staff or crook named persuasion, in its right a sword labelled 

force. Amongst the clouds is written: 'By Arts is formed that great Mechanical Man called 

a State, foremost of the Beasts of the Earth for Pride'. An image of a man (perhaps the 

artist) sits on a line that divides the image in two. A triptych image takes up the lower 

section of the image, each panel is divided further into three sections. On the left, four 

separate images depict the giant's force through military and police. The central section 

of the triptych upon a tasselled banner reads: 'Book Four', below the plaque notes: 'The 

matter, form and power of a Commonwealth'. The rightmost panel depicts the giant's 

persuasion, of law, lesson and mass production.
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Interpretation of the image comes through the utilisation of the frontispiece of Thomas 

Hobbes' Leviathan, in this context, a book that was a meditation on the structure of 

society and the creation of legitimate government, further good governance's role in the 

avoidance of civil war. Based on the image, the message is on the management of a 

modern state: through force or through persuasion, though it is weighed upon modern 

views toward the state. The concept ties into the events that occur during Book Four: of 

how the failure of governance and acts of government play a strong role in the downfall of 

Unthank and in the uprising of the people. Further, these images relate to greater themes 

in the novel such as societal issues like the preservation of society and the political and 
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administrative abuses that often occur to preserve normalcy for some, at the expense of 

others (Donaldson & Lee 1995, pp. 155, 158; Harvie 1991, p. 82).

Collectively the four titlepages can create a narrative sequence based around greater 

themes of each titlepage: choice, consequence, knowledge and control. For example, 

Lanark chooses to leave a declining city. In doing so he discovers truths and the 

consequences of revealing this truth is his further exile. During this time Lanark 

knowledge grows as he interacts with the world and as a father. This informs his meeting 

with governments who have greater control of situations leaving Lanark to focus on what 

is most important, family. Yet these titlepages are placed in specific positions throughout 

the narrative. 

As the titlepages provide a summary of Lanark's narrative, communicate theme and 

aspects of narrative, they can be examined in relation to an author's actions in terms of 

how these elements relate to the ordering of time. In this sense many of the aspects within 

the titlepages hint at later events, so in regard to time they relate closely to Gerard 

Genette's idea of a prolepsis or a 'narrative manoeuvre that consists of narrating or 

evoking in advance on event that will take place later' (Genette 1983, p. 40). For example, 

Book One's titlepage depicts the flooding of a city and this is enacted as part of the 

narrative in the epilogue, as the ultimate outcome for Unthank, based on the apparent 

inaction of Lanark and Unthank's government. The titlepage of Book Three, the first book 

in the sequence, contains the focal Magistra Vitae standing above the embodiment of old 

age, forgetfulness and death. This event is enacted within the epilogue, as an old, 

forgetful Lanark sits down with an illusionary magistrate to discuss the details of Lanark's 

eventual death. Further, the titlepage for Book Four aligns with Genette's idea of an 

internal analepsis, explaining events in a character’s absence, as the illustration provides 
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a sense of events that have occurred in Unthank during Lanark's absence, effectively the 

change in government and the effect of government on the city (Genette 1983, p. 50). 

Given the nature of the titlepages and their resemblance to murals, the role of these 

titlepages can be seen as more than just aesthetic; Lanark's titlepages carry elements of 

narrative, through theme or through revealing the narrative. While the illustrated titlepages 

in Lanark are of great interest due to their symbolic and narrative aspects, there are two 

other non-illustrated titlepages within the novel, one for the prologue and another for the 

epilogue. Unlike the illustrated titlepages, these two do not create a large break between 

sections of the narrative, but are used to divide sections of the narrative. Their use raises 

different concerns with regard to mimesis, structure and ornament.

In addition to the illustrated titlepages there are two other titlepages: for the epilogue 

and prologue. Neither contain illustrations but use large type to introduce each section. 

The titlepage for the epilogue functions as both an aesthetic titlepage that divides two 

narrative events and as the representation of an actual door, as the narrator notes: 'As 

Lanark pressed the surface he noticed a big word on it:' the titlepage follows (Gray 1981, 

p. 478). While it can be said that the door labelled epilogue is mimetic, a representation of 

a door, this is not true for the prologue page where it acts purely as typographic divide 

within the narrative (White 2000, p. 57). Further, the mimetic use of the epilogue titlepage 

reflects the meta-narrative discussions and typographical intrusions that Lanark enters 

into as he engages Nastler in talks about his existence and his destiny and the extra-

narrative elements of the marginalia that borders the pages.

Illustration is also found within Lanark's pages, as part of the narrative in lieu of written 

description, but it also has value in the creation of symbolic meaning that avoids cliché 

and allows for an examination of the ordering of time. As part of chapter thirty-three titled 
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'A Zone', Lanark and Rima leave the Institute going first to Unthank then to Provan; 

however, the road is long and perilous, time loops and their relationship strains. Then, on 

page 385 they see: 'There was a thirty-feet-high road sign on the grassy verge.' The 

written description of the road sign is replaced with an illustration of one pointing to the 

locations of New Cumbernauld, Imber and Unthank (Ch 37). As they progress another 

illustrated road sign on page 391 lists only Imber and Unthank (Ch 37).
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1981, p. 385).



The description of the bleak journey and landscape shape a symbolism relating to the 

characters and their relationship, which could be labelled as cliché. Often narrators, 

authors and characters avoid direct comment on the morality or characteristics of their 

characters by employing personas or disguises, in the form of other characters, to 

comment for them. (Booth 1983, p. 196). This idea was extended further, as some 

authors avoided comment directly or indirectly by instead turning to symbolism, to 

narrated descriptions of fogs and bleak nature to represent bad turns in the narrative. 

This too became avoided, as many of these elements became cliché. Wayne Booth notes 

that for symbolism to be effective it must go beyond fashion and cliché to be useful. 

(Booth 1983, pp. 196, 197). In Lanark the illustration, especially the bracketed ‘Ch 37’ 

becomes important to the formation of the symbolism and works to avoid cliché through 

the originality of use and its function. The illustration's reference to (Ch 37) relates not 

only to chapter thirty-seven in which, Lanark's and Rima's child, Alexander is born, but it 

also extends the symbolic meaning of the journey to be one of a journey through 

pregnancy, which also relates to their troubled relationship (Gray 1981, p. 386)1. The use 

of illustration elevates the passage, as Booth notes, beyond the fashion and cliché while 

creating a greater meaning for the journey.

The road signs can also embody authorial methods of ordering time through a 

prolepsis. The signs refer to events that will occur, once the characters reach their 

destination both geographically, Unthank, and in the narrative, chapter thirty-seven and 

the birth of their child and the other events that will take place. In addition, the titlepages 

act as links to aspects in the narrative, but as an element outside of the narrative, the 

1. It is not until after the first road sign that Rima reveals that she is pregnant, though it is hinted at 
earlier in the chapter.
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image of the road signs are material or entwined as part of the narrative, so are closer to 

Genette's definition of the prolepsis in narrative usage. (Genette 1983, p. 36).

Unlike much of the use of illustration before him, which was largely ornamental or as 

visual echo of the narrative, Gray uses illustration in a way that makes it material to the 

narrative. While the titlepages may not engage directly, they inform on the novel's themes 

and narrative. Further, illustration is entwined with the narrative working in lieu of written 

description, it also creates subtle symbolic meaning on the landscape and the character's 

relationship. As well as the distinct use of illustration Lanark contains typography that can 

equally be associated with the crafting of narrative.

Marginalia.

When viewed in relation to Lanark's roughly five hundred pages, marginalia populates 

a small portion. In the novel the use of marginalia can be seen through annotations as well 

as page headers and footnotes. Despite taking up a small section of the novel, the use of 

marginalia reveals aspects related to the novel and its sources, the reliability of the 

narrators and commentators as well as raising questions regarding the type of narrator. 

One of the uses of marginalia in Lanark can be seen in the ‘Index of Plagiarisms’.

The annotations known as the Index of Plagiarisms occur later in the novel, being part 

of the epilogue and act as a point to examine narrator authority, character sympathy and 

themes of determinism. In the epilogue, Lanark is taken to meet with Nastler, King of 

Provan, Unthank and self-proclaimed creator and author of Lanark's narrative. As Nastler 

begins to explain the world in which Lanark exists and his life, Nastler admits to 
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plagiarising some elements. As Lanark questions Nastler's authorship, finding that the 

author was unaware among other things of the birth of his son, columned annotations are 

inserted beside the narrative. (Gray 1981, pp. 485, 498). As noted in the table of 

contents, the annotations are created by Sidney Workman and exist outside of the story 

time acting to explore Nastler's 'theft'2. The Index categorises the sources for some of the 

novel's discourses and ideas, breaking the instances down into the units of plagiarisms 

depending on their level of severity. It should be noted that while the Index is applicable to 

the text, it ignores the illustrations, suggesting that Workman, at the time of commenting, 

was not aware of their existence. Workman also adds the occasional footnote during this 

sequence directly discrediting Nastler's claims. The passages of both the Index of 

Plagiarisms and the footnotes act as background information, they are also arguments 

against Nastler's authorial creation and the facts related to Lanark. 

At the surface, the Index of Plagrisms and the footnotes can be used to decipher the 

origins of sections in the novel, if the reader chooses to pursue them, yet the sections also 

act to discredit Nastler as a reliable authority over the creation of the world, and as a 

narrator. Though Workman too begins to stumble over the writing of the Index and 

creates false entries for the sake of argument discrediting his own reliability as a 

commentator. For example, Workman refers to chapter 48, yet the chapter does not exist. 

Workman also notes the plagiarism of pieces taken from characters in the novel such as 

Lord Monboddo. (Gray 1981, pp. 493, 494). Workman's air of criticism and defence of 

Lanark becomes as unreliable as Nastler's attempts to convince Lanark of his 

omniscience and authorship. The use and misuse of these elements creates a greater 

relationship, or sympathy from the reader toward Lanark, as Lanark appears to be the 

2. Sidney Workman is a reoccurring character in the works of Alasdair Gray, also appearing in Old 
Men in Love to provide an epilogue.
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only emotionally stable character throughout the event (Booth 1983, p. 185). The instance 

also relates to the theme in the novel, and perhaps much of early Scottish literature in 

general, of determinism, of whether Lanark is in control of his own destiny or whether it is 

authored by others. In this instance both 'author' and commentator are relayed as equally 

unreliable. Despite Nastler's unreliability Lanark accepts his written path, but negotiates a 

slightly happier end (Gray 1981, pp. 496 - 499).

The events occurring during the Index of Plagiarisms also reveal differing levels of 

narrative order. The events can be divided between story-time, of the dialogue between 

Nastler and Lanark and the narrative-time, of the implied author and his narrator agent 

Workman in a present tense (Genette 1983, p. 53). What this short section reveals are 

two different time periods. Lanark and Nastler are presented in a past tense and the 

authorial narrator and the narrator agent, Workman, exist in a present tense of the writing 

of the novel. 

The time difference is also apparent through the changing page headers, but these 

also show authorial intrusion, or authorial control of their distance to the narrative. For 

most of the novel the headers are uniform, the title of the chapter becomes the header for 

the chapter. However, during the Index of Plagiarisms, each page has a different header. 

This usage raises questions in regard to whether these headers are authorial as in 

commentary and narrative or structural to aid the act of reading. While the headers of 

most of the novel are uniform appearing as structural elements of the novel, the headers 

change during the Index of Plagiarisms. The implied author intervenes to provide a 

summary of this complex section breaking, the structural element of the headers and 

creating something close to an authorial act. This action also adheres to what Wayne 
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Booth noted as the implied author, no matter how hard they try to hide will, always be 

visible through their choices (Booth 1983, p. 20).

The marginalia and the intrusions of various voices raise the question of the kind of 

author employed within Lanark. The implied author utilises different types of narrator to 

tell the story. However, the issue is further complicated as narrators intrude during the 

telling of the story. While, Lanark does employ some changes in perspective, such as 

Lanark's attempt at a journal, which is in first person, most of the novel is contained within 

a third person perspective. To a greater extent the kind of narrator utilised by the implied 

author can be largely described as an unacknowledged undramatised narrator, but also 

omniscient. Unacknowledged, because the narrator does not refer to himself at any point. 

There is no 'I' or 'we' to reference the narrator. Further, the narrator is undramatised, as 

the narrator may be omniscient and choose who to inhabit, but is more often than not 

visible only through the use of third person pronouns to organise speech. This kind of 

narrative is what Gerard Genette called hetrodiegetic, or one where the narrator is 

absent, as opposed to the homodiegetic narrative where the narrator is the character. 

(Barthes 1975, p. 261; Booth 1983, pp. 151 – 153, 160; Genette 1983, pp. 214 – 215; 

Todorov 1971, pp. 27 - 28).

The above examinations of Lanark’s narrator also raise questions over the role of 

Nastler. Nastler proclaims himself to be Lanark's author, proving his point by showing 

Lanark a piece of paper which contains Lanark's previous actions (Gray 1981, p. 481). 

While Nastler could be seen as a dramatised narrator, the narrator telling the story, as 

noted, the narrator in Lanark is largely seen as unacknowledged, not a character, which 

Nastler is. Further, even if Nastler is the author of Lanark, this is not his role in this scene. 

The scene remains in the hands of an unacknowledged narrator. Nastler, as he agrees 
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with Lanark, is closer to God. His authority in this scene is social and political, looking to 

control the life of Lanark. 

As the Index of Plagiarisms takes part outside of the story-time of the narrative this 

process creates another voice, that is open to exploration as to its role and association 

with narration and narrative. With the introduction of the Index of Plagiarisms outside of 

the main narrative, it adds a second, detached, voice to the narrative, that of Sidney 

Workman. As noted earlier, Workman could be called a character, though not directly part 

of the narrative, but of the meta-narrative exchange between Nastler and Workman. Yet, 

Workman's role as a deliverer of facts defies his role as a character. As Wayne Booth 

notes, characters are subjective, they cannot relay facts and this is clearly what Workman 

is doing (Booth 1983, p. 175). Further, as Workman’s commentary is located outside of 

the story-time, of the meeting between Lanark and Nastler, this makes him closer to a 

narrator employed by implied author. In this instance, the implied author assumes a 

disguise or adopts the persona of Workman to apply direct judgment, and influence the 

reader's judgment, upon Nastler, through the Index and footnotes, while the implied 

author retains the air of objectivity, avoiding direct comment (Booth 1983, pp. 155, 179, 

183; Genette 1983, p. 217).

Differing from Nastler and Workman, the oracle introduced in Book Three is 

acknowledged in the narrative as the narrator of Duncan Thaw's story. In both books one 

and two, the oracle is undramatised in the telling of the story, so does not exist within the 

narrative. The oracle acts as persona or agent of the implied author to tell the story. Yet 

this arrangement changes as the oracle tells its own story. Through the prologue, the 

perspective of the novel changes to first person, and the oracle is dramatised, though 

remains an agent or perspective used for telling the story. Gerard Genette notes this kind 
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of usage as introdiegetic-homodiegetic narrator, one in which: 'a narrator in the second 

degree who tells his own story'. This refers to an observer, retelling events, rather than an 

agent of the implied author who may affect the narrative. (Genette 1983, pp. 153, 245). 

Further, the oracle's recounting of its own existence, as well as the telling of Thaw's life, 

occurs within different narrative levels in relation to Lanark's own narrative. This can be 

seen in that the stories are divided from Lanark's narrative through the layout of the 

sections, the prologue and the two books of Thaw's life. (Genette 1983, p. 228). In terms 

of authority as a narrator, unlike Sidney Workman, the oracle has its own back story, 

which it tells to allay Lanark's questions of believability and reliability. The oracle also 

acknowledges its contradictions later heightening its authority. (Gray 1981, pp. 105, 117). 

The characters accept the oracle's authority, which differs from Nastler, who argues with 

Lanark over the irregularities of the narrative. The oracle differs from the other two 

narrator agents, as the oracle is created by the implied author as a logical means to 

impart Lanark's past, yet in doing so the implied author must first create an authenticity 

and reliability about the oracle's role as a narrator, an act not done for either Nastler or 

Sidney Workman.

Outside of the narrative, marginalia elements like the annotations, page headers and 

footnotes allow for examination of elements of narration such as creating ties between 

readers and characters, exploring theme and how the implied author utilises narrators to 

create the appearance of authorial neutrality. Just as marginalia within Lanark reveals 

many authorial elements of the novel, other elements such as the layout of chapters and 

the ordering of books exposes the authorial relationship to their distance from the 

narrative through their intervention.
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Composition of Lanark's Chapters.

The irregular structure of a novel engages topics in regard to the ordering of time, the 

structure’s relationship to authorial control of their distance from the narrative and also 

highlight themes of the novel. While not unusual in itself Lanark's story structure is out of 

chronological order as it begins in the middle. This is represented as Lanark starts at 

Book Three, presenting the entrance of Lanark, the events in Unthank and the Institute. 

This is followed by a prologue, then books one and two, which follow the early life of 

Duncan Thaw. The novel finishes with a return to Lanark in Book Four. The novel's 

ordering, specifically the placement of books one and two, conforms closely to what 

Genette defines as analepsis: 'any evocation after the fact of an event that took place 

earlier than the point in the story where we are at a given moment' (Genette 1983, p. 40). 

Though further defined as an internal analepsis, where the event relayed is tied in with the 

main narrative, but a return to an earlier part of the story. So in this instance, the novel 

breaks from Lanark at the Institute and returns after recounting the past, rather than 

begin where Thaw's story should end, with Lanark in Unthank. On note though is that the 

chapters themselves commit to the narrative order as they follow from one to fourty-four. 

This raises questions in regard to authorial intrusion upon the narrative revealing aspects 

of their distance.

In regard to authorial intrusion or their control of distance, both Wayne Booth and Dorrit 

Cohn note, no matter how hard an author tries to disguise his or her presence, within 

characters or narrators, they are revealed through the narrative's organisation (Booth 

1983, p. 19; Cohn, 1978, pp. 26, 31). As Booth further notes, these changes need occur 

to the natural order of the narrative (Booth 1983, p. 19). This idea exposes Lanark to two 

different ways of viewing the implied author and their intrusion. First, if the assumption 
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that the novel makes about the connection between Thaw and Lanark as the same 

person is correct, the breaking of the chronological order of the story through the books 

reveals the subjectivity of the implied author through the direct manipulation of the story 

order beginning with Duncan Thaw and ending with Lanark. Second, within Lanark, the 

narrative order is kept intact through the sequential chapter numbering, the break 

between Books One and Two is not a story break, it is one that takes place within the 

narrative as it is an account told through the oracle and does not break the narrative time. 

So, in this instance, the implied author cannot be seen to manipulate the narrative through 

the ordering, so remains at a distance. The structuring of the novel in this fashion 

positions Lanark as the main protagonist of the novel rather than Duncan Thaw, whose 

presence is related to further characterise Lanark. The titlepages act as an organisational 

divide, though still reveal the author through their use, but the implied author avoids direct 

manipulation of the narrative. The book's breaks also serve to relate to the theme of the 

divided self, here related to age, as both Lanark and Duncan Thaw follow similar paths of 

the rejection of social norms3. While Lanark’s irregular structure is an example of a 

specific instance of Gray’s composition within the narrative to render literary effects, Gray 

also utilises widely adopted typographic effects within his novel.

General Typographic Usage.

The general use of typography through italics, bolds, capital letters and ellipses are 

employed throughout many writing genres. In literature these typographic elements are 

often used to highlight changes in language and thought, voice or scene, or serve to 

3. The twentieth anniversary edition of Lanark was printed and bound as four separate books, so 
in effect the reader could, if they chose, ignore any organisation of the author and read the books in 
their numerical order (King 2002, p. 100). This defies the chapter order but the re-ordering allows 
for a story-time order to remain.
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represent another written form. Typographic usage can be examined through its function 

within the text to provide additional information or as representation. The usage can also 

be evaluated through its stylistic application or of how it reveals the relationship between 

the character and the narrator.

Representation of Written Material.

In Lanark typography is utilised to represent various genres of writing. Through this 

usage it highlights aspects of form, attention and character perspective. This usage can 

also highlight how the methods utilised impact upon the relationship between the authorial 

narrator and the characters.

On page 187, Duncan Thaw awakens afflicted by his severe asthma, initially afraid, he 

still feels pain, but his fear begins to subside, then:

Breathing hoarsely, he took a notebook 
and pen from the bedside table and wrote in big shapeless 
words:

Lord God you exist you exist and my punishment proves it. My  
punishment is not more than I can bear what I suffer is just already  
the pain is less because I know it is just I won't ever do that thing  
again, it will be a hard fight but with your help I am able for it I won't  
ever do that thing again.

The layout and typographic change, indentation and italics, are utilised, not only to attract 

attention and recreate a form, but to also highlight changes in narration (Levenson 1992, 

p. 95). The change in layout marks a shift in character perspective, but also one of form, 

from narration to monologue. The writing in this example and the typography may follow 

what Dorrit Cohn suggests as a characteristic of narrated monologue. Cohn notes that, as 
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the authorial omniscient narrator abandons narrating, he adopts the perspective of the 

character to give the writing and scene a greater impact or emotional meaning. As part of 

this form, the italics, shows that the narrator steps further back adopting the idiom of the 

character's handwriting, italics being a close representation, which creates greater 

authenticity and emotional impact, as the writing appears to be directly from the 

character. (Cohn 1978, pp. 69 - 70).

Letters and notes written in the past, but read in the present utilise similar typographic 

representations, but raise questions about who speaks. A note left on a bed for Lanark on 

page 456 to 457 is similarly laid out to Thaw's diary entry, though without the indentation. 

The lead up to the note is described: 'He [Lanark] hurried back and found the empty 

cubicle. A note lay on the carefully made bed' (Gray 1981, p. 456). There is no further 

action applied to the note or after its showing. There is no description of the text nor does 

the narrator reference an act of reading from Lanark. This may suggest that the text is 

either a direct replication by the narrator, the italics representing handwriting or, given the 

setup, the narrator uses Lanark's perspective to view the note, it is Lanark's thought or 

voice that is replicated through the italics. While the italics may be replications of speech 

patterns, the layout points to a replication of Rima's handwriting as the narrator does not 

refer to any act of reading or speaking on Lanark's part. Nonetheless, the replication here 

shows that the authorial narrator exists in two aspects, as an organiser, recreating the 

note in typographical form, then as it either adopts Lanark's perspective to read the note, 

or represents Rima's note to appear as untouched or authentic as possible, promoting the 

emotional aspect of the contents of the letter (Booth 1983, p. 153).

Lanark also contains many representations of news articles, pamphlets and passages 

from books that replicate the typefaces and layouts of the required styles. More often than 
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not the implied author adopts the perspective of the character to view the media, as the 

narrator will use direct reporting: 'Lanark read' for example. The usage is similar to Rima's 

letter, in that the layout, while organised by the authorial narrator, is unaltered from what 

the character would see. The implied author here adopts the character's viewpoint. 

Newspaper pages, as well as Rima's letter, attempt to represent an original form to stand 

out, to show that it is a different section, but also to show that these pieces have an 

authenticity, they retain their authority or truthfulness by appearing as unaltered 

(Levenson 1992, p. 114). To alter the forms may suggest a subjective reading by the 

character, or if a summary, reveal the manipulations of the implied author as they choose 

what is important for the reader (Levenson 1992, p. 116).

Changes to typography in regard to diary entries, letters and signage show a change 

that attracts attention, but also one that replicates handwriting and style, allowing the 

authorial narrator to remain somewhat behind the scenes. This kind of usage is also 

replicated in character's speech.

Tonal Change Through Typography.

As with typographic changes for written texts, bold, italics and layout changes for 

speech are largely used to represent changes to aspects of tone of voice and relate to 

idiomatic representations. But like the representation of newsprint or a note, tonal change 

highlights a point of interest, whether introduced by a narrator or indirectly by the 

character's tone of voice. On page 4: 'Sludden pursed his mouth as if tasting sourness. 

‘”This is hardly a season for daylight"'. The narrator already introduces the tone of the 

speech with a direct comment, the italics serve to replicate the description and sharpen 
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the tone, to focus on the word 'daylight', which is important to Lanark. This differs from the 

usage scattered throughout pages 388 to 389 where Lanark reiterates phrases like: "I'm 

not an artist". The narrator does not intervene here to describe Lanark's tone of voice, the 

context had been given earlier as Lanark arguing with Rima is angry about being called a 

painter, the change here visualises Lanark's frustration and emotion at that point. Yet, the 

idiomatic representation of Lanark's anger through the tonal change is of importance to 

the scene, yet the word itself, unlike the previous example, is not as important in this 

instance (Cohn 1978, pp. 69 - 70). Page 200 differs from the other uses as it is indented 

and uses smaller text, in addition the narrator does not describe the tone of the minister’s 

speech. However, the layout and the smaller text suggest that what the minister is doing 

is quoting, as the minister himself notes: ‘Before we proceed with the service I have been 

asked --er, to read this to you:'. Typographical changes in this instance can be utilised to 

represent character traits in certain situations, here the smaller text represents the 

minister's reluctance and his unease in reading something emotional (Drucker 2008, p. 

68). The smaller text can also reveal the minister's uncomfortable or quiet tone opposite 

of that expected from a public speaker. It is also possible to view the layout as a 

representation of the type written note itself from which the minister reads, the italics as in 

other notes in Lanark are utilised to present as authentic a piece as possible to retain the 

emotion. Tonal change in speech, whether introduced directly or indirectly, suggests not 

only an idiomatic representation of speech, but can highlight points of interest in the 

narrative that can be dramatic and bold, which is also true of the representation of aural 

effects.
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Aural Effects.

Like tone of voice, typography is often utilised to represent aural effects throughout the 

novel, highlighting sections of drama, appearing mimetic, but also comic. The first 

example comes on page 403. The narrator notes: 'The instruments and machines said 

BWAM so loudly that hearing and thought were destroyed for a second.' The use of 

capital letters represents the sound effect as part of the summary by the narrator, yet later 

the usage is continued in bold capitals, as the music continues. The re-iteration of BWAM 

re-enforces the narrator's initial telling of the noise, the use of the bold though represents 

an active representation as performed by the band and experienced by the character. 

The repetition fixes its quality as an annoyance and carries a comic or avant-garde poetic 

effect. On page 447 italics are utilised to create the sound of a dart being fired: 'froom!’ 

The effect unlike the bold and capitals is not loud and represented in italics to present a 

lighter quality. The sound effect itself is not described; the typography is used to signify 

the quality of the noise and the effect. Like the epilogue titlepage, the use here of BWAM 

and froom!, utilises mimesis to replicate the sound effect, further by utilising typography in 

this fashion it creates a more authentic form and like the illustrated road signs does not 

require description by the narrator. While recreations of aural effects appear ornamental, 

they do represent a mimetic function recreating the aural aspect of the effect. The 

typography used affects the reading of the sound and creates a sense of it taking place in 

the moment, rather than a narrated summary. The use of mimetic forms and figural idioms 

can also be applied to the inner thoughts of characters.
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Italics for Inner Thought.

The examination of the inner thoughts of characters has had a large impact upon 

literature beginning in the nineteenth century, but also on the role of the author and 

narrator and their neutralisation by the character's mind through methods of narration 

(Cohn 1978, pp. 21, 25). Improvements are made further through typographic usage. 

Levenson notes that typography plays a large role in the representation of mental 

structures and this is true for Lanark (Levenson 1992, p. 94). On page 186, Thaw's 

thought is unquoted -as opposed to the speech thought in the same paragraph. However, 

unlike the other thoughts that Thaw has in the same paragraph this one differs, as the 

narrator notes that: 'He was about to faint when a sudden thought formed complete –if I 

deserve this it is good–'. This kind of speech or thought is closest to direct or reported 

speech, as the thought is preceded by a flag by the authorial narrator for thought, the 

words are also unaccompanied by speech marks. However, the scene could also be 

interpreted as stylised speech, in which the narrator directly copies the style of the 

character's thought. In this regard, the use of italics represents the mimetic function of the 

suddenness of the thought, further adding to the drama of the moment. (Genette 1983, 

pp. 172, 184). This can be compared to the sentence in the previous paragraph: 

Fear became 
panic and broke his mind into a string of gibbering half-
thoughts that would not form: I can't you are I won't it does it 
will drowning no no no no drowning in no no no no air I can't 
you are it does.... (Gray 1981, p. 186).

The use of repetition and lack of punctuation marks is part of the idiomatic representation 

of panic. The same panic exists in the first example; yet, italics are required to represent 

the brevity, the suddenness of thought to supplement the narrator's description. 
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Typography as a function of Idiomatic representation, especially of consciousness, 

constitutes a large part of Gray’s next novel 1982, Janine.

In terms of the character and narrator relationship in representing thought, Cohn 

suggests that this style is part of a figural idiom adopted by the narrator, where the 

character's perspective begins to control how the narrator reports the speech (Cohn 

1978, p. 70). The narrator only briefly allows the character to control the perspective; 

while the narrator still narrates, the character takes control of the emotional energy of their 

speech through typographic representation. Wayne Booth notes though that these inside 

views can create another narrator, but due to the small length of the quotes appears as 

an extended inner view or as stream-of-conscious. (Booth 1983, p. 164). Ann Banfield 

suggests a character's consciousness is never truly open to the narrator. The 

consciousness is a reproduction by an implied author, using a hypothetical narrator. The 

use of italics according to Banfield is a utility of the narrator to create a representation of 

the character's stress. (Banfield 1982, p. 211). Despite the differing theories in regard to 

the narrator's position and much like speech, the narrator utilises typography to represent 

the tone and style of thought. Additional representations of consciousness and speech 

patterns are also presented through the use of ellipses.

Ellipses.

Lanark contains ellipses that are utilised in various forms throughout the narrative. The 

use of ellipses presents patterns of thought and speech, to create a focus on pertinent 

information or fragments overheard by characters and in the replication of film effects. 
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Further they can reveal aspects of narration associated with direct and indirect methods 

of reporting speech and thought.

On page 364 to 365 ellipses are utilised to present fragments of speech. They take 

part in presenting views toward the director of the Institute and foreshadowing concerns 

about the state of the hospital: 

Three  chamberlains  talked  quietly  by 
the pedestal while the rest babbled in clusters on the bench.
"...not honouring us, it's the creature he's honouring..."
"His secretary is an algolagnics man."
"..... but he'll maintain the differential....."
"If he doesn't he's opening the floodgates to a free-for-all."

The narrator is directly involved in the reporting of this information through the structuring 

of the conversation, including the use of ellipses. Ellipses in the above example serve 

predominantly as a means to present fragments of speech. In addition, ellipses provide 

the narrator a means to distinguish the three voices in the conversation without additional 

identification; the first character through the correct use of ellipses, the second through 

complete sentences and the third through the breaking of ellipsis rules with five full-stops. 

By structuring the fragmented conversation in this way it allows the narrator to avoid 

surplus information and focus on the topic of the conversation and its implications to the 

overall narrative. Page 62 reveals more direct usage and similar implementation of 

ellipses, yet the implied author chooses to inhabit Lanark as a means to filter information:

... yet amid the roaring and the gongings he 
could hear distinct fragments of speech spoken by nobody in 
the vicinity:
"...is the pie that bakes and eats itself..."
".....is that which has no dimensions....."
"...is the study of the best..."
".....an exacting game and requires patience....."
(Gray 1981, p. 62).
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Both of these examples are direct discourse, yet they show two kinds of fragmentation. 

As Wayne Booth notes the omniscient authorial narrator intrudes when necessary to 

provide privileged information. (Booth 1983, p. 160). This idea relates to the first example 

in which the narrator directly intervenes on the scene to relate the dialogue, focusing in on 

the important aspects of this dialogue, leaving the remainder as atmospheric babble. 

Further, this information is not noted as being heard by Lanark. The second contains a 

perspective shift as the event is witnessed by Lanark, these are actual fragments of 

speech, the narrator is still present, but the perspective and experience shifts through the 

character, as noted through 'he could hear', as opposed to the first example which occurs 

through no character. The first example is relevant to part of the linear narrative, of 

Lanark's exposure to the bureaucracies, the second plays a more thematic role of the 

value of humanity, as the phrases are raised several times and relate to the themes of the 

narrative.

Another example of ellipses shows not only direct commentary, but movements in 

time. During a speech by Monboddo at a conference on page 543, a question is raised as 

to Lanark's health, then Monboddo's speech is described by the narrator as: 'Monboddo's 

strong quiet voice purred like a stupefying wind.' An ellipsis follows framing the fragments 

of his speech as it entwines with comments by other delegates. While the narrator directly 

informs the reader of the tone of Monboddo's voice, the fragmentation represents gaps, a 

drifting in and out of the dull speech, which is emphasised indirectly, as the narrator uses 

Lanark's poor health to justify and represent the fragments of speech, but also to focus on 

the other delegates’ comments. Further, this kind of example serves to represent as 

Genette notes, a narrative ellipsis: 'a leap forward without any return', as the whole 

speech is never fully revealed or returned to (Genette 1983, p. 43). While the fragments 

can be seen as symbolic, they also present small shifts forward in time where the content 
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between is lost. Eventually even Monboddo realises his speech is loosing his audience 

and gets an offsider, Weems, to liven up the crowd, though be it with two minutes of 

silence to remember the dead.

Similarly, ellipses are used to represent shifts in a character's perception in time, 

though presented indirectly. On page 345, a seriously depressed Duncan Thaw sits with 

an acquaintance he does not recognise. Before the series of ellipses on the same page 

the narrator notes of Thaw: 'His head ached' (Gray 1981, p. 345). Following this, the 

narrator allows Thaw's consciousness to direct the one-way conversation, his sore head 

allowing only fragments to be recorded, further enforcing the narrator's report of Thaw's 

sore head:

She said, "Do you remember you once 
said illness was useful sometimes?"
He stared at her.
"Well, my doctor's told me the same thing. You see, my mother 
committed suicide when I was three which probably... and then 
I lived with my aunt and the doctor thinks I made myself ill to... 
to be attended to. He said first I gave myself pleurisy and then 
anæmia and then colds, so now I'm going to a psychiatrist. Are 
you all right?" (Gray 1981, p. 345).

The narrator then interjects adding: 'he heard words but they seemed meaningless' to 

relate the inner thoughts of Thaw (Gray 1981, p. 345). What may be seen here, also 

during Lanark's experience of Monboddo's speech, is as Dorrit Cohn suggests a duality 

of view points through quotation and psycho-narration. The implied author adopts the 

character's perspective, in this instance to further emphasise the mental state of Thaw. 

The use of ellipses becomes a part of the speech act of figural idiom, but in this instance 

not as replications of speech patterns, but of thought through typography. (Cohn 1978, 

pp. 69 - 70). The implied author adopts the character’s perspective, allowing the ellipses 
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to represent not a leap in linear time, but of a character's blanking out and loss of 

concentration.

Ellipses may also be used in a similar fashion to the film transition example of a fade-

in. An example of this exists on page 288, which shows Lanark drifting into a dream or 

day-dreaming.

“...  an art  school  without classes or examinations where life 
drawing, morbid anatomy, tools, material and information are 
free to whoever  wants them. I  am ready to lay these plans 
before  the director  and the  board of  governors,  but  without 
your loyalty I can do nothing.”

A single ellipsis introduces Lanark’s speech mid-sentence acting like a fade-in used in 

film. Time is not altered as the paragraph beforehand portrays Lanark within the dream, 

the next paragraph introduces his speech beginning with the ellipsis, creating an effect of 

his voice fading into focus. Overall, the use of ellipses in Lanark can reveal the methods 

of omniscience and mimesis used by the implied author in presenting a character's 

thoughts, it also allows the speech patterns of the character to suggest or reinforce 

mental states or a general atmosphere, further ellipses provide methods to focus on 

information and show movements in time.

Through the examination of illustration and typography as an element of narrative 

design it highlights the complexity of the narrative positions used by Alasdair Gray in 

Lanark. The story of Lanark may be seen as an attempt to craft fantasy as a comment or 

discourse upon many aspects of Scottish society, yet its narrative design, including 

illustration and typography creates an additional aspect, relocating it as part of a historical 

context of narrative experimentation that was blooming throughout the twentieth century. 
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Gray's next novel 1982, Janine builds upon the typographical usage found in Lanark 

furthering the level of exploration of the relationship between narrator and character and a 

greater degree of exploration in the rendering of a character’s consciousness.
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Chapter 6: 1982, Janine.

As opposed to the epic narrative and entwined personalities within Lanark: A Life in 

Four Books (hereafter: Lanark), 1982, Janine follows a single character, John 'Jock' 

McLeish, and is an exploration of his thoughts and memories as he struggles through a 

personal crisis. While both novels examine politics and the act of control, 1982, Janine 

also explores more personal themes of escapism, inadequacy and loneliness as well as 

failure and redemption. 1982, Janine also contrasts Lanark in how it approaches the use 

of typography, as 1982, Janine is a more focused experiment in the rendering of 

consciousness through typography. This is opposed to Lanark which utilises a wide range 

of techniques to present an epic narrative, its world and characters. 1982, Janine’s 

typographic rendering of consciousness facilitates the character's internal monologue as 

it relates to conveying states of mind, actions and emotions. Additional usage can be 

seen through marginalia and the table of contents. Finally, 1982, Janine utilises 

typography to convey changes to tones of speech and present written media. Through the 

manipulation of typography, Alasdair Gray renders a man's internal struggle with his past 

and present to overcome a personal crisis and become a better person.
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Narrative.

After collapsing during a security presentation, John McLeish rents a hotel room to rest 

and recuperate. He could have easily travelled home, but decided to rent a room. With 

little to do, the room is nondescript, there is nothing to read other than a bible and unable 

to sleep, McLeish begins to fantasise. He begins slowly by building a scene and 

introducing the main character, Janine, who is being driven to an undisclosed destination 

for a job offer. McLeish breaks from his fantasy to undress, while doing so he notes that 

he has a problem, sex, but realises that most of Britain has a problem of some kind, part 

of which is they are not required to think, this is done by others. Rather than delve further 

into the thought, he returns to his fantasy.

Remembering Janine as a character from his youth, McLeish recalls memories of his 

mother, of happier times, but acknowledges her hardship, also the boredom of raising a 

family and being a housewife. Regretting this familial recollection, McLeish attempts to 

temper his thoughts through whisky, then returns to his fantasy. Yet this does not last long 

and begins a pattern throughout the first part of the novel. McLeish builds more 

complicated and sexualised fantasies, entwining characters such as Superb and Big 

Momma as well as Janine and Helga, to distract from painful memories of his ex-wife 

Helen, a brief post separation affair with Sontag and his childhood memories of a teacher 

known as Mad Hislop. McLeish's attempt to control his memories and fantasies fails, 

causing an initial breakdown. More fantasies follow, as McLeish sees himself as director 

of low grade films, though this raises more memories that are further entwined with 

thoughts on politics, business and Scottish independence. To overcome these bad 

memories McLeish drinks more whisky in an attempt to produce good memories, but this 

too ultimately fails.
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Following this, McLeish realises that his earlier collapse may cost him his job, 

nonetheless he feels that he is tired of being an instrument used by others. This makes 

him remember two opposites from his past: a former lover, Denny, whom he courts then 

subtly begins to control and Alan, an engineering student, an independent intelligent man, 

whom McLeish looked up to.

As McLeish continues his fantasies and memories another voice begins to invade, 

which poses questions he does not want to hear. As the memories and small voices 

continually intrude, McLeish turns to barbiturates. The overdose of drugs and alcohol 

cause great pain within McLeish's system and on his consciousness. Yet, he survives, 

though is overcome with emotion and exhaustion, so collapses into sleep, when he 

awakens he begins to remember how he went wrong.

McLeish returns to his earlier life, time with his parents and his move away to attend 

the Glasgow Royal Technical College, where he meets and lives with Denny, his 

friendship with Alan and also meeting Helen, an actor. It is during this period that through 

Alan, McLeish is volunteered as a lighting technician for an amateur play as part of a 

festival. The performance is troubled, they have no equipment and the rehearsals show a 

performance that is fair, but needs work. Yet, through stage and technical adjustments as 

well as role changes, the group’s performance attracts attention. Additional problems 

arise for McLeish as he commutes between the performance and his lodgings, causing 

Denny to worry that he may never return. Further, English performers arrive dividing the 

group, causing arguments that lead to a falling out between the cast and an upset and 

drunken Helen sleeps with McLeish. By the end of the performance run the director had 

been arrested, the grand set dismantled and the show returns to the small audiences it 
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originally performed before. Upon returning home McLeish abandons Denny and is 

pressured into marrying Helen after she reveals her pregnancy, even though this turns out 

to be false. Around this time McLeish also learns of Alan's death, having fallen from a 

roof.

Pulling away from his memories McLeish realises he can no longer be the 'damned 

chilly gentlemanly mild-mannered selfcrushing bore'. He needs to be better (Gray 2003, 

p. 323). He opens the curtains and finds it is morning. While attempting to fantasise, the 

interrupting voice draws him back to reality. McLeish writes a resignation letter then 

begins to wonder what he will do with his time, before returning to his fantasy, yet this 

leads him to recall a confrontation with his teacher who was berating another child. The 

confrontation results in the teacher's breakdown, on reflection McLeish feels he did 

something just. As the novel ends, in his fantasy Janine begins to enter the stage for her 

performance. McLeish too feels that he is ready to advance, to begin anew.

Typographical Elements.

In Gray's first novel Lanark the integration of illustrations as part of the narrative was a 

major element in the examination of experimental elements and their relationship to 

narrative and narration; in 1982, Janine it is the typographic rendering of McLeish's 

consciousness that is the focus. This can be seen in the conveying of idiomatic thought, 

argument and tone of voice and also in emotional and physical states. The use of 

typography in rendering consciousness shows an adherence to the choice of a first 

person perspective. More specifically this communicates McLeish's pressured states of 

mind without breaking from the monologic mode of narration into a descriptive mode, 
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which potentially withdraws from the immediacy, focus and the drama of the story, but 

also breaks the flow of the thought. Typographic elements function throughout the novel 

to convey McLeish's thoughts, actions and feelings. These aspects of the novel can be 

explored in regard to their function in the monologue and their relationship to the actions 

of the narrator. While the main typographical points can be found in the rendering of the 

character’s consciousness, other aspects related to typography and narration can be 

found in the use of marginalia and in the table of contents as it relates to their relationship 

to the monologue, the creation of abridged forms of the story and aspects of time in 

regard to narration. Typographic changes can also be seen in the rendering of a 

character's tone of voice, to signal their absence or as part of the creation of sound 

effects, creating a visual impact, while also presenting mimetic aspects of speech. Finally, 

typography is also utilised in the representation of various media, again to highlight 

change and create a sense of authenticity.

Narration.

Aspects of typography used in the rendering of consciousness and the confessional 

aspect of the novel facilitate the methods through which 1982, Janine is told. 1982, 

Janine shares many aspects with immediate speech or an internal monologue specifically 

an autonomous monologue (Cohn 1978, pp. 176 - 187; Genette 1983, pp. 171, 193). The 

autonomous monologue itself is a continuation of other forms of writing such as 

confessional literature, memory narratives and epistolary novels (Cohn 1978, p. 175). As 

Dorrit Cohn notes, both internal monologues and autonomous monologues suggest a 

form of communication that is an unvoiced self address or: 'a discourse addressed to no 

one, a gratuitous verbal agitation without communicative aim' (Cohn 1978, pp. 174, 222, 
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223). It is a form where the speaker and the listener are effectively the same entity (Cohn 

1978, pp. 226, 245). While it is a self address, the speaker can create agents of the mind 

as part of the internal monologue, which take part in the characters’ self-examination, 

interrogation and reflection. These agents also act as a means to convey the character’s 

isolation. (Cohn 1978, pp. 225, 245). This form of self address also creates the illusion of 

the absence of a manipulating narrator, as the form focuses on the figural voice. This 

creates an emphasis on the experiencing character’s thoughts as it relates to memories, 

emotions, the movement of time and, occasionally, gestures. (Cohn 1978, pp. 218 - 220, 

222).

In internal monologues as the thought is more important than other aspects, so 

external description or identification of movements are few or, as occurs in 1982, Janine, 

are conveyed through McLeish's thought process. Although appearing static during his 

monologue, typography, in the form of type styles and composition function as a part of 

the identification of McLeish’s actions, avoiding the direct and full description either within 

the character’s monologue or indirect narration by a manipulating author. (Cohn 1978, pp. 

222, 234, 241). The typographic use facilitates the internal monologue through its focus 

on direct address, non-linearity and character consciousness to relate mimetic forms of 

expression including physical, mental and emotional states of mind that appear to be 

directly expressed by the character.

Rendering Consciousness.

As A. E. Levenson notes, typographic structures play a large role in the rendering of 

mental states (Levenson 1992, p. 92). This rendering of consciousness is an abstract 
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idea, one that may be best suited to typographical changes, as opposed to a description 

of conscious states by a narrator. As noted, most of 1982, Janine takes place within 

McLeish's mind. Changes to typography relay the character's idiom, communicating 

mental, emotional and physical pleasure and pain, but also McLeish's struggle to control 

his thoughts. 

The rendering of states of mind can be presented in many ways. One such method 

can reflect idiomatic thought. On page 59, as McLeish attempts to avoid thoughts about 

his past, turning to alcohol: 'WHISKY quickquickquickquickquick on the floor...' the un-

spaced repetition conveys McLeish's hurried thoughts, presenting his panic directly. This 

kind of representation is also utilised in the presentation of a character's state through the 

reduction of legibility. On page 104, as McLeish’s fantasises are continually invaded by 

thoughts of politics and his past, the pressure to forget forces him to drink greater 

quantities, in doing so he stupefies himself. The result begins to effect the structure of 

some of his thoughts: 'tallslenderhandsomlonghaired' and 'Verimportant'. Functionally, the 

typography utilised through the removal of spacing, effects legibility and suggests slurred 

thoughts (Burtin 1949, p. 96). In addition, this typographic structuring circumvents the 

need for additional description of McLeish’s physical state, by himself or externally, and 

his decline in the control of his own mind.

Changes to type styles, such as the use of capital letters, are also utilised to portray a 

mental reaction to a physical response of over stimulation:

And his hands cruelly grasp her buttocks and DANGER 
OVEREXCITEMENT DANGER OVEREXCITEMENT,   
THINK OTHER THINGS QUICK WHAT? ANYTHING, 
THESE I HAVE LOVED THE ROUGH MALE KISS OF 
BLANKETS, GOOD STRONG THICK STUPEFYING 
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INCENSE SMOKE and jellies smoother than the creamy curd 
(Gray 2003, pp. 70 - 71).

McLeish's belief of danger or the loss of physical and mental control, triggers a panicked 

state of mind. The function of the capital letters is largely one of contrast. The capital 

letters in this instance contrast the normal text of the fantasy, it is a sharp visual break 

shown through typographical change. Further, the typographical change also reflects 

McLeish's thoughts and the tone of these thoughts. The panicked inner voice is no longer 

able to sustain the syntax of the earlier part of the sentence; the words become 

capitalised, rapid single statements containing repetition, in an attempt to quickly alert 

himself to the danger and change the subject. The distraction is a success as the last part 

of the sentence returns to normal type, conveying relaxed thought, though the imagery is 

still abstract. This section too highlights aspects of McLeish's character. The contrast in 

the use of typography reveals an initial decline in power of a character who in reality 

exerts control over his fantasies and who presents himself as in control. (Drucker 2008, p. 

68).

A similar example draws together three typographical aspects of type styles: bold, 

italics and capital letters. On page 116 McLeish begins to recall his poor treatment of his 

former lover, Denny:

Denny would have looked like that nowdays if we had married. 
I hope you got pregnant, Denny.

O DENNY PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE HAVE BORNE OUR 
CHILD, GOD MAKE DENNY HAVE BORNE OUR CHILD, 
PLEASE fucking GOD fucking EXIST and fucking well MAKE 
DENNY HAVE BORNE OUR CHILD, MAKE stop DENNY 
stop HAVE BORNE please stop A CHILD PLEASE STOP. 
KNOCKING. THIS HEAD. AGAINST. THIS. WALL. Please 
Denny exist and have borne me a child
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Was I very noisy?

Listen.

The typography communicates the anguish felt by McLeish over the events through the 

use of bold and capital letters for inner anguish and italics for, initially, secondary thought. 

Yet, the two styles switch within McLeish's consciousness as there is a shift in emphasis 

between mental anguish and physical pain. The thoughts initially in italics eventually 

become the dominant voice urging him to stop, so render the shouting through bold and 

capital letters. Following this outburst, McLeish's voice returns to normal. This is shown 

through a normal type style. 

While the exposition at the end of the section reveals McLeish to be hitting his head 

against a wall, the typography and the composition presents the physical action much 

earlier. In the above example the typographic structure of the section creates a rhythm 

that suggests a physical act. The use of bold here is similar to Gray’s use of it in Lanark to 

represent the immediacy and impact of noise through the sound effect BWAM (Gray 

1981, p. 403). The initial use of bold in this example in 1982, Janine is one of McLeish’s 

anguish, as it is for much of the section. Yet, when the bold begins to act as part of a 

rhythm with the italicised inner voice, the bold begins to suggest a type of physical impact 

as it is a counter to the inner voice, more so when the sentences are reduced to one or 

few words, which also reveal exactly the type of physical impact. There is also a shift at 

that point, from the italic inner voice as one of small unfocused pleas for cessation, to it 

being the focus, but also moving the section’s focus away from McLeish’s mental anguish 

to his physical act.
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The example reflects an aspect of internal monologues in regard to the describing of 

physical activities or gestures. Characters can describe their actions as they perform 

them through varying degrees of presentation, for example in 1982, Janine, McLeish 

describes his finding and drinking from a whisky bottle:

...get the emergency bottle out of the, damn this lock, case 
under the bed. Raise lid, grasp bottle, unscrew top. Good stuff. 
Take it from the neck. Again. Again (Gray 2003, p. 59).

In this instance the break from standard syntax is a reflection of the figural centred idiom 

of McLeish’s thoughts. Descriptions in internal monologues can go even further than 

those in 1982, Janine, allowing a character to describe their actions in a more systematic 

or complete way. Characters may also remain static, as McLeish appears to do for much 

of his monologue. The two typographic examples above function as part of a figural 

centred monologue that adheres to indirect recording within the consciousness of the 

monologising character. (Cohn 1978, pp. 222, 226). Typography also takes part in the 

communication of McLeish’s mental breakdown.

The rendering of emotional states can also be seen through the layout of McLeish's 

second breakdown. Noted in the margin as ‘The Ministry of Voices’, the severe 

breakdown begins after McLeish takes an overdose of barbiturates to aid him in 

forgetting. While he initially feels the pills have worked, as he feels sleepy, this is soon 

reversed as he relays: ‘my head is crammed with engines doing different things at 

different speeds’ (Gray 2003, pp. 167, 168). The layout of the remainder of the page 

mirrors the use of capital letters, conveying excitement and panic due to loss of control. 

The next page is split into three columns one for a second voice, a second for McLeish's 

fantasy monologue and a third representing his state of mind. The space for McLeish's 
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monologue gradually reduces as the second voice and state of mind becomes the focus. 

McLeish alternates between states of cold and hot and the second voice splits into 

multiple voices. At this point the typography on the page appears to fracture becoming 

typographic patterns, the three states rendered through columns bow, shrink and bloat, 

as the other voices in McLeish's mind become louder, the physical states become more 

prominent and the narrative descends into word salad and seemingly random thoughts. 

(Gray 2003, pp. 167 – 175). The typography utilised, the chaotic layout and use of various 

type sizes and styles. Singly each section communicates aspects of McLeish’s mental 

and physical state. Yet the typographic clash upon the page forfeits focus on any one 

aspect, collectively though they render McLeish’s breakdown and convey his loss of 

control. Typography facilitates the rendering of the pain and anguish of a character who 

has taken an overdose of drugs and alcohol and of a character who after controlling of his 

emotions for so long is provided an emotional and physical release.

While all the examples so far can be explored as a form of concrete poetry, The 

Ministry of Voices, due to its size and complex typographical composition presents an 

opportunity to examine any connection (Gray 2003, p. 168). The section shares aspects 

with concrete poetry, specifically the move away from fixed forms of typography dictated 

by standards of the page toward free forms of composition and type style choice. The 

forms also share an imbalance of the visual form over the descriptive, presented through 

the written or aural. (Levenson 1992, pp. 26, 123; Pineda 1995, p.384; Scakner 1986, p. 

60). In addition, the typographical elements used in The Ministry of Voices, the 

composition and the use of type styles are material to the creation of meaning as is the 

case with concrete poetry (Eskilson 2009, p. 149; Scakner 1986, p. 62). A contradiction 

could be raised through concrete poetry's focus on the visual rather than the written, as 

McLeish's fantasy monologue continues through the centre of much of the typographic 
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change, but it too gradually declines as McLeish's mind collapses. While the section can 

be read, its focus is on the visual communication of the mind loosing control. The fantasy 

is McLeish's attempt to normalise himself and remain in control, but this gradually fails. 

(Emerson 2014, p. 98).

The Ministry of Voices can also be related to the shaped poem, where visual concepts 

are related through a typographic or graphic display. Shaped poems are qualified due to 

their representation of an image, such as Lewis Carroll's Rats Tail in Alice's Adventures 

in Wonderland. Like concrete poetry this is largely a visual form, but does not have to 

bear any resemblance to the subject, especially when it can be phonological. (Bierut et al. 

1999, pp. 21 – 25). In 1982, Janine the image is abstract, a breakdown and the 

typography conveys the abstraction rather than the words on the page.
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Following from McLeish's breakdown on pages 167 to 175, the pages that follow show 

a few words of text per line increasing in space and brevity, a sign of McLeish's 

exhaustion. What follows on pages 178 and 179 are two blank pages. Tzvetian Todorov 

said of the blank page: 'The blank page is poison, the book which tells no story kills. The 

absence of narrative signifies death' (Todorov 1971, p. 74). In this instance, given the 

chaos of the previous pages, the blank pages may be textless, but they are reflections of 

McLeish's state, as he sleeps and time passes. Todorov's explanation may function as an 

aspect of third person narrative, but in first person monologues, blank pages can convey 

states of mind through the absence of text. Further, blank pages act as markers in the 

text, as Cohn notes of interior monologues. Chapter breaks in interior monologues can 

often be seen through unnatural states, sleep for example can act as a natural boundary, 

though this is not exactly the case here. The blank pages still represent a break, though 

not a chapter break. They represent a shift in the story between McLeish's struggle with 

his personal crisis, to his opening up to a full and frank exploration of his past. (Cohn, 

1978, p. 241). There is no real indication how long McLeish sleeps. The duration of the 

monologue, the pages rendering sleep, and the sleep act may not coincide; the blank 

pages, as Gerard Genette notes on indefinite duration, make it difficult to gauge the time 

length of a page. This is poignant, as time throughout the novel moves at different 

speeds1. The blank pages then may present a summary, of time lapsed, but of no specific 

time. As the internal monologue is a figural form where the character is the focus, the 

narrator is kept at a distance so cannot compress time without being seen to interfere 

with the monologue. Without any clear indication of intervention by a narrator to compress 

1. The Ministry of Voices episode occurs at around 5:52, after his sleep McLeish notes the time to 
be ‘less than an hour till daylight, more than two hours till breakfast', which is around 8:15 a.m.. So 
he awakes around 6:15 a.m.. Yet, there is no indication whether 5:52 is morning or afternoon, so 
the blank pages can represent either a long or short duration of sleep.
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time, the blank pages remain a part of the rendering of an unspecified amount of the 

character’s sleep. (Cohn 1978, pp. 219, 240; Genette 1983, pp. 86, 106; Prince 1982, p. 

31). Indications of changes to time are also represented in 1982, Janine through ellipses.

In Lanark the idea of skips in time was shown through the use of ellipses, 

typographically this was shown through three full stops conforming to conventions of 

punctuation, yet asterisks are also a form of ellipsis. Asterisk’s manipulation in a novel’s 

narrative are seen as far back as Laurence Sterne’s Tristram Shandy, where it was used 

as a method to obscure information (Sterne 1983, pp. 348, 350). Further, Lanark showed 

that typographically the use of ellipses related to Genette's idea of a narrative ellipsis or 

small jumps in time, this can also be seen in 1982, Janine, but used differently, though 

still in relation to time and the rendering of consciousness.

On page 91 of 1982, Janine, while imagining a fantasy scene McLeish thinks of three 

outcomes for Helga while she is trapped by barbed-wire. At the third result, McLeish 

desires to slow down his fantasy and savour the moment:

So although this episode will look 
realistic it must be cunningly contrived. Better imagine it 
happening in slow motion,   * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * * * * good,* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
 * * * * * * * * * and Helga is free and stumbling toward the 
motorway naked but for white boots...
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Within McLeish there is a shift that ceases the flow of events, time still progresses, but 

there is a concentration on a specific point. The use highlights the distance between 

narrator and character as the authorial narrator makes an active choice to allow 

McLeish's emotions and state of mind to dominate over the event; the focus of the 

monologue is the character's telling of events – their view represented by the ellipses 

(Booth 1983, pp. 74 – 75). Yet, the scene itself looses importance and McLeish's mental 

state becomes a focus. What the typography also shows, the opposite of the other 

sections, is McLeish in control of his consciousness, he is calm and directing what and 

how he imagines. Much like the use of bold, capital letters and italics, the use of asterisks 

adheres to aspects of internal monologue and shows a focus on the character’s thoughts 

over narrator description. Yet, as Anne Banfield notes of mental or conscious states these 

are ultimately composed by an author. The character would not think in asterisks, the 

asterisks convey a cessation of the event and the focus on a single moment and are a 

method of rendering the thought processes of a character by its author. (Banfield 1982, p. 

211). The asterisks also represent a narrative ellipsis, which are jumps in time without a 

return within the narrative (Genette 1983, p. 40). To a degree the usage adheres to this 

idea. Yet, a narrative ellipsis does not occur for the experiencing character as this is a 

slow down in time for him, it does not skip ahead, but for the reader the asterisks do skip 

over the events recounted by McLeish in his fantasy, similar to Sterne’s usage.

Asterisks are used in a similar fashion later in the novel on pages 147, 148, 149 to 150 

as McLeish attempts to fantasise, but is unable to concentrate. As opposed to the 

previous use of asterisks, these examples convey blocked thoughts and the loss of direct 

control. 
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       ...the cinema darkens. With 
a click the screen suddenly shows * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
damn ***************************************************
**********************************************************
**********************************************************
**********************************************************
damn, damn ********************************************
**********************************************************
**********************************************************
*********************************************************
damn ********************************  no satisfaction.
(You'll have to skip this bit.) (Gray 2003, p. 148).

Again this is a rendering of the character’s consciousness. There is a focus on McLeish's 

emotions rather than the monologue he conveys. Yet, compared to the first use of 

asterisks where the ellipses conveyed a type of time shift in terms of the monologue 

presented by McLeish, this second example does not have this effect and the asterisks 

act as blanks, time is not manipulated in any sense, for the character or the reader. 

However, both uses represent the exclusion of information that creates a focus on the 

character's emotions and at what is blocked from view. This presents a contrast between 

the two uses of asterisks, the character in control and the character loosing control. In 

addition, as with the other typographical uses, the asterisks create a substitution for 

indirect description of conscious states affected by or affecting McLeish, the asterisks 

continue to uphold the tenets of the monologue form in relation to a character's mind in 

that they are a direct rendering of thought. While asterisks are utilised to communicate 

abstract concepts like manipulations of time, icons are utilised to represent imagined 

forms from an immature mind.

Within 1982, Janine the use of Y and ⅄ are presented not as letters of the alphabet, 

but as abstracted images created within the mind of McLeish. On pages 106 and 107 as 

part of McLeish's fantasies, he notes the letters Y represent a celebrating man and ⅄, for 
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a woman bound by the hands. The letters in this instant appear to be a return to 

pictographs, symbols used to represent objects, which is opposed to phonograms, 

symbols that represent the sound of language. The use could be further described as 

ideographic, as the symbol of Y no longer has any relationship to the sounds it 

represents. Further, the letters have been removed from their role as representations of 

sounds to the rendering of an image (Drucker 1994, p. 19; Gill 1988, p. 23; Meggs 1998, 

p. 6). The use of Y as a pictograph is also an abstraction, similar to processes undertaken 

by the Dada and Futurist movements to de-familiarise objects and images. In this 

instance, the letter Y is no longer part of the alphabet, but utilised typographically to 

render an image of a man or woman. (Drucker 1994, p. 69).

Further the use of Y and ⅄ conveys aspects of McLeish’s character at that point in the 

narrative as he works through his present condition. McLeish notes on page 107 that the 

symbols were like those he created in adolescent dreams. So the use of the letters Y and 

⅄ are abstractions based on McLeish’s immature knowledge of sexuality, especially of 

women. In his modern fantasies these symbols act as part of his play with the women in 

his fantasies, as an extension of his act of control. Yet, what the use also shows is 

McLeish’s avoidance of his present condition, as with his alcohol and drug use, reverting 

to an immature and adolescent state through the use of the symbols, as a further 

conscious act to avoid his present condition. To a large extent the use of Y and ⅄ are 

similar to the use of blank pages and The Ministry of Voices, as they convey McLeish’s 

state of mind, remaining within the monologic form and rendered through a narrator or 

author.

In the second example of the asterisks the last sentence is bracketed and is a direct 

address by McLeish to his created inner voices. Other uses of brackets exist that also 
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relate to the rendering of inner voices. Beginning on page 120, McLeish's consciousness 

is invaded by a second voice, effectively his superego:

Our Harold and our 
Maggie, by playing along with the stock Exchange and cutting 
taxation and public healing, teaching and life saving services 
have given new power to the strong bits of Britain, the bits that 
keep it running.

(what bits are those?)

Who are you? Why do you quiz me like this? Don't answer 
because you are that still small voice which wants to get me 
guilty and raving... (Gray 2003, p. 120).

As the monologue progresses, McLeish associates the voice with God. Nonetheless, for 

the majority of the monologue the voice is portrayed through brackets suggesting a voice 

within, but also external to McLeish's own controlled mind. The greater use of typography 

in 1982, Janine can be associated not only with the method through which the story is 

told, but also the relationship between the narrator and character.

Narrators and Typography.

Aspects of typography are utilised throughout 1982, Janine to create subtle 

descriptions of actions or the rendering of McLeish's state of mind that come in lieu of 

indirect summary or descriptions. This follows the path of many modern authors who 

withdrew their voice as commentary from a narrative and instead allowed the focus to 

draw upon the emotional and intellectual energy of the character. By filtering the story 

through the character it was felt that this created a more natural form. This act also 

created a greater link between character and reader rather than reader and author 

through authorial narrator commentary. (Booth 1983, pp. 271, 272; Cohn 1978, p. 25). As 

the author shifted toward silence the character was then seen to plot their own path, 
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creating a sense of isolation, increasing the effect of danger and helplessness which the 

reader and the character experience together (Booth 1983, pp. 273, 274, 277, 293). The 

focus on the character created a more dramatic link between the character and the 

reader as the confession appears unimpaired by an intruding narrator. As Wayne Booth 

notes, as inside views expanded within narratives, as a part of stream-of-consciousness 

or a longer focus upon a character's thoughts, this turned the character into a narrator. 

(Booth 1983, pp. 152, 155, 164, 274, 277). So in 1982, Janine the typography functions 

as part of the character appearing to be in direct control of the storytelling, forming a more 

authentic and therefore deeper connection with the reader.

Though Dorrit Cohn notes that the experiencing character does not become a narrator, 

it just takes the emotional and intellectual focus, the act of narrating is still completed by 

an external narrator (Cohn 1978, p. 26). In this instance it is still McLeish who acts as the 

narrator retelling the events of the night, the use of monologue renders a more expressive 

form. Whether McLeish becomes a narrator or not the emotional focus is almost 

completely on the character’s mind, in which many states are represented by 

typographical means to adhere to the internal monologue and avoid external narration.

Anne Banfield too disagrees with Booth, as she suggests that there is only ever one 

narrator. As Banfield states: ‘when, in narration, the first person is attached to NOW, the 

sentence passes from being a sentence of narration to being a representation of 

consciousness’. (Banfield 1982, p. 165). Banfield notes that in this form there is no 

narration as such, but representations of consciousness, recreated by a narrator. The 

character may have the illusion of being in control of the narrative, but it is the author and 

narrator that still narrates. The representation of consciousness by the author is not a 

realistic representation of the mind, the mind to the narrator, even an omniscient narrator, 
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is not visible. To render the contents of the mind the narrator utilises language and modes 

appropriate to the material. Banfield also notes that the separation of the author and 

character are idealised, there is no separation, only the author. The author is not 

represented in the text, but is an ordering influence. Any utterance that occurs in the 

present tense is rendered by the author. (Banfield 1978, p. 438; Banfield 1982, p. 211).

The character perspective may be seen through different theories, but what remains is 

that the author is constantly present and this presence can be seen in their organising 

role upon the structure of the novel and especially the composition of the typographical 

aspects of the novel (Booth 1983, p. 272; Cohn 1978, p. 26). Elements of marginalia and 

the table of contents also take part in aspects of typography and in the examination of the 

distance between experience and the act of recording.

Marginalia and the Table of Contents.

The presentation of marginalia and the table of contents are an area of typographic 

usage in 1982, Janine that is outside the rendering of conscious states, yet both still 

relate to the relationship between narrator and character and also concepts of time. 

Within the body of the monologue each page contains a one or two word summary in the 

outer margin. Will Self, in his introduction to the novel, notes that the form is similar to that 

found in many bibles, to keep the reader focused on the topic being discussed (Self, in 

Gray 2003, p. xv). The biblical reference is pertinent in this instance as the monologue 

can be viewed as a kind of confession. The effect of these statements creates a summary 

of the page's contents and collectively they can be seen to create an abridged version of 

the narrative. The same can be said of the table of contents. Joanna Drucker suggests 

that a table of contents can serve as a site for narratives as the titles of the chapters form 
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a summary of the greater novel, so act as a method of storytelling (Drucker 2008, p. 127). 

In 1982, Janine this concept is extended further as under each chapter title within the 

table of contents, the narrating McLeish writes a brief summary of the chapter. This 

mirrors a function of the marginalia, creating an abridged version of the narrative. The 

table of contents may also relate to McLeish's repentance and renewal. Each chapter 

summary acts as a confession, a final part in McLeish's renewal, a site, much like 

rendered monologue, for reflection.

The form also creates an ambiguity between the act of speaking and of writing. In 

many monologues characters appear to speak to themselves as they write, or, as in 

Dostoevsky's A Gentle Creature the character's speech is recorded by a stenographer. 

1982, Janine’s focus on the self address and the experiencing character creates the 

same ambiguity. The manipulating narrator existence is noted only through extra-

narrative elements like the table of contents and marginalia. (Cohn 1978, pp. 174, 176). 

The extra-narrative elements of marginalia and the table of contents create sites where 

the concept of the time of narrating can be analysed. While the use exists outside of 

McLeish's monologue it does relate to the idea that a narrator is always present, in this 

instance seen through the marginal intrusions. (Cohn 1978, p. 144). The use of internal 

monologues produces a form that masks the written act. Yet, as seen through the 

marginalia and the table of contents, a gap does exist between the crisis of the 

experiencing McLeish and his linguistic act as narrator of the events. (Cohn 1978, pp. 29, 

176). As Anne Banfield notes, the rendering of a character’s thoughts is not a realistic 

communication, the narrator intercedes utilising language and modes appropriate to the 

materials (Banfield 1978, p. 483). An illusion is created through the use of a monologising 

character of a chameleonic narrator who shows complete agreement with the character 

(Cohn 1978, pp. 30, 31). Though commentary still exists in 1982, Janine. It is in the 
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marginalia and the table of contents, conveying a confessional aspect and shows the 

narrating McLeish to be judging his earlier self.

The use of the table of contents can be viewed as a prolepsis of time, as it tells of 

events that will take place later in the narrative. However, for the character and in terms of 

the linear flow of events, the table of contents' creation takes place after the monologue 

and is a reflection, so can be seen as analepsis, occurring after the events and acting as 

part of the character’s reflection. Genette formulated these terms as tools to examine 

narrative, but they can still be applied to the table of contents and marginalia due to their 

relationship to the act of narration and the extra-narrative role played by this element. 

(Genette 1983, p. 40). In 1982, Janine the use of the table of contents acts as a summary 

created after the events by the narrating McLeish, as a kind of past tense confessional of 

the events related by the experiencing self.

Further Typographical Usage.

The use of typography also exists outside of the conveying of mental and physical 

states, but still within McLeish’s consciousness and can be divided into two forms, the 

rendering of speech by characters other than McLeish and the composition of written 

media. The main aspect of both these changes is to act as a contrast to the surrounding 

material, to highlight a change (Levenson 1992, p. 105; Tschichold 1987, p. 70).

Within McLeish’s monologue, italics are utilised for moments of panic and excitement 

of other characters. This can be seen on page 70 as part of McLeish's fantasy. As Superb 

is handcuffed by her lover Charlie, McLeish imagines: 'She cries, “Hey that hurts, 

Charlie!”. The direct reference by McLeish sets the aspect of Superb's outburst; the 
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italics create an additional visual change to her voice, an emphasis. The italic change 

also presents a contrast, as the meeting between Superb and Charlie was meant to be 

sexual, physical but sensual. Yet this is not the case and the italics used to render 

Superb's voice shows that she realises the change in the situation. Further, the use also 

serves as a point of emphasis for the reader noting a change in the tone of the scene.

In addition, italics can be utilised to present changes in the presence of a speaker 

though still within McLeish’s consciousness. On page 300, italics highlight a section that 

is attributed as a news report. The italics function not only to suggest the absence of the 

speaker, but also a change in voice. Yet, as the report continues over the following page 

the announcement becomes increasingly excited, revealing that it is McLeish creating the 

report in his mind. This is then interrupted by the bracketed inner voice also in italics. So 

the italics by this point shows it is a change in Mcleish’s voice as he replicates the absent 

voice of a news report conveying an objective report, but McLeish is unable to keep up 

this act and the italics then convey McLeish’s growing anxiety and excitement.

Italics coupled with layout can also convey a duality of written material and tone of 

voice. On page 55, a poem by Robert Burns is laid out upon the page, furthering 

McLeish’s point about independence. An additional example exists on page 165 relating 

to the start of McLeish’s delusions and his breakdown. Both of these forms are indented 

matching a poem’s composition and convey not only the form of a poem, but the sense of 

McLeish’s lyric tone of voice while reciting the material.

Like Lanark, 1982, Janine contains representations of written materials that are 

composed in various typographic ways to separate them from the monologue. McLeish's 

mother's letter and McLeish's resignation are presented in a style that reflects the form of 
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correspondence (Gray 2003, pp. 159 – 160, 312). They are presented in a way to 

promote their unaltered authenticity negating any additional indirect narrator description 

of their form. Both uses also present an emotional address, an intimate letter from mother 

to son and a letter of resignation, following a period of emotional and physical pain and 

self-examination.

Typography through capital letters also communicates a realistic form of handwriting. 

As part of a return to an earlier event from his life McLeish recalls a moment in his 

childhood where he is asked to write on the chalkboard, though there is one word that he 

cannot spell, despite his attempts:

I was not a very bad speller, these words did not usually 
bother me, I wrote,

STATION
PAS

and stuck there, Passion suddenly seemed highly unlikely. I 
compromised and wrote 

PASTION
(Gray 2003, p. 71).

The use of capital letters and the layout recreates the writing on the chalkboard, it also 

serves to highlight the written mistakes. Yet, the use of capital letters moves away from 

standard forms rendering a character’s tone or emotion to conveying a sense of age. The 

recreation in capital letters presents the handwriting of a child as contrasted to the 

surrounding text and the italicised correction of a much older McLeish. The use of written 

forms as a conveyor of unaltered authenticity forms a major point of interest in Gray’s 

later novel Poor Things.
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As with Lanark, bolded words are used in a standard fashion to represent titles such 

as McLeish's imagining of the opening of a movie and the title: 'CAUGHT IN BARBED 

WIRE: A Suberbitch Production' (Gray 2003, p. 78). The typographical change is used 

to mimic the title on the movie screen or represented in newsprint and make it stand out 

from the surrounding text.

As with the similar types found within Lanark these forms are laid out in such a fashion 

to appear as mimetic, to be as close as possible to the actual presentation of written 

materials or a speaker’s voice, effectively to create a sense of authenticity, to create a 

truthful document, one that appears unaltered, despite the authorial act of the 

composition. However, the narrator or author does not interject with descriptions of form, 

allowing the layout to do so. (Levenson 1992, p. 114). Further, the layout of these 

documents and their creation can be seen as bringing the reader and the character 

narrator into a closer union, as the seemingly unaltered documents, especially letters, 

create a more reliable character, but also one who is more available to the reader rather 

than a summary provided by an author or an intruding narrator (Booth 1983, pp. 40, 274).

There are many similarities between the use of typography in Gray's Lanark and 1982,  

Janine. While Lanark presented a wide variety of uses for illustration and typography 

within different aspects of narration and narrative, 1982, Janine's use of typography 

focuses largely on typography to render consciousness. What is largely achieved through 

this use is a greater exploration of physical, mental and emotional states in lieu of external 

narrator or author description or commentary; though neither disappears altogether and 

can be seen through their role as organiser. Typography is also utilised within 

consciousness to present changes to voice and present authenticity to written material. 

This kind of usage continues in one of Gray's other novels, Poor Things, which also 
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utilises a first person perspective, yet contains more diverse methods of narration, 

characters and events as well as a greater use of illustrations.
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Chapter 7: Poor Things.

Poor Things, published in 1992, is Alasdair Gray's seventh novel and retells events in 

the lives of a small cast of characters in nineteenth and twentieth century Scotland. 

Central to the novel is the examination of the idea of truth, explored through three points 

of view and facilitated by typography and illustration. The novel shares many themes and 

uses of typography and illustration with Lanark: A Life in Four Books (hereafter: Lanark) 

and 1982, Janine, yet Poor Things is an experiment in the use of typography and 

illustration toward the production of authenticity, of being unaltered, and plausibility. To 

examine the typographic and illustration use within the novel each narrative position is 

explored separately. This is largely because Poor Things is a novel of documents related 

to the idea of truth and each position and their narrator contributes or problematises this 

idea. This is opposed to Lanark, a novel of books forming an epic style narrative that 

explored modern British politics and Scottish society and 1982, Janine, a focused work 

examining the self. Typography and illustration within Poor Things is utilised in the 

recreation of a wide variety of written materials, replication of voice and the creation of the 

authentic and plausible. Through Poor Things, Alasdair Gray attempts to tell not only a 

Victorian era fantasy romance, but also through typography and illustration create 

documents that both within the narrative and outside the novel obfuscate authenticity.
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Narrative.

Poor Things is structured around the discovery, reprinting and discussion of 

documents. It is a novel containing three parts, extra-narrative sections by Alasdair Gray, 

a book by Archie McCandless and letter by Victoria McCandless. 

Through an introduction a fictionalised Alasdair Gray explains how he came to view 

and possess a small number of documents related to the McCandless family. Of most 

interest was a book by Archie and a letter by Victoria detailing a portion of their lives in the 

nineteenth and twentieth century. Gray also notes that in his role as editor of the 

documents he has framed a narrative based on his view of the characters that is in 

contention with the original finder’s view. Regardless, Gray places the book by Archie first 

followed by Victoria’s letter. Gray returns after the presentation of the two documents to 

comment on and clarify matters of historical context, the characters and locations. In 

addition, Gray discusses his views on the truth he sees in Archie's book, the mistakes in 

Victoria's letter and the reasons for doubting her view of events.

Archie McCandless’ book: Episodes from the Early Life of a Scottish Public Health 

Officer utilises a variety of typographically reproduced written material and illustrations in 

the retelling of his meeting and marrying Bella Baxter, later known as Victoria 

McCandless. Presented as a memoir, it is written in a first person perspective. The 

memoir begins with the circumstances of Archie’s meeting with Bella’s guardian, Godwin 

Baxter. Both were part of Glasgow University’s medical faculty, Archie a student, Godwin 

a researcher and medical assistant. Both were also outcasts, Archie because of his social 

position and Godwin due to his appearance and manner. The two become friends, 
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discussing practices within hospitals, doctoring, the worth of nurses, but also Godwin’s 

own research, which follows on from his father’s.

The pair fall out over the ethics of Godwin's experiment on splicing rabbits. But they 

meet later by coincidence when Godwin announces that he saved a woman, Bella, who 

attempted suicide and is now in his care. Godwin warns Archie about her reduced mental 

state, due to the attempted suicide, giving her the equivalent brain function of a child, 

affecting her motor skills, attitudes and speech. Yet, after the meeting Baxter reveals that, 

like the rabbits he had experimented upon, he had removed Bella’s dead adult brain 

replacing it with that of her unborn child. Nobody else knows of Bella's actual state, to 

greater society Bella is Godwin's niece, her parent's having died in South America, which 

also produced Bella's concussion and resulting mental ability. Godwin then reveals his 

plans for a world tour with Bella, to educate her. The trip also creates an opportunity for 

Godwin to separate Bella and Archie, as Godwin feels Archie is too interested, though 

Archie denies this.

The three of them meet again follow the world trip. Bella's speech and grace have 

matured. Away from Godwin, Archie proposes to Bella, while her response is non-

committal, upon returning to Godwin, Bella announces the marriage. Godwin is upset, yet 

accepts the engagement, but wants a fortnight hiatus, to which both agree. Throughout 

the fortnight Archie and Bella exchange letters, Archie writes poetry, Bella replies with 

large excited handwriting that covers several pages. Archie then receives a letter from 

Godwin informing him that Bella is in danger. In person, Godwin informs Archie that Bella 

is set to elope with Duncan Wedderburn, a lawyer Godwin visited with Bella, to amend his 

will to include her. Though Archie tries to intervene, he is knocked out by Bella and she 

escapes with Wedderburn on a trip around the Mediterranean.
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As time passes Godwin and Archie receive notes from Bella, indicating her good 

health and mental maturity. Later the pair receive letters from both Wedderburn post 

marked from Glasgow and Bella from Paris. Both are reproduced within Archie’s memoir. 

Further, both of the letters present their point of view on events throughout their trip 

around the Mediterranean.

Duncan Wedderburn's letter reveals his initial desire for Bella, but this began to wane 

after their elopement, when Bella revealed she was already engaged and his realisation 

that he was unable to keep up with an over-active woman. He feels that he became 

Bella's plaything, dragged from location to location. While he notes that Bella was 

mistaken for a Lady Blessington, he is more concerned with his declining funds, for which 

he blames Bella. Religion and isolation provide his only mental relief, though it cannot 

counteract his bankruptcy, so Wedderburn decides to leave Bella in Paris and return to 

Scotland. Upon returning to Scotland, Wedderburn tells of his fall into madness and his 

financial ruin. For this he blames Godwin for deliberately setting out to ruin him through 

Bella. Upon ending the letter, Godwin and Archie discuss its contents, before moving to 

Bella's letter.

Like Wedderburn's letter, Bella details her experience travelling through the 

Mediterranean. Bella notes that after both she and Wedderburn escaped he became 

possessive of her, annoying, though he did mention a scar on her belly that suggested 

assisted child birth. Bella also notes Wedderburn’s excessive gambling. Though he wins, 

he also loses heavily. Eventually Wedderburn's losses make it difficult for them to travel 

on what he has left, though they are still able to voyage around the Mediterranean, from 

the money Bella took from Wedderburn on the advice of a Russian gambler. Wedderburn 
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eventually loses interest in Bella. Depressed by his situation, he remains in his room, 

finding solace in a bible.

As Wedderburn withdraws, Bella finds friendship in Dr. Hooker, an American doctor of 

medicine and divinity and also Mr. Astley, a director of Lovel and Co.. The two men 

interest Bella as they argue over religion, politics and especially on the inherent goodness 

or evil in people. Bella attempts to take part in the arguments, which prompts Mr. Astley to 

show Bella human evil upon their arrival in Alexandria. Though Bella does not directly 

address her time in Alexandria, her emotions are rendered through scrawled tear-stained 

pages, which Archie replicates. Following this, Bella explains that Mr. Astley departed 

after she refused his advances.

Bella's attention returns to Wedderburn, who after losing the last of his money is sent 

back to Scotland, paid for by money Bella received from Godwin in case of emergencies. 

Bella remains in Paris, though is soon able to return relying on an old friend of Godwin's, 

whom they met on their first voyage, to help her. As the letter ends Bella arrives home, 

one of her first acts is to enquire about her baby.

Godwin is flustered by the question, but Archie is able to tell Bella that the child was 

lost in her accident. Though Bella is unconvinced by the answer, the discussion turns to 

her future, her helping others and her marriage to Archie. As the wedding proceeds it is 

interrupted by five men, one of whom, General Aubrey Blessington, proclaims that the 

wedding cannot take place as he is already the bride’s husband, and she is not Bella, but 

Victoria Blessington. Upon withdrawing from the church, Victoria’s earlier life is revealed, 

her loveless marriage to Aubrey Blessington, her depression, Blessington’s affair, 

Victoria’s subsequent suicide and Godwin’s taking of her body. Bella refuses to leave with 
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the men, so Godwin suggests a divorce based on Blessignton's affairs with a mistress, 

which produced a child, which Blessington refuses. The stalemate is broken as guns are 

drawn by a detective within the group and Blessington, yet Bella is able defend her family, 

but not before being shot in the foot and fainting. No longer interested, the group of men 

leave. As Archie's memoir ends he tells of his marriage to Bella, of how they become 

useful citizens and outlines the final days of Godwin Baxter.

Following Archie’s book is a reproduction of a letter by Victoria McCandless: A Letter 

from Victoria McCandless M.D. to Her Eldest Surviving Descendant in 1974 Correcting 

What She Claims are Errors in Episodes From The Early Life of a Scottish Public Health 

Officer by Her Late Husband Archibald McCandless M.D. b 1857 – d. 1911, written in 

1974 and addressed to her grandchildren attempting to tell her version of events. The 

letter contains musings on many topics, but is centered on her relationships with Aubrey 

Blessington, Godwin and Archie. Victoria also explains the circumstances of the creation 

of Archie's book, which she sees as being the joy of a jealous husband, but a fallacy 

influenced by Victorian fantasy. Victoria also reveals the story of her escape from 

Blessington and life with Godwin, a man that could not love her the way she could him, so 

she instead turned to Archie McCandless, who gave her the nickname Bella. It is Archie's 

jealousy of her love of Godwin that is reflected in his memoir.

Typographical Elements.

In comparison to Gray's Lanark and 1982, Janine, Poor Things' use of illustration and 

typography appears to conform to standards of use, yet it is the attempt at large scale 

authenticity, the recreation of unaltered documents through the narrative positions, that 
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elevates the use beyond standard. Further, authenticity in Poor Things exists in two forms 

throughout the narratives: in the visual recreation of written forms and in the creation of a 

plausible event or narrative. These aspects can be seen in the use of typography to 

replicate the type and layout of books, letters and articles, not just through the changes to 

typefaces, but in italics and in the use of calligraphy, creating plausible, personal forms, 

but also credible forms. The layout and ordering of these documents furthers the 

authenticity, but also reveals a relationship between the author and the narrating 

characters. Typography is also utilised as a method to recreate aspects of a character's 

voice, through tone and idiom, as it relates to characterisation. Yet it is also used to 

create a focus on the word or phrase as it relates to aspects within the narrative or theme. 

Illustration too is utilised in the recreation of written forms, as ornament, portraiture and 

historical illustrations are used for historical discussions, as part of description, for 

believability and adherence to historical form.

Gray’s Writing and the Presentation of Found Documents.

Within Poor Things Alasdair Gray has many roles. Foremost is his role as author of the 

novel, as the writer and compositor of the fictional world. Yet, to tell the story within Poor 

Things Gray employs narrators, or regulators, to act as different points of view in an 

attempt to portray the events, characters and explore the idea of truth. As part of the 

engagement with the fictionalised world, Gray creates an implied version of himself. 

(Booth 1983, p. 83; Genette 1983, p. 214).

The implied Gray’s own narrative is presented through a first person perspective 

where Gray is an acknowledged dramatised character within his own narrative (Booth 
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1983, p. 152). Typography functions in Gray's introduction and notes as a boundary to 

the reproduced documents and as a comparative element to the other sections in the 

novel. Gray's introduction and his notes at the end of the novel utilise a sans serif 

typeface. This is in comparison to both Archie's memoir and Victoria's letter where two 

separate serif typefaces are chosen. The use functions as a visible boundary between the 

narrative sections of Gray’s commentary, the memoir and letter, though the selection of 

typefaces further functions to position the writing of the pieces in time. Gray's writing, 

printed in sans serif, a modernist typeface, presents the modern day in comparison to 

Archie's memoir, which utilises a serif typeface suggesting the tradition adhering to the 

time period in the early twentieth century when Britain still looked to traditional type styles 

as standard. The contrast of the typefaces acts as a part of the authorial illusion of 

presenting Archie’s memoir as if of its period. (Gray 1992, p. xvi; Kincross 2004, p. 103; 

Tschichold 1987, p. 77). The use of typography in the creation of Archie’s memoir and 

Victoria’s letter is utilised to recreate for the reader an authentic piece of written material. 

This is opposed to other uses of typography such as Laurence Sterne’s The Life and 

Opinions of Tristram Shandy, Gentleman where the layout and the other elements are 

designed to act as an interruption, a reminder to the reader that what they read is a 

fictional narrative. (Levenson 1992, p. 19).

The fictionalised implied version of Gray is utilised to engage in the discussion of the 

plausibility and authenticity of the documents. Gray’s introduction functions as an attempt 

to distance both the implied and real versions of himself as the author of Archie’s memoir 

and Victoria’s letter, as he validates and positions the documents as found items. The 

end note section acts to verify the plausibility of Archie’s memoir, building links between 

historical aspects, events, people and places, but also to counter Victoria’s rebuttal of 

Archie’s version of events, and to further legitimise the overall fantastical science fiction 
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narrative. The rendering of written materials through typography and illustration also act 

as an aspect of distance reinforcing the concept that the memoir is authored by Archie 

McCandless and is untouched by an external author, either real or implied, who remains 

an objective observer through the creation of typographical distance (Genette 1983, p. 

166). The silence of the implied Gray and the distance created through typography 

throughout Archie’s memoir also creates a greater sense of sympathy toward Archie’s 

narrative, as Archie is seen to work on his own (Booth 1983, p. 273). While this is also 

largely true of Victoria’s letter, through his use of typography and ordering shows his bias 

and subjectivity. As Gray notes in his introduction: 'I print the letter by the lady who calls 

herself “Victoria” McCandless as an epilogue to the book' (Gray 1992, p. xiii). The letter is 

reproduced as with Archie's memoir in a serif typeface, yet in this instance the use 

coupled with italics and its layout represents the form of a hand written letter, 

differentiating itself from Archie's memoir through a different and larger typeface. 

As well as writing the introduction and end notes Gray is also assigned the role within 

the narrative as editor and organiser of the document, as a manipulator of how the overall 

narrative is experienced. Despite Gray’s attempt toward objective handling of Archie’s 

memoir and Victoria’s letter through the recreation of their respective forms, Gray’s 

ordering of the information, especially in regard to the placement of Victoria’s letter, 

reveals his subjective nature toward the creation of meaning. (Gray 1992, p. xiii). So 

through Gray's bias and his compositing and ordering of the written materials he 

manipulates the idea of the truth.

In further service of the plausibility of Archie’s narrative, Gray also employs illustration, 

in this instance etchings, as part of his notes section at the end of Poor Things. The use 

of the reproduced etchings is an attempt to add to the legitimacy of Archie's narrative as 
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the images function to fill out or historically present some locations mentioned by Archie's 

memoir. While they can be seen as immaterial to the narrative, as they do not add any 

additional information or function in lieu of description, they serve as additional 

visualisation of historical aspects. As a narrator designed as an implied author, the editing 

Gray has an impact upon appearing to organise many aspects of typography and the 

narrative order in an attempt to recreate found documents as accurately as possible to 

create a sense of plausibility, but he also acts as an influence upon the meaning through 

his role as organiser. Many of the same aspects can be applied to Archie McCandless 

and his memoir.

Usage in Archie's Memoir.

Most of Poor Things is presented as a book authored by Archie McCandless. Archie's 

book is a memoir presented in first person with Archie as an active participant in the 

narrative, but also as a narrator as he has some effect upon the narrative in terms of 

ordering the elements, typography and illustration. Through these roles Archie can be 

classified as a dramatic narrator. (Booth 1983, pp. 151 – 152). In the rendering of Archie's 

memoir it follows many typographic conventions of the period, but also adheres to historic 

conventions on the representation of consciousness. Further, the memoir contains written 

materials in the form of letters, notes and poems. Typography is also employed to 

emphasise and function as an aspect of the representation of character, voice and idiom 

utilised as part of Archie’s presentation of the authenticity and the plausibility of his point 

of view. It also contains the use of illustrations as ornament and as an aspect of narrative 

description.
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As part of Victoria McCandless' letter, she relates her husband's book, and her 

husband for that matter, as taking part in ‘a morbid Victorian fantasy’ tradition, following 

from works such as Mary Shelley's Frankenstein, Robert Louis Stevenson's Dr. Jekyll and 

Mr. Hyde and Bram Stoker's Dracula’ (Gray 1992, pp. 272 - 273). Yet, in addition to 

adhering to the sensational fashion of these novels, Archie's memoir also contains a large 

amount of reproduced handwritten materials, of letters, notes and poems. One of the 

larger elements of Archie memoir is the use of letters to inform upon actions of characters 

missing from the narrative. Typography plays a large role in the recreation of the letters 

revealing aspects of authenticity, characterisation and the role of the author.

Archie's memoir contains two lengthy letters sent by Duncan Wedderburn and Bella 

Baxter, later Victoria McCandless, describing their elopement and trip around the 

Mediterranean, each letter presenting a point of view of events. Through typography the 

memoir presents these as renderings of the actual letters utilising different typefaces and 

font styles, layout also functions as part of the reproduced latter form. In addition to 

Gray’s use of typography to present Archie’s memoir and Victoria’s letter, the creation of 

authentic documents is mirrored in Archie’s memoir through the recreation of the two 

letters. Further, for the letters, Archie as an implied author of his own memoir can be seen 

as obtaining an air of objectivity, as he employs both Bella and Wedderburn as narrators 

to tell their own story. This creates, as Gray does for Archie, greater sympathy for the 

characters as the letters are unhampered by an intruding narrator. Archie’s involvement 

appears to be to only recreate the letters typographically. (Booth 1983, p. 273; Genette 

1983, p. 166). As is outlined by literary critic Lynn Diamond Nigh the letters through their 

typography create a sense of authenticity where aspects like the use of italics, especially 

in terms of large blocks of italics, creates a sense of the personal and the subjective, but 

also create documents that appear credible (Diamond Nigh 1995, p. 182).
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Yet the memoir also provides an alternative method of viewing the use of italics in the 

letters, which further distance Archie from intrusion, as they can be viewed as replications 

of speech. As noted the letters are laid out to represent the form of a letter and use italics 

to replicate handwriting, yet as Archie notes on page 102: 'The following letter is given not 

as Bella spelled it, but as Baxter recited it.' and this is true of both letters, what is 

reproduced in Archie's memoir is a spoken version of both letters, so while they may be 

laid out in a letter form they are dictated within the narrative. So the italics, in this 

instance, can be seen as both replicating handwriting and as a shift in spoken tense, a 

change in viewpoint to Godwin, and logic level, from narration to speech (Levenson 1992, 

p. 98).

Archie's use of letters can also be applied to authorial methods toward realism and 

objectivity, or in Archie's case plausibility. As Archie relegates the showing of the letters 

to both Wedderburn, Bella and Godwin, he reduces his own commentary on the letters 

and therefore can be seen as a more objective narrator seeking the most realistic or 

dramatic path for the narrative, strengthening the plausibility of his narrative (Booth 1983, 

p. 40, 42). Elements like the letter's recreation through italics do detract from this truth, as 

they are replications of the actual documents using italics and layout. However, as an 

additional way around this, Archie defers the reading of these letters to one who has 

unquestioned authority – Godwin, therefore avoiding any argument that these letters were 

created by anyone other than Wedderburn and Bella.

The typographic usage within the letters also reveals the authorial ordering of time, 

regardless of whether they are seen as replications of handwriting or speech. The italics 

in the letters represent not just writing or speech, but through their visual opposition to 
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regular type, highlight a change in time periods and point of view, as Genette notes this 

forms an analepsis or a jump in time. This idea is further reflected within the letters as 

regular type is used for the interjection of Godwin and Archie to remind the reader that the 

italics set the letters in a different time period. (Genette 1983, p. 40; Levenson 1992, p. 

98).

An additional aspect of Bella's letter is the reproduction, by photogravure processes, of 

pages of Bella's breakdown representing further the personal, the realistic, and for Archie 

and Gray an avoidance of authorial commentary. The use of calligraphy and layout here 

also shares similarities with McLeish's breakdown in 1982, Janine in relation to visual 

methods representing emotions that avoid subjective summary by a narrator. The pages 

of Bella's breakdown are described within the memoir as printed replications of Bella's 

actual handwriting, rather than the italics used through the other parts of her letter. One 

reason for this is because the pages are an angry scrawl of thin ink with writing of various 

sizes that overlap, spotted occasionally with tear stains. Further, the typographic 

representation creates a greater connection between the character and the reader as 

Bella's state is more open. This is contradictory to the emotional style seen in Duncan 

Wedderburn’s letter, as Wedderburn too falls to madness, yet his emotional state is kept 

entirely hidden and is described. Yet, Duncan's madness and his reaction is in keeping 

with conventions of the time, his madness is bottled, the outlet is practical. He turns to 

religion, he studies, he confronts Godwin through his letter with his theories of modern 

England, Scotland and Godwin as a corrupting influence like a Lucifer figure, though he 

never examines his own emotions. (Cohn 1978, p. 22). Bella's emotional response is 

different and aligns with Stephen Bernstein's view that Bella represents a new British 

woman, discarding the shackles of repressed Victorianisms and not just in her narrative, 

but in the showing of her emotional state. The act of representation does not change, if 
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the creator of the pages is Bella's emotion or they are the creation of Archie McCandless' 

fiction, the typography functions to express the degree of Bella's emotional release1. The 

content of the letter pages is indecipherable. Their typography is more important, 

displaying the open emotion of a distressed mind. While it is not a direct replication of 

consciousness as in 1982, Janine, the letter is an emotional response.

The typographic replication of Bella's breakdown also raises a question of whether the 

replication acts as an image or text. The text is difficult to read, Godwin deciphers it later, 

yet unlike the use of Y and ⅄ in 1982, Janine the text does not lose its meaning, it is not 

re-appropriated for another purpose. Yet the content of the writing is less important than 

the composition or the calligraphy, and the concept created by the slashes of ink and the 

tear stains say more than the deciphered text toward the expression of Bella’s state of 

mind. In addition, the use here does appear to conform with linguistic arguments of 

language and writing or of writing systems, ideographic or phonetic, as the main element 

here is the use of typography, its form and layout as an emitter of emotional states. 

(Drucker 1994, p. 19 - 22).

This example shares much in common with The Ministry of Voices section in Gray’s 

1982, Janine and its relationship to concrete poetry. The use of calligraphy in Bella’s 

letter places an emphasis on the visual aspect of the page over any written aspect and is 

also a move away from standardised fixed forms (Levenson 1992, pp. 26, 123; Pineda 

1995, p. 384; Sackner 1986, p. 60). While the scrawl is decipherable, the calligraphic 

form functions specifically to communicate meaning, in this case the level of emotional 

anguish felt by Bella during her brief stay in Alexandria. An additional aspect relates to 

1. Victoria makes no mention of the letters in her own letter at the end of the Poor Things, so her 
statement about the whole memoir being fiction would apply also to Bella's letter.
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concrete poetry being a visual form. It is viewed rather than read, as Archie notes on page 

144: ‘I give the pages here as they were given to me’ so the meaning is derived through 

the formation of the media displayed, not the syntax or grammar (Emerson 2014, p. 98; 

Eskilson 2009, p. 149; Sackner 1986, p. 62). What differentiates the use from being too 

close to concrete poetry is this examples use of calligraphy, as concrete poetry had a 

greater association with type, either physical type or through typewriters or computerised 

composition (Emerson 2014, pp. 93, 99, 105).

The showing of Bella's scrawling also serves the authors, Gray and Archie, who in this 

instance are trying to create something as authentic as possible, so any sort of 

description from narrator or author adds to an argument that the work is inauthentic. So 

the representation of Bella’s calligraphy allows both Gray and Archie to remain at a 
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distance. Other uses of typography in Archie’s memoir function as part of 

characterisation, manipulations of the flow of narrative time, exclamation, changes in 

perspective and the recreation of authentic forms

Within Archie’s memoir asterisks function within the narrative as part of leaps in 

narrative time, style and in characterisation. Asterisks are utilised within Bella's letter as a 

narrative ellipsis creating breaks in narrative time (Genette 1983, p. 40). Asterisks also 

present a gradual change in Bella’s character. Bella first uses a standard row of asterisks 

that represents a break in the narrative. The use changes to a pyramid of asterisks, 

reflecting a sense of play and enjoyment in the act of writing. This is followed by asterisks 

employed within Bella’s facsimiled pages. They are large, coarsely drawn and take part in 

the representation of Bella's anger and sadness though still retain their grammatical 

function. Upon her recovery the style of narrative break changes again to single lines 

creating a visual representation of a change in Bella's mental state, reflecting a matured 

mind. This is in comparison to the asterisks used for play or presenting emotion (Gray 

1992, pp. 111, 145, 153).

An additional use of asterisks exists in Archie’s memoir relating to a change in style of 

narration. This can be seen on page 197 as the asterisks create, as the narrator notes, a 

break between reported speech and narrated summary that follows the asterisks. 

“Baxter knows a lot more than I do,” I told her.
“Yes” said Baxter, “but I will never tell people all of it.”
* * * * * * * * * * * * * *
The stars above divide reported speech from a fast summary.

Baxter told us there were only four women doctors in Britain 
just now, all with degrees from foreign universities…
(Gray 1992, p. 197).
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In this instance the asterisks do not act as a break in the narrative, instead they act as an 

indicator of a change to the Archie’s method of narration.

Archie's memoir also contains the use of capital letters to represent exclamation and 

states of mind. Within the letters of Bella and Wedderburn, reproduced by Archie in his 

memoir, the common use of capital letters represents a point emphasis, but also one of 

tone: 

 Little  did  I  know  that  in  THIS  
melodrama  I  would  play  the  part  of  the  innocent,  trusting  
Gretchen, that your overwhelming niece was cast as Faust,  
and that YOU! YES, YOU, Godwin Bysshe Baxter, are Satan  
Himself! (Gray 1992, p. 78).

The capital letters in Wedderburn’s letter serve as an emphasis upon the words, drawing 

attention to their use as well as adding stress to the tone of writing (Levenson 1992, p. 

97). Another use of capital letters can be found on pages 56, 73 and 101 through the 

letters and telegrams sent by Bella Baxter firstly during Bella’s engagement separation 

from Archie then during her elopement. The writing in these missives is represented 

through italicised capitals. The words themselves lack any vowels:

DR CNDL,
Y WNT GT MCH FRM M THS WY, WRDS DNT SM RL 2 M 
WHN NT SPKN R HRD. YR LTTRS R VRY LK THR MNS LV 
LTTRS, SPCLLY DNCN WDDRBRNS.
YRS FTHFLLY,
BLL BXTR (Gray 1992, p. 56).

A further example:

DR GD I HD N PC T WRT BFR
W R FLT PN THS BL BL S. (Gray 1992, p. 101)
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As with the usage here, commonly the function of capital letters is to highlight a point of 

emphasis, to represent excitement. Here the capital letters further reflect Bella’s mental 

maturity. As Archie points out, the typographical representations are of Bella’s writing 

which, despite the short message, appears over several pages, so at that point in the 

memoir Bella is presented as still childish, but learning. Later forms of her writing 

improve, are kept in italics, while losing overt capitalisation and gaining vowels. 

(Levenson 1992, pp. 97, 98, 104, 113).

Italics are also used within his memoir in terms of the representation of other forms of 

handwriting. Like capital letters the use of italics is for emphasis, for the replication of 

printed materials and the creation of authenticity. On page 56 of Poor Things Godwin 

Baxter sends Archie a letter asking to meet urgently:

Dear McCandless,
I was mad to part you and Bella. Come at once. I have  

accidentally injured all three of us in a terrible way. Only you, 
perhaps, may save us if you come here quickly, tonight, 
before sunset, as soon as possible.

Your miserable and, believe me,
Sincerely repentant friend;

Godwin Bysshe Baxter. 
(Gray 1992, pp. 56-57).

The letter’s layout and font choice serves to represent the section as a letter. Through this 

composition it creates the illusion of an authentic document. This is also true of a poem 

written by Archie for Bella reproduced and beginning on page 55:

O Bella fair, without compare,
My memory sweetly lingers
By Kelvin’s side (my future bride!)
Where first I kissed your fingers.
I have been blithe with comrades dear,
I have been merry drinking,
I have been joyful gathering gear,
I have been happy thinking,
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I have known glee by pond and sea,
And spate that cleaves the mountain,
But know no glee (my bride to be!)
No joy so great (my future mate!)
As by the Memorial Fountain (Gray 1992, pp. 55 – 56).

Both typographical recreations contain not only italics, but are indented and separated 

from the main narrative to show that it is of importance, but also to separate its form from 

the narrative to create emphasis. It is a letter, not narrative, by a different speaker. It is 

poetry not prose. Further, the italics serve as a reproduction of handwriting. In addition, 

Godwin's letter shows a change of perspective, from Archie to Godwin and, for both letter 

and poem, a change in tense, to the past. (Diamond Nigh 1995, p. 182; Levenson 1992, 

p. 97).

Articles too are laid out mirroring the letter and poem. The beginning of chapter 22 

contains the replication of an article from the reference book Who's Who on Bella / 

Victoria’s ex-husband, General Blessington (Gray 1992, p. 206). The article utilises 

smaller type, is indented and laid out in two columns. The layout replicates the articles 

found within the reference book, again giving it a sense of authenticity, but also, that 

Blessington has such an article emphasises his importance and to some degree verifies, 

or furthers the illusion of, his existence. This further aids in making Archie’s narrative 

more plausible, because if the General’s article is authentic so too are the other letters 

and therefore Archie’s narrative.

As part of Archie's memoir there are also pages that act as endpapers to contain or 

separate Archie's memoir, from Gray’s introduction and Victoria’s letter. The grey pages 

contain a dedication in calligraphy by Archie to Victoria on the flyleaf, printed through 

presumably the same photogravure methods used to recreate Bella’s calligraphy. Their 
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placement relates not just to the recreation of Archie’s memoir and its authenticity, but 

like Bella’s scrawled pages, an emotional response, as the handwriting represents an 

intimate personal exchange. The facsimile of calligraphy is a re-expression of Archie's 

love for Victoria and also his concern that she would forget him -a point raised in Victoria's 

later letter. Throughout Archie’s memoir, typography functions mainly to replicate various 

forms of writing as a means toward authenticity and truthfulness, though it is also used to 

present characterisation. Similarly, typography is employed as a function to replicate 

aspects of a character’s voice.

Typography and Character Voice.

As well as utilising typography to represent written forms, Archie’s memoir contains 

uses of typography that function to represent aspects of character speech. Commonly this 

type of usage presents a change in tone, but it can also be used to suggest deeper 

meaning. This change can also take place without the direct intervention of a narrator to 

describe the tone of voice affected by the typographic change. An example of this 

appears on page 192 after Bella returns from her elopement with Wedderburn and 

inquires about her child, Godwin is stunned by the question, so Archie answers: ‘“Your 

child, Bella!” I shouted. “The shock that destroyed your memory killed the child in you!”' 

The narrator describes the statements as shouted adding the exclamation marks for 

emphasis, but the word child cannot be completely encompassed by the verb shouting. 

The italics provide an additional emphasis upon the single word within the shouted 

sentence. The emphasis also acts as a visual cue for the reader, creating a focus upon 

the importance of the word child. This creates a visual reminder of what really occurred to 
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Bella’s child, but also a thematic reminder of the progress of Bella’s maturity as an 

independent woman.

The use of italics for the word child can suggest something more about the word – it 

carries importance. This can also be seen not just in single words but in statements, such 

as Bella describing a woman she saw aboard a ship while travelling with Godwin: 

I need more past. On our boat up the Nile a fine lady travelled 
alone and someone told me she was a woman with a past, O 
how I envied her (Gray 1992, p. 61).

The italicised phrase may not be directly attributed to Bella, she may be parroting the 

words of the other woman, so the italics suggest quoting, but the italics also note a 

change in tone, hinting that the words contain additional meaning, as with the previous 

example, especially in regard to the word past. Italics can also be influenced by the 

reporting of the narrator such as Blessington's outburst as Bella and Archie are to be 

wed: ‘Then a high clear grating voice behind me said, “THIS MARRIAGE CANNOT 

TAKE PLACE!”’(Gray 1992, p. 202). While capital letters are used for shouting the 

narrator's description affects the way the italics are read forming the tone they are meant 

to produce.

Within the letters of Bella and Wedderburn most of the text is composed through in 

italics. Yet, interjections by Godwin as he reads the letters are in a regular font, which 

create a contrast, such as when Godwin interjects to comment upon the writing of 

Wedderburn: ‘“Notice, McCandless,” said Baxter at this point, “that the fellow writes as 

you talk when you are drunk”’ (Gray 1992, p. 78). The use of regular type here indicates a 

shift away from the tense and place of the letter, and also from reading or representation 
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of handwriting to speech. Regular type as a contrast also exists in Bella’s letter, forming 

an emphasis. Within Bella’s letter she describes Weddernburn’s energy during the trip 

through 'Lethargy'. Italics cannot fulfil the role of emphasis as they are already being used 

to replicate handwriting so the choice of a normal font acts to create the emphasis (Gray 

1992, p. 108).

The use of spacing and hyphenation are also part of the creation of voice, in this 

instance, relating to idiomatic speech. An example of the speed of speech in relation to 

punctuation appears on page 61 as Bella begins to get overly excited while speaking to 

Archie: 

“Exactly!” cried Bella with a frightening gust of anger. “I  am 
only  half  a  woman  Candle,  less  than  half  having  had  no 
childhood, the bit of my life Miss MacTavish said we dragged 
clouds  of  glory  into,  no  sugar-and-spice-and-all-things-nice- 
little-girlhood,  no  early-love's-young-dream-womanhood.  A 
whole  quarter  century  of  my  life  has  vanished  crash  bang 
wallop. So the few wee memories in this hollow Bell tinkle clink 
clank clatter rattle clang gong ring dong ding sound resound 
resonate  detonate  vibrate  reverberate  echo  re-echo  around 
this  poor  empty  skull  in  words  words  words  words 
wordswordswordswordswordswordswordswordswordswords 
that try to make much of little but cannot”.

The use of hyphens and especially the lack of spacing between words create a kind of 

contradiction between how typography effects how a section is read and how it effects 

patterns of speech. As typographer Will Burtin notes the spacing of a typeface is 

important, where equal spacing equated to legibility and so accelerated reading speed, in 

contrast to narrow or no spacing as in Bella's speech, which suggests illegibility and 

slows down the reading (Burtin 1949, p. 96). Yet, in terms representing speech patterns 

the lack of spacing and repetition affects how her speech is interpreted, in this instance as 

rapid, breathless and excited.
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Commonly, capital letters are also used throughout the memoir to represent changes 

in the tone of voice.  The use of capital letters can refer to the type of tone, such as 

Aubrey Blessington's shouted outburst ‘“UNHAND MY WIFE SIR!” He screamed the last 

words so loud I nearly obeyed him’ (Gray 1992, p. 213). In this instance, the emphasis is 

noted by a narrator after the capital letters. Another example can be seen in Archie's plea 

to Bella as she is about to elope with Wedderburn: ‘“Bell!” I pled, “you will NOT go off and 

marry this man! You will NOT carry his bairns!”’ (Gray 1992, p. 61). Here the capital 

letters represent a change in tone, an emphasis, but not necessarily anger or shouting, 

like the previous example, as the verb ‘pled’ suggests more of a desperate tone to the 

voice in the entire line of dialogue.

The change in tone of voice is represented through various methods including Italics, 

capitals and through changes to punctuation. Commonly, they provide a point of 

emphasis and a change in tone often without the intervention of the narrator or author to 

completely describe the action, but they may also affect the speed of voice and hint at 

unspoken messages that are not described in any way. Like typography's effect upon 

tone of voice, illustration too suggests aspects not noted directly in Archie’s memoir.

Inclusion of Illustrations.

Within Archie’s memoir a wide variety of illustrations are used as both ornament and 

portraiture. The use of illustrations in Archie’s memoir share many aspects with Gray’s 

Lanark in that both utilise illustration as a method to communicate theme and also 
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function in lieu of narrated description, though like much of the typographical use in 

Archie’s memoir the illustration serves as an aspect of tradition.

Within Archie’s memoir illustrated ornaments are scattered throughout the pages, the 

majority of which, taken from Gray’s Anatomy, of bones and organs are used largely to 

end chapters. As influential printer William Morris noted of ornament use: 

The ornament must form as much a part of the page as the 
type itself, or it will miss its mark, and in order to succeed, and 
be ornament, it must submit to certain limitations, and become 
architectural; a mere black on white picture, however 
interesting it may be as a picture, may be far from ornament in 
a book; while on the other hand, a book ornament with pictures 
that are suitable for that and that only, may become a work of 
art second to none, save a fine building duly decorated, or a 
fine piece of literature (Morris 1893, p. 5).

The use of ornament in Archie’s memoir is inconsistent with Morris’ views toward 

typographical unity, as the placement of some ornaments appear to function only to fill 

white space. Yet, some illustrations do adhere to the idea that Morris and later Douglas 

McMutrie note about ornament, that while the use must be seen as organic it also should 

further the comprehension of the page (McMurtrie 1929, p. 41). These illustrations were 

not originally used as ornament in Gray's Anatomy, yet their utility as ornament and their 

comprehension in Archie’s memoir follow practices used by artists such as the Symbolist 

and Dada movements who were active around the time of the printing of Archie's memoir 

in 19092. Synthesis or re-appropriation was a practice used by artists who either took 

elements in the real world or from other art works and manipulated or combined them in 

2. For the use of illustration in pursuit of authenticity, Gray appears to replicate methods of 
reproduction and artistic practices that were available at the time of Archie McCandless’ 
production and printing of his memoir.
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some fashion in an effort to create a separate, different, work of art. (Lucie-Smith 1972, p. 

55).

The act of re-appropriation can be seen in many of the ornaments placed in Archie's 

memoir such as the use of a heart etching in Archie's dedication, which removes the 

image from its original intention as a visual teaching aid and re-appropriates it as one of 

romance. The use adds to the comprehension of Archie’s dedication as the message is 

already clear. This is not necessarily true for the examples on pages 74 and 102. The use 

of the tongue image is important to the recognition that the letters of Bella and 

Wedderburn represent a change in speaker, be it the letter writers or Godwin Baxter’s 

reading, but also that the letters can be interpreted as read. The use of illustrated 

ornament throughout Archie’s memoir may appear unguided and placed as afterthought, 

but this is not always necessarily the case as some ornaments function as subjective 

cues toward the feelings and thoughts of their author toward aspects of the novel. The 

use of ornament is continued in the frontispieces and titlepages.

The frontispiece and titlepages of Archie’s memoir also contain ornaments. The first 

titlepage is an elaborate illustrated double page frontispiece and titlepage containing an 

illustration of the author as well as numerous ornaments, again taken from Gray's 

Anatomy, creating a border of bones and teeth (Gray 1992, p. 25). Archie's titlepage 

revives a practice of heavily illustrated titlepages started in the seventeenth century, 

though largely outdated by the eighteenth century where titlepages were simplified. Yet, a 

merging of letter and ornament returned to Britain by the nineteenth century, appearing 

excessive and part of Victorian vulgarity of which Archie is accused of taking part. (Gray 

1992, p. 272 – 273; Jennett, 1973, pp. 394, 395, 400; Updike 2001b, p. 143). Like the 
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ornament throughout the pages, the frontispiece and titlepage adhere to usage of the 

period, therefore aids in building the memoir's authenticity.

The titlepages that introduce both Bella and Wedderburn's letters within Archie’s 

memoir are highly ornamental compared to the regular title breaks throughout the memoir 

and, as with Archie's titlepage, utilise anatomical illustrations. Both titlepages contain a 

wide vine patterned decorative border, surrounding small type that introduces each letter, 

in the centre of the page a medical illustration of a sectioned penis is used for 

Wedderburn's titlepage and a medical illustration of a vagina is used for Bella's letter. 

Each of these represents the point of view of taken in each letter that follows, masculine 

and feminine. (Gray 1992, pp 75, 103).
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Figure 12: The frontispiece and titlepage from Archie's memoir (Gray 1992, pp. 2 – 3).



Theme and evocation are also apparent in the illustrations that were used for what 

Gray describes as the batters, side flaps of a book’s cover, of Archie's memoir. Yet, in 

Poor Things they are utilised as part of the reconstruction of Archie’s memoir to act as a 

cover and are used at the beginning and end of his section. The illustrations, reported to 

be by William Strang, though ultimately by Gray, depict a large skull in the centre of a 

black page, lounging within the open jaw of the skull is a naked woman (Gray 1992, pp. 

xvii, 248). The illustrations too can be read as suggesting themes within the memoir. A 

method of viewing the meaning of the illustration positions the naked woman as 

representing life, the skull, death, so that the woman can be seen to be emerging from the 

skull and so adheres to a central theme of Archie’s memoir, new life from death. Through 

suggesting the theme of life anew the image can also be seen as a narrative prolepsis, 

informing the reader of the themes that will be discussed as the memoir progresses 

(Genette 1983, p. 36). The work of Strang is also utilised for portraiture.

Archie’s memoir contains several portraits, again assigned to William Strang. There 

are seven portraits altogether for most of the main characters and only Archie's portrait 

appears outside of the narrative as part of his frontispiece. The others are for Godwin and 

Bella Baxter, Duncan Wedderburn, Jean Martin Charcot, a Parisian acquaintance of 

Godwin's, Aubrey Blessington and Blaydon Hattersley, Victoria’s father, appear within the 

narrative. As John Berger notes, the image, the illustration or photograph represents the 

absent. Berger meant this in regard to viewer assumptions toward a painting, but in this 

instance the idea can be assigned to the use of illustrations as they are depictions of the 

characters, representing an absence of written descriptions. (Berger 1972, p. 10). In the 

memoir, except for Bella and Godwin, no other character is described throughout the 

narrative, so Archie’s illustrations function to describe in lieu of the act by narrator or 
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author. While illustrations of both Bella and Godwin exist within the memoir, there are also 

written descriptions of these characters. This re-adjusts the use of these illustrations from 

material to the narrative to immaterial, they become ornamental, yet the usage also 

complies with the overuse of illustration in his memoir, so the overuse adheres to the 

composition of the memoir and the excess of Archie as an author. 

The portraits can also be examined through the function of Archie’s memoir overall 

and so form a reflection upon Archie. In Victoria’s letter she notes that Archie paid for the 

publication of his memoir and of only one copy, further he had attempted to submit books 

before, though no publisher would accept his manuscripts for mass production (Gray 

1992, pp. 251, 253). The memoir appears to be for Victoria alone, it functions as a private 

communication, so in this case she would know the characters mentioned, so written 

description of them was unnecessary. The use of illustration then takes part in Archie’s 

typographical play, again a sign of his excess and as Victoria suggests his misused 

idleness. (Gray 1992, p. 254).

Overall, Archie acts as a point of view within Poor Things presenting his view of the 

truth. The structure of Archie’s memoir, the typography, composition and use of 

illustration, as within Gray’s section and his function as author and editor, produces an 

authentic representation as possible to create a narrative that is plausible. For much of 

Archie’s memoir, typography and illustration act as a method to deflect the label of 

unreliability that could be directed toward Archie as an author and narrator given his 

outlandish narrative. Other narrative aspects, however, such as the reduction of the inner 

view of other characters, also negates any contradiction or judgment of Archie’s role as 

narrator or author. (Booth 1983, p. 164). Any judgment of Archie’s reliability comes 
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outside of his memoir by both Gray through his introduction and notes, but also Victoria 

McCandless, who through her letter is highly critical of Archie and his narrative.

Victoria's Letter.

Following Archie's memoir is a letter written by Victoria McCandless and reprinted by 

Alasdair Gray within Poor Things. As opposed to Archie's memoir, Victoria's letter is 

reproduced through italics to reflect her handwriting and is a rebuke of many of the 

elements in Archie's memoir. Like Archie, Victoria is positioned as dramatised narrator, 

referring to herself in the first person throughout the letter (Booth 1983, p. 152).

The letter employs the same typeface and style as the letters by Wedderburn and Bella in 

Archie's memoir. Victoria's letter is plain especially in comparison to the elaborate usage 

within Archie's memoir. Typographic changes are mostly withheld in Victoria's letter, as 

only capital letters are used in an effort to emphasise words or phrases such as this 

description of an aspect of Godwin's character: 

 God  was  a  big  sad-
looking  man,  but  so  careful  and  alert  and  unforcing in  
all  his  movements that  animals,  small  people,  hurt  and  
lonely  people,  all  women  (I  repeat  and  emphasize  it)  
ALL  WOMEN AT FIRST SIGHT felt  safe  and  at  peace  
with him (Gray 1992, p. 259).

The titlepage for Victoria’s letter too presents a site of contradiction to Archie’s memoir. 

Victoria’s titlepage on page 249 contains no ornament, the recreation is plain, suggesting 

the contents to be serious, this is opposite to Archie’s memoir which appears garish but 

imaginative, reflecting the narrative within.
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The overall restrained use of typography in both the letter and titlepage reflection upon 

both characters as Archie goes out of his way to create a book that replicates many forms 

and is overall elaborate, perhaps over-compensating in an attempt to create a truth, 

which is opposed to Victoria's measured and subdued response.

Like Archie’s memoir Victoria’s reliability is not challenged until after her letter when 

Gray reveals aspects about Victoria’s person that contradict much of her dispute of 

Archie’s views (Booth 1983, p. 253). Nonetheless, the insertion of Victoria’s letter 

functions as a balance to Archie’s memoir, as the letter is judgmental of Archie, as a 

reliable source, and typographically as it is a contradiction of Archie’s elaborate 

typography and use of illustration.

Poor Things continues and expands upon Gray’s utilisation of design, through 

illustration and typography, as a function of narrative and narration. The use of 

typography and illustration in Lanark takes part in the representation of an epic fantasy 

narrative, in the organisation of the telling of events, in the construction of the world, and 

its characters. 1982, Janine followed and while examining similar themes of politics and 

society, typography functioned to allow Gray to render the isolated consciousness in an 

examination of the self. Within Poor Things, typography and illustration function as part of 

the reproduction of written materials, as an exploration of character growth, the rendering 

of inexpressible character thought and emotion, the presentation of character voice and 

changing modes of narration. Ultimately though, Alasdair Gray employs illustration and 

typography throughout Poor Things’ three narrative positions as an important element in 

the novel’s exploration of the complex nature of the truth and the portrayal of authenticity.
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Conclusion.

This thesis set out to explore how common and experimental uses of typography and 

illustration affect narration through three novels by Alasdair Gray. As can be seen through 

the study of Gray's work and related printing cultures, literary uses of typography and 

illustration are broad in their history, form, style and influence. However, the area is a little 

examined aspect of literature, especially in relation to narration. Gray's three novels, his 

background and his usage, present pathways for historical and critical analysis of 

typography and illustration and ultimately their relationship with narration within the works 

of Alasdair Gray. To grasp Gray’s usage and its relationship within narration the thesis 

undertook a historical examination of the print cultures within which printed forms of 

experimentation emerged. This proceeded through methods of communication from the 

seventeenth century to the late twentieth encompassing aspects related to technology, 

styles of writing and design as well as social aspects. Another avenue through which the 

thesis examined the topic was provided through Gray’s association with Scottish print 

cultures, his art schooling and political views. This highlighted debates and practice 

surrounding the use and representation of language, the creation of art and the 

construction of literary markets. These examinations then informed the thesis’ final step, 

which was an analysis of the development and function of typography and illustration 

within three of Alasdair Gray’s novels as it relates to methods of narration.
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The first three chapters establish conditions that facilitated typographic and illustration 

use and experiment in novels. Broadly throughout the three chapters there is a constant 

thread of the rise and change in consumer demand that is fulfilled by changes to 

machinery and design, design that is often spurred by greater artistic freedoms and the 

desire to challenge organised standards and to communicate with expanding and 

modernising audiences. This is often undertaken, partially, as with the case of Alasdair 

Gray, to express aspects of narrative that cannot be represented through standard 

means. These first three chapters also establish many of the typographical and illustration 

aspects, either similar or variations, that Gray applies within his novels. 

The period of 1650 to 1830 contains a series of connected changes that normalise the 

novel as a form of mass communication, but also one of experimentation. This occurs in 

the repositioning of the author, through greater rights to their work as part of copyright 

reforms, the easing of censorship and changes to forms of patronage that allowed the 

author to look to the mass market as a means of financial support. The mass market at 

this point was also increasing due to the growth in literacy that was a result of the 

industrialisation of much of Western Europe. Books, largely for utility and to cater to new 

markets, began to expand and experiment upon various other forms of writing to fulfil new 

gaps and desires. It is here that novels emerge as part of the expansion of reading in this 

case for utility and entertainment, or as a novelty. Laurence Sterne's Life and Opinions of 

Tristram Shandy, Gentleman was part of this, an exploration, at times a parody, of 

different types of novels and books to emerge as part of the communication with the mass 

market, which utilised various forms of typography and illustration in the process. Printing 

machinery also begin to change to facilitate the growth in demand providing efficiencies 

and cost savings, though it also began to create standards of printing. These moves 
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toward efficiencies created for some, like William Blake, boundaries between printing and 

the artist. So Blake sought methods that created a unity between the creation of art and 

its production and for the page, a unity between image and text. Blake’s actions create a 

central point in the examination of the history of experimental usage and of the exploration 

of Gray's typographic and illustration usage in that there is a unity between the parts of a 

novel and that all those partake in the narrative.

Throughout 1830 to 1930 as reading materials increased in number, the amount of 

time and attention for readers decreased. Designers acknowledged this change and 

began to look to visual contrasts as a means of gaining attention among other breaks with 

standards of printing. Further, throughout the period designers and printers debated the 

chaos and application of the introduction of modern machinery. Differing views from 

traditionalists and modernists nonetheless looked to a unity of form and function of the 

novel as the main aspect. At the same time, photography had a wide effect upon the 

questioning of the creation and function of artwork. This was picked up by many poets 

who, with access to printing technology, were free to break from classicism and examine 

the relationship between typography and the page, its representation as a visual and 

poetic form, to express what appeared inexpressible through standard arrangement of 

language alone. Avant-garde groups explored methods of reading, examining the function 

of layout, typeface, grammar and syntax as a means to express and communicate with 

the modernising world. This is an additional aspect that is central to Gray's three novels 

and the topic itself. Yet, Gray's novels, though grounded in earlier forms and practices, 

provide greater variety and also take part in structures of narrative rather than poetry. 

Many literary authors of the period did not take part in typographic experimentation, yet 

they were looking internally at methods of presenting narrative and the consciousness of 

characters.
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From around 1930 to 1990 the novel became part of a larger mass communication 

market, part of a diverse market of magazines, newspapers, film, radio, television. Often 

integrated and extending aspects of other media. In the same period there was greater 

emphasis on visual means of communication due to new and popular methods of media 

consumption, film and television, which were a more direct form of information. This 

raised design debates about methods of printing, the reader's view and the organisation 

of the book to reflect modern viewing habits. Few authors addressed these views, yet 

William Burroughs did recognise that as audiences changed, the function of the novel 

should also change, influenced by film and television, as was his work. Through artistic 

processes and methods of narration he explored and expressed non-linear and non-

uniform narratives. Yet, his work differs from Gray’s, as Burroughs looked to distort 

communication, challenge the conventions of reading, disrupt audience perception, 

disrupt narrative and the structure of the novel. While Gray makes use of forms that 

appear to disrupt the narrative, the usage still functions to create a unified and readable 

whole. Novels by Bryan Johnson are also of interest to the topic as they utilise typography 

as a function of narrative to explore the chaos Johnson saw in truth and memory, but also 

as a method to move away from the Victorian era idea of the novel. By the end of the 

period, commercially, new technology and desk top publishing methods allowed 

designers greater control of type and layout creating a break again from older styles that 

no longer served modern times. Alasdair Gray's work emerged within this period. His 

work was influenced by and built upon aspects of the previous three hundred years, yet 

many aspects of his usage can also be related to the society, printing and literature of 

Scotland.
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The printing press’ introduction paired with aspects of religion and Scotland's 

relationship with England shaped many aspects of Scottish life and literature ultimately 

influencing the works of Gray through narrative and organisation of elements. These 

changes affected the Scots language, its use through writing, thought and, for some, 

speech. The Scottish literature market was also driven largely by English examples and 

more often directed toward the larger English market. Yet, artistic views became more 

vocal in the twentieth century. By the 1920s, influenced by European avant-garde artistic 

rebellion, the Scottish Renaissance emerged. It was a movement that looked to Scotland 

as an independent state, one that could survive on its own away from England. This 

brought about debates and new views on, among many aspects, Scottish literature. The 

literature and poetry of the Scottish Renaissance explored the disparity of language use, 

political independence in relation to England as well as aspects of class and society. The 

Scottish Renaissance was viewed as largely ineffectual at the time, but ultimately it was 

influential to Scottish literature, including the works of Alasdair Gray, especially in regard 

to views on the structure of language upon the page, but also a focus on Scotland and its 

people. Following the Second World War, some Scottish authors found international 

success, while others focused on urban themes and on Scottish working class ways of 

life. Gray's work builds upon many aspects of Scottish concerns of class, identity, 

language, especially language in the differences between the internal and external 

aspects of language and its rendering.

While taking part in and influenced by the history of print cultures and Scottish social 

and printing histories, the illustration and typography usage in Gray's novels allows the 

author to present a narrative utilising non-linguistic methods that function within the 

narrative and are unified as part of the design of the novel. This allows him to explore 

methods of use that present aspects of the narrative that cannot easily be expressed 
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outside of typographical or illustration methods. Gray's novels are also useful as they 

utilise a variety of perspectives, so the elements are applied within a variety of different 

methods of narration. Nonetheless, there are common elements of use in his novels. 

Typography is used as an element of emphasis on speech or to highlight theme. It is also 

used to represent changes in tone of voice, a change in speaker and the method of 

narration. This often appears to exist outside of the direct reporting of an author or 

narrator. Typography and layout are also utilised in the rendering of a character’s 

idiomatic speech. While there are common elements, each novel contains its own 

examples.

Gray's first novel Lanark takes the Scottish epic popularised by Walter Scott and 

negotiates it through urban and working class literature, further influenced by Gray's art 

school training and artistic works. Gray's use of illustration through titlepages and within 

the narrative inform the novel's themes. Within the narrative, illustration functions in lieu of 

direct description, taking part in narrative ordering, characterisation, summary and 

themes. Typographical aspects are utilised as part of representation and expansion upon 

character and consciousness. Marginalia acts as a point of exploration of the reliability of 

narrators and their authority. Representation of written materials creates the appearance 

of unaltered forms, by narrator or author forming changes to the act of narration again 

without direct intervention; all adding to the act of characterisation, providing greater 

emotional impact and meaning. Lanark also contains changes of tone and representation 

of idiom reflecting character traits and states of mind, aspects carried over to Gray's next 

novel.

1982 Janine continues earlier efforts by authors seeking forms of narration and 

narrative that explore consciousness while negating overt external commentary. In terms 
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of the narrative 1982, Janine, like Lanark, is an examination of Scottish society and 

politics. However, the narrative is focused on a single character, adopting a first person 

perspective and an internal monologue, a form that appears to be directed by the 

character requiring little direct intervention by external narrators or authors. Typography is 

utilised as part of the constraints of the style to communicate states of mind, actions and 

emotions. Idiom, tone of voice, emotional and physical states are rendered through 

typography to create emphasis and emotion. Typography is also used to render complex 

or abstract aspects of the mind, breakdowns, overdoses and sleep, all from within the 

character's consciousness, adhering to the method of narration and the narrative. 

Marginal notes and the table of contents also take part in this internalisation, conveying 

after the story events, but still part of the narrative. Further, re-appropriation of alphabetic 

letters, while taking part in characterisation, also depicts the mental maturity of the 

character's mind, a point further explored in Gray's Poor Things.

A major element within Poor Things is the examination of the idea of the truth and 

plausibility largely aided by typography and illustration. Presented through three 

perspectives, ultimately, Poor Things is a novel of documents. The recreation of 

documents, letters, novels and articles takes place through changes to typeface and 

layout, replicating the time period associated with the materials, it also includes the 

representation of calligraphy, presenting the emotion and intimacy of handwriting. The 

use of typography in the presentation of these forms is utilised as part of the exploration of 

the plausibility of events and the unaltered authenticity of their form. Through contrast to 

regular type, typographic change also functions to present movement in time representing 

events that took place earlier in the story. Illustration too acts as an element in the 

authenticity of documents adhering to the style of the period. It also acts as a method for 

the narrator to present description through a concrete mode of communication. The use 
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of both illustration and typography creates a distance between the act of creation of the 

documents by an external author and their actual creator as part of the narrative; this also 

aids the creation of plausibility and authenticity. Finally, Typography through typeface and 

calligraphy takes part in aspects of characterisation in this instance the maturing mind of 

a character as the writing shifts from scrawled handwriting with childish syntax to 

recreated script of intelligent argument.

Overall the thesis attempts to show that non-linguistic elements within a narrative can 

be examined as part of investigations into aspects of narration. Through three novels by 

Alasdair Gray it is shown that typography and illustration can be examined as part of 

methods of narration, largely in reference to a narrator's choice of rhetorical devices and 

in the representation of speech and consciousness. The study also shows that forms of 

literary experiment are far reaching and integrated within many aspects of print cultures, 

or as part of a state's history. The history of experimentation including the normalisation of 

the novel comes as a result of the author's need to communicate with emerging and 

changing audiences, but also to explore methods of generating more believable 

characters, through dives into consciousness or representations that create more 

believable voices, printed materials and worlds. These efforts often break long standing 

narrative methods, from early books to the novel, to novels that attempted to explore 

alternative methods to present a narrative, moving away from earlier linear forms. As for 

Alasdair Gray, the study presents a large scale examination of his use of illustration and 

typography, positing Gray's work as a unified whole where the aspects are, largely, 

material to the narrative. Further, so that Gray's work is not seen in isolation, the thesis 

has engaged with cultures of printing and Scottish literature.
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Of course the study does not examine all of Gray's works so not all the kinds of 

typography and illustration he uses, especially in regard to his volumes of poetry or his 

artworks outside of the three novels, have been examined. The study has focused on the 

historical and the analytical side of typography, illustration and its relationship to 

narration. This has meant philosophical and many theoretical studies into many of the 

topics explored here, while not overlooked, have not found a place in the study, for 

example Nietzsche's view of modernity and its influence on art and literature. The printed 

works of Alasdair Gray have been a major influence upon the directions taken by the 

study, but this has led to a gap in exploring newer influences in regard to electronic and 

digital literature as well as methods of creation and distribution. Gray’s influence has also 

meant that more artistic forms, such as artist’s novels and graphic novels have not been 

fully explored.

With the above gap in mind future research could extend toward how print cultures 

have advanced during the 1990s to the present day and be influenced by modern uses of 

typography in print literature. This includes how computer technologies have, potentially, 

facilitated new forms of narration and narratives, including the use of typography and 

illustration. This embodies both electronic literature that began around the 1970s and 

more modern methods that allow readers to access texts that are not of a traditional 

printed form. It would also look to these forms and how and whether they have integrated 

interaction and other elements as part of narrative and narration. The study would include 

electronic literature and extend to newer media forms, such as interactive literature, and 

explore how they influence the means of reading. It could also examine the emergence of 

the internet upon reading habits, as a means of distribution and its influence on media, 

especially novels. More artistic forms of literature also form a point of further study as 

graphic forms of storytelling through artist’s novels and especially graphic novels present 
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alternative pathways for understanding the relationship between typography, illustration 

and narration. An alternative path could be to focus on a single period, the late nineteenth 

to early twentieth century, for example, and examine in greater depth the connections 

between art, literature, design and society in Europe and whether, why and how 

experimentation was entwined with the mindset of those involved.

To end, this thesis set out to explore typography and illustration as it relates to 

narration. Three works by Alasdair Gray have facilitated this study as they, and Gray, 

created pathways to examine the history of print cultures as they relate to typography and 

illustration use and experiment. Gray's work also allowed for an investigation of Scottish 

ties to print cultures and literary engagement with language. Within Gray’s three novels, 

the variety of usage facilitated the thesis’ ability to examine the development and function 

of typography and illustration as a method of narration. Ultimately this has shown that 

even the smallest elements of a novel can partake in an author’s ability to tell a story.
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